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TUESDAY, JUNE 14, 1988 WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15, 1988 -Continued

EMERALD BAY BALLROOM PREFUNCTION 10:00 AM
WA5 Theoretical Resolution of a Thin Photocondi

6:00 PM-9:00 PM REGISTRATION/RECEPTION Coupled Liquid Crystal Light Valve, Tae-Kwan Oh. Sachs
Freeman Associates. Inc. Jack H Dasis. U Alabamna in
Huntsville, Paul H Ashley Redstone Arsenal A new concept
i the modUlation transfer function of a liquid crstai light

v-ai-e has beton doeleoped It utiliZs !ight-induced spatial
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15, 1988 modulation of th-e -o coci-~ty of a thin photocondu1ctor to

predict the icterfacia: pctential variation ip 191

EMERALD BAY BALLROOM PREFUINCTION
EMERALD BAY BALLROOM PREFUINCTION

7:30 AM-5:00 PM REGISTRATION [ SPEAKER CHECKIN
10:20 AM-10:40 AM COFFEE BREAK

EMERALD BAY BALLROOM
EMERALD BAY BALLROOM

8:30 AM-8:40 AM
OPENING REMARKS 10:40 AM-12:00 M
Hua.Kuang Liu lct Propuoi,, n cboo tr,. WB LIQUID CRYSTAL DEVICES: 2
Conference Char Fraw-ia T S 5:, 'i-vj~ St,'v- L ''ra'- i tP res-r,(

8:40 AM-.10.20 AM 10:40 AM
WA LIQUID CRYSIAL DEVICES: 1 WB1 Optimal Operation Temperature of a Si-LCLV. rn
Tiern-Hsiri Cf-a et Ff-ooui.- <r' bo,"'iki'- Prr-o-c- Tson Vb U- E ,-" H-re- Resea~ch Laboratories Prof c;-

limal opeat , r c a -f a Si LCLi. tusric E 7 icuric
8:40 AM y tisch ri h rai p -ai-d r.(;rn ,
WA1 Schottky Diode Liquid Crystal Light Valve. U: Ef'rn th(- siicncl h, natcjj ;tOavs a sirnificantr- 7 

ir, d(-t-
iW E. Stanchira I D Rcuse, V, Y VOL. N W Goodsr P G mininGC ts :1r 4
Reif Shic-Tsor) CmJL V S Wlikowsry. Hughes Research,
Laboratories A Schccttks ;iode liquid . rvsta l iqht val e has- 11:00 AM
ed on both siipon -and GaAs has he-: de-veloped Resoiutifc W132 Performance Evaluation of a Trans,..-ve Liquid
o-f t0 r-Tm A,,tha nont-is, ratjocf 10 i %asacrifvcld if, th,- Crystal Spatial Light Modulator. SiP-Ch Lin R S-,zIr
SiFiccon-based Ifwice A" Ccor iAca Cabs-Ptje SCcr ttk Boitci 4c oso),,c I oroorjtoo a jhr- Ho)nc. Rckve" 1
rL.CL ha's he'r) -6rm- tr td -: ernaliorra Scic,-r,- c n'er. Joe P'' i--pa- Grumman Ccv

oo'ale Resl,f i' - Tm rli r of a mom crst
9:00 AM SLIM 121r )ia----i c r. imn- An -%an ,aluat-d cs'
WA2 P'hotoaddressed Liquid Crystal Spatial Light Modula. hii I -n -s i - . ifi-nu~ n
tors. D Arciitaipe j I Thackara. V, E) Eadt- Lock heed VMs nr-,r-rt, (1 2
sujes & Soace Compa nv Tlhe deveicpmrirt 'If . hoaofdiae-
Pod spatiai 'iQht modulators is discijs-o Micrftaci 11:20 AM
siiicoc or qailium a'seiide Phctoadrc-ssc'itc riemaItic. nr W83 Microsecond Switching in Cholesteric Liquid
feinoe-ectric outcrystai readout strcue s 'oscribed Crystals. -, S P ,rr B(- c'c".l-too esearch Tn1
ip 71 t,-clect, w ' :~i(, 'aln ca- Ie- -

t,-) l.iciduc-- i1t - . i i , a riir e ' t in 5-i
9:20 AM Vle lhav, r C-a,,rf toc *oo-_::f -,an it I, hr
WA3 Development of an E-Beamn Charge Transfer Liquid icdpe~pa- - I tr- ;ffa;i tr-j, 0- tn-i, n-hnic , as 11,
Crystal Light Modulator, Peter WV H'irsch Ira Farber, Cardinal acted a':i
Warde. Opt ron Systems, Inc. P i electron beam chafre trans
'or liquid crystal light mordulator is being dev-eloped Pro, 11:40 AM
iminary results show groat potentiat for Optical rcomputi WB4 Real-Time Optical Edge enhancement Using a
displays (p. 11i Hughes Liquid Crystal Light Valve, T - -n Chac Hu

KL<anc: Liu J-,! P nor,-, 7 i -bi-'-1o A- donqcsre
9:40 AM mi-ct (-ewt -t-r(c 1, 05cc;q a iqiC-'I a- i; t st
WA4 High-Performance Single Crystal Silicon Liquid cit cilv- c, -pcirciI F': - rii' ria- cr- -driir,- tho-
Crystal Light Valve with Good Image Uniformity. K Saysah-nlr ~~a pins 2 5_r
M S \Nelknwvsksj. Hughes Research Laboratories Vle ini
troduce a S icon liquid custal licht valve wih 4avefrornt tis- 12:00 M-1:36 PM LUNCH BREAK
tortion better than -4 and 50- nronriat~cc ait tO lp-mm c-or
current with a contrast ratio of 201 t(p 15i



WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15, 1988-Continued WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15, 1988-Continued

EMERALD BAY BALLROOM EMERALD BAY BALLROOM

1:30 PM-3:10 PM 3:30 PM-4:40 PM
WC PHOTOREFRACTIVE DEVICES WD ELECTROOPTICAL DEVICES
Pochi Yeh, Rockwell International Science Center. Presider Cardinal Warde. Massachusetrm ln'Intute of Technology

Presider
1:30 PM
WC1 Improved Photorefractive Performance from a Spe- 3:30 PM
cial Cut of BaTio,, Joseph E. Ford. Yeshatahu Fainm'sn. Sing WD1 Highly Parallel Holographic Integrated Planar Inter-
H. Lee. UC-San Diego, We have shown experimentally that a connections, Tomasz Jannson. Shing-Hong Lin. Physical Op
specially cut BaTiO, crystal provides improved gain. space- tics Corporation A planar holographic optical interconnec-
bandwidth product. and response time characteristics tion s-stem is introduced, which has very high density inter
crucial for photorefractive spatial light modulator use connectability for communication and preserves the com-
lp. 40) patibiliy with monolithic electronic devices. (p. 56)

1:50 PM (invited Paper) 3:50 PM (Invited Paper)
WC2 Spatial Light Modulation in GaAs. Li-Jen Cheng. WD2 Development Issues for MCP-Based Spatial Light
Gregory Gheen Tsuen-Hsi Liu. Jet Propulsion Laboratory Modulators, John N Lee. Arthur D. Fisher. U.S Naval Re-
Spatial light modulation usina the photorefractive effect in search Laboratorv. Use of microchannel plateb ,; itP .
GaAs and its potential applications in optical processing are electroopti,: (MSLM) and membrane (PEMLM) modulators
presented with experimental results as illustrations. (p 44i provides three-port operation or 2-D images. with gain

nonlinear thesholding. long-term Storage and other specal
2:20 PM capabilities ip 60)
WC3 Two-Beam Coupling Photorelractive Spatial Light
Modulation with Positive/Negative Contrast in Sillenite 4:20 PM
Crystals. Abdellatif Marrakchi. Belf Communications WD3 Transfer Characteristics of Microchannel Spatial
Research Photorefractive spatial light modulation with Light Moduators, Y Suzuki. T Hara. Hamamatsu Photonics
either positive or negative contrast is demonstrated. Con K K. Japan. M H. Wu. Hamamatsu Corporation The in-
trast selection capability results from the particular polariza- put-output characteristics, that is. the transfer charactens-
tion properties of Doppler-enchanced self-diffraction in tics of minrochannel spata! ight m-odulators ,ie theoretic-
r!lenite crystals. (P. 48) ally and experimentally discussed. tp 64

2:40 PM (invited Paper)
WC4 Photorefractive Spatial Light Modulator as a 2-D EMERALD BAY BALLROOM
Beam Steering Array, G. Roosen. Institute of Theoretical &
Applied Optics, France. We discuss a reconfigurable n n 8:00 PM-9:30 PM
crossbar switch that could also perform beam steering The WE INVITED SPEAKER SESSION
first experimental results, using a photorefractive crystal are Demetri Psaltis California Institute of Technology.
presented p. 52) Presider

8:00 PM (Invited Paper)
EMERALD BAY BALLROOM PREFUNCTION WE1 Future Roles of Spatial Light Modulators in Advanced

Computing Architectures, John A Neff. Defense Advanced
3:10 PM-3:30 PM COFFEE BREAK Research Projects Agency This paper discusses areas in

which optics can address multiprocessor bottleneuks and
the way in which 2-D spatial light modulators will likely play a
lty role. Ip 70)

8:30 PM (Invited Paper)
WE2 Recent Advances and Applications of Ferrolelectric
Liquid Crystal Spatial Light Modulators, Kristina M. Johnson.
U Colorado Characteristics of fast switching ferroelectric
iquid crystal devices are reviewed, with emphasis on their

use in optical interconnection network and neuromorphic
computing. (p 741

VII



WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15, 1988 -Continued THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 1988

9:00 PM (Invited Paper) EMERALD BAY BALLROOM PREFUNCTION
WE3 Spatial Light Modulators: Fundamental and Tech-
nological Issues, C Kyriakakis. P Asthania. P V' Johnson A 7:30 AM-5:00 PM REGISTRATION/SPEAKER CH-ECKIN
R. Tanguav., Jr. U SoLutrTr? Caiiforola Finriari1er1itl
physical constraints trat affect suatial ir tr-uar per
formance criteria are cdericft-l jqa'fnc t 

.%riiPthe i rd EMERALD BAY BALLROOM
status of Such devices mav be cofn 7'edi1
portant technological consic eratiorrs ttfs* !2u.' in t-rtar it- 8:30 AM-9:50 AM
vice configurations are drscus-2, l) 78i ThA Ill-V DEVICES

.1 llair klc 1 p f Cr r- of' P .,v Pviri Pres,csr-

8:30 AM
ThAi Spatial Light Modulators with Internal Memory. L M

n, t, ii i. G~ 25- rvip ,-a

8:50 AM
ThA2 Optically Addressed Spatial Light Modulators by
MBE-Grown nipi/MOW Structures. [J - P

R c- E' J R r- V; L~rF

9:10 AM
ThA3 Invaesigaioo aD GAsGalAs MOW Spatialh
LgModulator. F P J' P Poc-h -V Xr E - b,r J

MQr-iSod c spatS bp- n,,, ate fo a- is pu ' raoe 1

9:50 AM-02AM CFEBR K



THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 1988- Continued THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 1988-Continued

EMERALD BAY BALLROOM 1:50 PM
ThC2 Two-Dimensional Electrically Addressed Silicon/.10:20 AM-11:50 AM PLZT Spatial Light Modulator Arrays, J H. Wang, Sadik C

ThB DEFORMABLE STRUCTURES Esener, T. H. Lin. S. Dasgupta. Sing H Lee. UC-San Diego. An
Robert Sprague. Xerox Palo Alto Research Center. Presider integrated 12 x 12 matrix addressed silicon/PLZT spatial

light modulator array has been fabricated using laser-as.
10:20 AM (Invited Paper) 3istcd diffusion and crystallization. NMOS transistors ex
ThB1 Deformable Mirror Device Spatial Light Modulator hibiting electron mobility of 550 cmbiV-s are capable o driv
and its Use in Neural Networks. Dean R. Collins. Jeffrey B ing the PLZT eiectrooptic light modulator at high speeds (100
Sampsell. James M. Florence. P. Andrew Penz. Michael T kHz) (p. 124-
Gately. Texas Instruments. Inc A novel type of spatial light
modulator-the deformable mirror dvice--is prop_,sed as 2:10 PM
t,ie answer to the neural network interconnect problem ThC3 Two-Dimensional Optically Addressed Silicoi/PLZT
ip 102) Spatial Light Modulator Array, T H. Lin. J. H Wang. S

Dasgupta. Sadik C. Esener. Sing H. Lee. UC-San Diego An
10:50 AM integrated optically addressed 2-D spatial light modulator aT
THB2 Bistable Deformable Mirror Device, Larry J Horn- ray has been fabricated using laser recrystallizai,on of
beck. William E. Nelson. Texas Instruments. Inc Operating silicon on PLZT The performance of this array as well as
characteristics are presented for the bistable deformable that of the individual devices are discussed. (p 128)
mirror device, a micromechanical. silicon-based IC spatial
light modulator capable of precise, large angle deflecltons 2:30 PM
ip 107) ThC4 Spatially Segmented Approach to Designing Spatial

Light Modulators, Ravindra A Athae. BDM Corporation.
11:10 AM Sing H. Lee. Sadik C tsener. UC Sari Diego An approach to
ThB3 Limitations of Currently Available Deformable Miror spatial light modulator design which involves lateral separa
Spatial Light Modulators. Don A Gredory James C Kirsch. lion of the detector and modulator in each cell is described
U S Army Missile Corriand Experimental limitations in Different electrode geometries allowed by this approach and
ight modulation using a deformahle mirror spatial light tneir advantages are outlined. Experimental results are pre-
modulator are discussed. These include ref!ectance deflec sented iF 132)
lion angle. active area. and high-order diffraction effects
(P 111)

EMERALD BAY BALLROOM PREFUNCTION
11:30 AM
ThB4 Resolution Limits of an Imaging System with Incom- 2:50 PM-3:10 PM COFFEE BREAK
pressible Deformable Spatial Light Modulators. B Kuhlow
C Mahler. R Tepe. Heinrtch-Hertz.lnst(tut Berlin GmbH. F P
Germany The behavior of deformable spatia-light-modula EMERALD BAY BALLROOM
tor materials is analyzed. Principal resolution limits cauised
by the incompressibility and the required imaging system 3:10 PM-5:00 PM
are treated (p 115) ThD LIQUID CRYSTAL DEVICES:

1Jefre Davis Sar Diego State University Presider12:00 M-1:30 PM LUNCH BPEAK

3:10 PM
ThD1 The Liquid Crystal Television Spatial Light Modu-

EMERALD BAY BALLROOM lator Progress. Hua-Kuang Liu. Tien-Hsin Chao. California
Ins: I ire of Technology the principle of operation of the i-

1:30 PM-2:50 PM quid crystal television ILCTVI spatial light modulator (SLMi
ThC OPTOELECTRONIC DEVICES and the SLM properties of a new high-resolution research
C Lee Giles. US Air Force Office of Scientifc Research. module LCTV are discussed A comparison of this module
Presider with the Radio Shack and Epson LCTV SLMs is made

ip 138
1:30 PM
ThC1 High-Performance TIR Spatial Light Modulator.
Robert A Sprague. William D. Turner. Mark S. Bernstein
David L. Steinmetz. David L Hecht. Tibor Fish. Joseph W
Kaminski. Xerox Palo Alto Research Center. Russel! B.
Rauch. Xerox Electro-Optical Center We describe the
design. fabrication, and performance of a 4735-element
linear TIR spatial light modulator with a 256 Mpixel/s data
rate, (p, 120

viii



THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 1988- Continued THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 1988-Continued

3:30 PM ThE3 Pattern Recognition Utilizing Binary Light Modula,
ThD2 Evolutionary Development of Advanced Liquid tors, Robert E. Hill. Donald K. Fronek. Calton S. Faller. Lou
Crystal Spatial Light Modulators, N. Collings. W. A. Cross- siana Tech u., Richard A. Lane. U.S. Army Missile Command
land, STC Technology, Ltd, U.K.: D. G. Vass. Edinburgh The Optics Laboratory at Louisiana Tech University is
University, U.K. An overview is given of a sjrategy leading developing capability for high-speed image processing and
from two types of working liquid crystal SLM to possible pattern recognition using a three-plane VanderLugt optical
future devices offering enhanced performance. (p. 142) correlato. Jp 168)

3:50 PM ThE4 General Thin-Lens Action on Spatial Intensity
ThD3 Ferroelectric Liquid Crystal Spatial Light Modulator. Distribution Behaves as Noninteger Powers of Fourier
Materials :nd Addressing, Laura A. Pagano-Stauffer, Mark A Transform, Lester F. Ludwig. Bell Communications
Handschy, Noel A. uiark. Displaytech. Inc WNe discuss the Research. The- lens action on spatial intL Sity distribution
implications and advantages of ferroelectriK liquid crystal behaves generally as noninfeger powers of the Fourier
material properties for spatial light modulator performance .r,,._')rm for separation distances within the lens-law
and addressibility. (p. 147) boundary. (p 173)

4:10 PM ThES Paper withdrawn. (p. 177)
ThD4 Development of a Spatial Light Modulator. a Ran-
domly Addressed Liquid-Crystal-Over-NMOS Array, D. J ThE6 Paper withdrawn. (p -S)
McKnight. D. G. Vass. R. M. Sillitto. U Edinburgh. U K Elec
tricai evaluation cf a 50 x 50 pixel VLSI array in 1 5 rm ThE? Experimental Investigation of Photoemitter Mem-
NMOS for SLMs and the optical performance of 16 - 16 pro- brane Spatial Light Modulator Performance Limit, Peter B
totype SLMs are presented. 1p. 151i Rolsma. John N Lee. US Naval Research Laboratory, Tae-

Kwan Oh. SachsFreeman Associates, Inc. PEMLM sensitivi
4:30 PM (invited Paper) ty and response time are enhanced by a proximity-focused
ThD5 Nonlinear Optics of Liquid Crystals for Image Pro- visible light photocathode Photocathodes and new mem
cessing, lam C. Khoo, Pennsylvania State U Recently brane materials have been investigated (p 179)
observed novel optical wave mixing effects. in conjunction
with unique useful Characteristics of liquid crystals through- ThE8 Application of Optical Logic on Ferroelectric Liquid
out the visible-infrared region, offer new promises in image Crystal Spatial Light Modulators to Neural Network Process-
prccessing. (p 155) ing. Mark A A Neil. Ian H White, Cambridge University, U K

We discuss the use of ferroelectric liquid crystal spatial light
moduiatc-s as optical polarization rotating logic elements inEMERALD BAY ROOMS a direct storage implementation of the Honlield model (p
183i

6:00 PM-7:00 PM
ThE POSTER SESSIONIRECEPTION ThE9 Paper withdrawn. p 187)
Hua-Kuang Liu. Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Presider

ThEI0 Paper withdrawn. (p 188)
ThEl Optical Intenshy ,nd Polarization Coded Ternary
Number System, Shing-Hong Lin. Physical Optics Corpora ThEl1 Rotationally Invariant Joint Transfom Correlation,
tion. An optical ternary number system is introduced which F T S Yu. S Jutamulia. X Li. E Tam. Pennsylvania State U
utilizes both intensity and polarization codings for ternary Don A Gregory. US Army Missile Command Two methods
combinatorial logic design and ternary arithmetical com of rotationaly invariant joint transform correlation using i-
putation. lp 160) quod crystal televvons are described. These methods utilize

muitiple iformation-reduced references and single circiiar
ThE2 Active-Matrix-Addressed Viscoelastic Spatial Light harmonics tp 189)
Modulator, R. Gerhard-Multhaupt. R Tepe. W. Brinker, W D
Molzow, Heinrich-Hertz-lnstitut Berlin GmbH, F R Germany ThE12 Dynamic Interconnections with a Lenslet Array and
Active-matrix addressing and spatial-f requency response of an SLM. I Glaser. A. A. Sawchuk. U Southern California
metallized viscoelastic layers are described The results in Digital circuits can oe implemented with a linear transforma.
dicate saislactory performance for light-valve and other tion and a point nonlinearity. Using a lenslet array and a
electrooptical uses (p 164) mask on an SLM we get a dynamically reconfigurable cir

cut Examples are given. (p 192)

ix



THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 1988-Continued FRIDAY, JUNE 17, 1988

ThE13 Real-Time Object Recognition and Classification by EMERALD BAY BALLROOM PREFUNCTION
Code Division Multiplexed Phase-Only Encoded Filters, B
Javidi. S. F. Odeh, Michigan State U A multioblect shift in- 7:30 AM-11:30 AM REGISTRATIONISPEAKER CHECKIN
variant pattern recognition system that uses code division
multiplexed binary phase-only filters is presented. (p 196)

EMERALD BAY BALLROOM
ThE14 Spatial Light Modulators in Multimode Fibers,
Mahmoud A. El-Sherif, Air Defenre College. Egypt An exter- 8:30 AM-9:50 AM
nal field applied to a modified multmode fiber induces FA APPLICATIONS: 1
modal power redistrhirtion. This technique is examined for David P Casasent. Carnegie-Mellon University Presider
spatial light modulators, and promising results are achieved
(p 200) 8:30 AM

FA1 Optical Matrix-Vector Multiplication Using a Spatial
ThE15 Optical Pattern Recognition using an Optically Ad- Light Modulator and a Phase Conjugator, Arthur E Chiou.
dressed Spatial Light Modulator. Janine M. Vaerewyck H Pochi Yoh. Monte Khoshnevisan. RocAwell International
John Caulfield. U Alabama in Huntsville We consder the Science Center We report concept and experimental results
use of an optically addresseC spatial light modulator iri an if ir optical matrix-vector multiplication scheme uSing a
optical pattern recognition sster.,. A computer study con )hase conjugator in conjunction with a spatial light
ducted to determine the best use ot an SLM in this tyrie of modulator The finite storage time of the nonlinear mediun,
system is discussed along with the experimental results and the optical phase conjugation are utilized to achieve
(p 204) automatic pixel by-pi-el alignment (p 2081

8:50 AM
EMERALD BAY ROOMS FA2 Optical Associative Memory for Word-Break Recogni-

tion, Eung Gi Paek. A von Lehmen. Bell Conimunicatonv
7:00 PM-8:30 PM CONFERENCE BANQUET Research A novel optical associative memory able to ide "r

tit' and insert work breaks ,n a concatenated word string, tS
described Toe system also has error correction capahilit

EMERALD BAY ROOMS . 211

8:30 PM-9:30 PM POSTER SESSION CONTINUED. 9:10 AM
COFFEE/DESSERT FA3 Adaptive Fraunhofer Diffraction Particle Sizing Instru-

ment Using a Spatial Light Modulator, E Dan Hirlemen
Arizona State U. Paul A Delienback. Southern Methodist U
Integration of a magnetooptic spatial light modulator intl a
laser dlifftaction particie sizing instrument is discussed The
concept gives the instrument the ability to recontiqurt a
detector array on-line and thereb,, adapt to the measurement
conte't ip 217)

9:30 AM
FA4 Use of Binary Magnetooptic Spatial Light Modulators
in Pattern Recognition Processors, David Flannery. Joh-
Loomis. Mary Milkovitch. U Dayton The construction arid
oiperatinc chara teristics of binary magnetoopic SLMs are

reviewed. Theoretical and experimental binary phase-oni
tilter (BPOF) correlation results are presented to illustrate the
agreement exhibited and the performance of BPOFs (p 2211

EMERALD BAY BALLROOM PREFUNCTION

9:50 AM-10:10 AM COFFEE BREAK



FRIDAY, JUNE 17, 1988- Con tinued

EMERALD BAY BALLROOM

10:10 AM-11:30 AM
FB APPLICATIONS: 2
Martin Sokoloski. National Aeronaotics and Space
Administration. Presider

10:10 AM
F81 Real-Time Programmable Joint Transform Correlator
with a Thres~hold Hard-Clipping Microchannel Spatial Light
Modulator, F T S. Yu, 0. W. Song. Pennsvlvania State Ui: Y
Suzuki. Hamamatsu Photonics K K, Japan; M WVu. Ham-
amatsu Corporation. A programmable real-time optical joint
transform ccrrelor utilizing a threshold hard-clipping
mnicrochannei spatial light mnodulator to generate sharper
a )d higher autocorrelation peaks is presenied ip 2261

10:30 AM
FB2 Bipolar Joint Transform Image Corretator. t3 Jay a.. C

JKLJG. S F Odeh. Michigan State U vve present a
theoretical investigation of the bipolar nn transform mag,'-

Ciorrefator Arialytic al espwrssion s for tripoor ut , rria t on
siqiialS o)f the bipolar joint transform in-c POr~t~ r
developed (, 2301

10:50 AM
FB3 Generating Tandem Coimponent Correlation Filters
for Programmable Spatial Light Modulators, Staniey E
Monroe. Jr Lockheed Missiles & Spaice Company Tne
!orative fnethods of Barteit and Hormrer !or tne generation cit
te cititributea, tandemn component co- relat -n 'ilters ha~e

beon adapted f(in use witth a sl:ecafi uptica; correlator
p 234,

11:10AM
F84 Mixed-Encoding Generalization of the Phase-Only
Filter. Richaro D Juday NASA Johnson Space Center Wie
nave formu)(iated a generalization of the phase-only filter
tPOFi theory that includes its -oncomnitant amplitucie
rnolation The amplitude spectrumn of tne processed ob-
ject enters the formulation, a feature missning in the classicai
POF The POF Sootion is snow 'm as a special case when trnc
SLM s amnlituiid modulation is constant tr 23&
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A SCHOTTKY DIODE LIQUID CRYSTAL LIGHT VALVE

U. Efron, W. E. Stanchina, I. D. Rouse, W. Y. Wu, N. W. Goodwin,

P. G. Reif, S. T. Wu, and M. S. Welkowsky

Hughes Research Laboratories

Malibu, California 90265

Tel. 213-317-5214

We have recently developed and demonstrated a Schottky-diode-based LCLV.

The concept is to use a Schottky metal-semiconductor interface which allows

depletion through the silicon to be attained and thus maintain the impedance match

between the photoconductor and the liquid crystal. This match is critical in achieving

the operation of a photoactivated SLM. (1 ) Since a high Schottky barrier-forming

metal such as aluminum or platinum can be deposited on the n-type silicon substrate

at low temperature, the silicon substrate can first be mounted on a flat glass

substrate, polished, and then processed. This allows a high degree of output

uniformity to be attained. Secondly, by eliminating the SiO2 insulator present in our

MOS LCLV version, (2 ) one can reduce the sheet conductivity at the Si/LC interface

and achieve higher resolution and dynamic range.

Two Schottky LCLV configurations have been designed. A double Schottky

layer structure (Figure 1), and a single Schottky configuration. The double Schottky

configuration is designed to allow a balanced a.c. current to flow through the device,

thus minimizing the LC decomposition which occurs due to d.c. current flow. The

back (input) side Schottky diode layer (for a n-silicon based device) is fabricated

using either a platinum grid or a thin platinum-layer (100 A), followed by deposition

of indium-tin-oxide to enhance the sheet conductivity of the back contact. Both

structures have been fabricated and tested. The front Schottky contact consists of a

metal matrix of platinum islands (17 Irm x 17 urm) separated by chemical vapor

2
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deposited oxide (3 ltm channels). Results of the I-V characteristics of the Pt-nSi

Schottky diode fabricated in the metal-matrix configuration are shown in Figure 2.

Finally, in the single Schottky configuration, the back-contact is simply replaced by a

highly doped n' layer similar to the back s'de structure of our Si-MOS LCLV. (2 )

A single-Schottky diode layer LCLV was assembled and tested. Preliminary

results show resolution of 10 line-pairs/mm, contrast ratio of 10:1 at the response

time of the liquid crystal (=20 mSec). A GaAs-based Schottky LCLV was also

fabricated. A single Schottky configuration was also used in this case. The back

contact consisted of silicon implantation (6 x 1013/cm 2). 2500A of gold was used as

the front side metal matrix Schottky contact on top of the 500-llm-thick 2-in. diameter

n-type GaAs wafer (p = 107 Q-cm). Due to the iarge thickness of the wafer and to

difficulties in establishing an efficient back-side contact, the photo response was

rather low. About 2 lp/mm of resolution was observed.

References

1. U. Efron, Proc. IOCC 1986 (SPIE 700, 132 (1986)).

2. U. Efron et al, J. Appl. Phys. 57, 1356 (1985).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Structure of the double Schottky silicon liquid crystal light valve.

Figure 2. Forward- and reverse- bias characteristics of Pt-n Si Schottky diode
fabricated in a metal matrix form.
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PHOTOADDRESSED LIQUID-CRYSTAL SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATORS

D. Armitage, J. I. Thackara and W. D. Eades
Research & Development Division

Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Inc.

3251 Hanover Street, Palo Alto, California 94304

Photoaddressed spatial light modulators (SLM) are an efficient means of
modulating light with light and provide the benefits of optical parallelism

in both write and read modes. Figure I shows the general form of a
reflective-readout photoaddressed SLM. The input and output are optically

isolated and the SLM can provide gain via an intense readout source.

Incoherent-to-coherent light conversion is also readily achieved by the SLM.

The photoaddressed SLM structure is shown in Fig. 2. The optically flat
glass substrates make up the bulk of the device. The liquid crystal layer is

of order 0.01 mm thick. The photoreceptor could be a deposited
photoconductor layer such as cadmium sulfide or a monocrystalline

semiconducting wafer bonded to the substrate. The thickness of the

photoreceptor is minimized in order to avoid compromising the SLM resolution.

There are several nematic liquid-crystal readout configurations. The
hybrid-field effect mode employs a twisted structure which ensures a dark or
nonbirefringent off-state, while providing a variable birefringence
response. We have shown that the higher speed "surface mode" variable
birefringent effect can be applied to a SLM readout!. If the optic axis of

the nematic is aligned in the direction of the readout light as shown in
Fig. 3, then a differentiating or edge enhancing readout is obtained. The

basis of the effect is illustrated in Fig. 3 and is rooted in the fringe
field realignment of the nematic director. Drive-on and drive-off is allowed
in the differentiating nematic configuration and should provide increased
frame speed in nematics.

2

Ferroelectric liquid crystals (FLCs) have a permanent dipole moment which
interacts on a first-order basis with an applied electric field, rather than
the second-order response of the nematic. Therefore, the FLC can be switched
between states by reversal of the electric field. FLC devices are in the
early stages of development, 3 but switching speeds of 0.01 ms have already
been demonstrated.

Photoconductors such as cadmium sulfide impose a limiting SLM frame rate of
order 10 Hz associated with carrier detrapping times. The use of
single-crystal material with low trap density is a route to higher frame

rates.

Single crystal silicon and gallium arsenide photoreceptors have been used in

a depletion mode configuration. The depletion mode implies the use of
rectifying or blocking contacts rather than ohmic contacts. We have

demonstrated a silicon-wafer photoreceptor structure based on capacitive

7
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couplinR which simplifies the fabrication and assembly process I . The

fabrication of silicon-wafer devices is sensitive to the surface processing
and passivation techniques.

We are investigating the behavior of gallium arsenide photoreceptors as an
alternative to silicon. GaAs is available at much higher resistivity than
silicon and the surfaces are less sensitive to processing and fabrication
methods. However, GaAs has trap states in the bulk of the material in
addition to surface traps. The frame speed of the SLM is compromised by such
states.

A capacitively coupled GaAs-photoaddressed SLM was fabricated by cementing a
polished wafer to a substrate and depositing a dielectric mirror composed of
sili:on oxide/amorphous silicon multilayers. Uniform parallel alignment of
the nematic liquid crystal was provided by rubbed nylon surfaces. The
nematic was configured in the high-speed surface mode readout1 . The
resolution demonstrated by the GaAs-photoaddressed SLM is shown by the USAF
test target in Fig. 4, where 14 lp/mm is discernible. The image shown in
Fig. 4 is taken from a TV camera, where the camera resolution is a limiting
factor. The uniformity of this device is impressive and probably follows
from the low leakage of the GaAs.

The frame rate of the device is slower than that achieved in silicon wafer
addressingl and appears to be limited by the detrapping time constants of
the GaAs. Further work is needed to establish the optimum form and inherent
limitations of GaAs in this application.

A similar GaAs photoaddressing structure was used with a perpendicularly
aligned nenatic readout providing edge enhancement. The input image and
cdge-enhanced output are shown in Fig. 5.

We have experimented with FLC readout of various photoaddressing structures.
The FLC is much more difficult to align than the well-known nematic liquid
crystal. This is reflected in defects and nonuniformity in the output
image. However, there appear to be other complications in the substitution
of FLC for nematic readout. Transient imaging and image-blooming effects not
present in the nematic are apparent in the FLC-photoaddressed devices. This
behavior may be due to the sensitivity of the FLC to spurious dc components

in the photoaddressing scheme.

A recent development in FLC technology employs the electroclinic effect to
provide a linear birefringent response.4 This effect trades sensitivity
for increased response speed. Submicrosecond response speeds have been
demonstrated. We are studying this effect in the context of photoaddressed

SLMs.

I. D. Armitage et al., SPIE 824, 1987

2. D. Armitage and J. I Thackara, SPIE 613, 1986, p. 165
3. D. Armitage, J. I. Thackara, and W. D. Eades, SPIE 825, 1997

4. C. q. Bahr and G. Heppke, Liquid Crystals, 2, 825 (1987)
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ELECTRO OPTIC MATERIAL TRANSPARENT ELECTRODE

DIELECTRIC SUBSTRATE
MIRROR

PHOTORECEPTOR-TE

WRITE READ

V

Fig. I Reflective-readout photoadi1ressed spatial light modulator

OPTICAL FLAT GLASS
SUBSTRATE

TRANSPARENT ELECTRODE
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DIELECTRIC MIRROR

ALIGNMENT LAYER

SPACER
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Fig. 2 Photoaddressed liquid-crystal spatial light modulator structure
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Fig. 3 NematiC liquid-crystal spatial differentiating configuration
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Fig. 4 Gallium arsenide photo- Fig. 5 Gallium arsenide photo-
addressed nematic liquid- addressed nematic liquid-
crystal SLII readout with crystal differentiating SLM.
USAF test target input Input image and edge-enhanced

readout image.
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Development of an e-Beam Charge-Transfer
Liquid Crystal Light Modulator

Peter W. H irsch. Ira Farber. Cardinal %War(Ie
Optron S~ steins. Iiic.

3 Preston Court
Bedford, NIA 01730

An electron beami charge t ranrsfer Iiliu id cr\ stat light mod ulator Is being dcveloped
a nd demonstrated. Prelimiary resul ts show% gr- atI pot cnI Ial fo1(r opIIcalI computing
d isl vs P1- .

I NIHODUT)i ION

11\e \a C rcen~ly c I i p:Jcd 3 c0111putcr-progqra inmbl. elctro-cni-addre Sscd I qcu i
Cr\S tAi 1lght modCultr e-emiL\1) %0li clI sOUld has1\ c a bruad range of' appl icatilolls
in sptical computime d- a.. and ro!-otic iin

Somle of' thc s ig ,n ifica nt ad \ a n ta ges of' th is dc\ ic over existing commercial units
include low , cost. ca sc of1 fa1)r ica t ion, a nd po tcnti) atII \cry h igh resolution. The
si mlpl Icity of til tc\ deice. hl ic:h ha s \cr y f'cw la-s cr s associated w itIh the I'Iq u Id
crysal1, miakes itI rela t v \el v asy to I'a h r ilIcat \ very Un f1i ormI I lud cry.stal la ers.

his Could ot herv,-se add sinfcn sto tilie cost of mann fa1",ct ing ndul-m1tl to
the cost 0 C the device. I fI "h Modulator resolut Ion is acl iCs ed ti) ro0Ug0h the use ofC a
Io gi-re so IU tion elc rot gC Iw c lC- 11"U1 \hi is Ii uexpctIsi e a nd s\cry common In iia iv t vpes of'

C RTs, The clii rge transfecr plkite. a propjr ieta rv Optiron S\ ,tcims ins ntion. is anII
integral pa rt ofC this dvI ce , . ItI t'r IdgeCS [ the I f-p bCtsk ccii \ Acuum 11 ati1d air,. allowing
for the h Ig h rc Skl Lilon transfer ofciad to t he nioduAtIr clemen~t \% Ic ' 1IS a liqJuid

ci5 aI n tl h pmt ~ i,: I app ct .

DEV~ICE DESCRII'I ON

Thec neritCI d 1 f t tie) des ic is sho%% n in Fi-. I1. Ih iiodu lator conIsists.
cnIt Kl lv. oi I' ali1i1 Ii C:.cl LI lion eIltOnl gu 11 t ube a sseill vl% seal led to clia rge tratrisfer

pla tc K 1- 1) I'l' 1 a pI t. A gr I d IS S It Lia tCd juLISt i ns Idof the CT P f'or electron
collet ion Li Liid in t he \ser itI ing a rid e ra s ing processes wli1 ic h utilize thle secon da r\
emission c ha ra cter st ics of' the CT P suLirface. The I Iq u Id cry stal Is confined in a
thin layer exterior to the tubhe body s t)h\fie external su rface of' the CTP and a n
opt Icall fl\AatI readout wA.indow coated w it h a transparent cotiduct ye coating oI of id i-
t in -o xide (ITO). The rea dout I\Indowv alIso has ain atI i gnnient Iave cr decpos ited over t he
ITO o I n the sa i fash io n as the CT P. E It hc-rn nIic ros phleres or g. lass fibers1 of, the
appropriate ic',k ness can lie usedco as spacrs for th liIquid cvt a r

T he CAP ssh li is il 11it ratedl In [iC . 2. Coll. t I f cIS t i\ e twig iLi lin\c
etetilding pins intersperse"d thrugh11(Uut anl islkti\s 111matrix SO Itt ecria
isolaI IIIoti1 is mS IIItaIII(, iedf beCtwccn the p)in1S. C FPS wit h t Oi 111 pin 11) iin In ceniter-t
ccii ter spacing antd 50 prni conductors oii 70 ii centers are, rout ml v fa bricated at Opt roti
S\ sterns. Once o:Iam rgcd., these co rid uct i ke p Ins ca n thecn create an electric fie ld
across t lie miod 1.ila t1tig eC meIt 1C1 (I icluid crystalI here) w hen a ii elect rode is placed oe
the element and suita hI biased.
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FIGURE 2: A CROSS SECTION OF THE CHARGE TRANSFER PLATE (CTP).
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PRINCIPLE OF OPE RATION

During operation of the moI(dulJAtor a sm&il t bas 5oltage (t If) 5olts) is appijed to
the transparent elec:trode kdf the lic1 ii d crs stai cell al ad thec elct rok)n beaml gc n cra tced

b file c-gunl IS sCJ)aCL aned 1A the (C1 P Ii a paittern gene a tcd I~ the PC hiard s arc and
Sottw re. Th fe resulIt iag chalrge (I dit rIbLit lunl 1rc ted1 on I I he C-1 P surIface is

tra nsfer red t hrough21 the C [ P t%. mean Is ofC itS c1 'nIfnts I \ p:1 1 to the I lqU Id c rystal
interf ace. The Chiate diirfI'Lnt1(In !1ICecrtedk aIt theL: l,p 1d fr .tai IInte r'ac Ila \ be
ceII tc:r posiAtis c ci I\5 depenIdinu0 on1 the: c ,Ir eecon misn

The charge paittertns Iacs 1 ar1 erased u1in th U11" ie Ie~d r II e Issio process kk Ith
the mesh gridl operating as a n elec:titn DUl lecor Duin this pt ess the nit irc C I P
ca n he flooded \k 'ithI electrons of, a parIt I iular n c re2 % , \ hi I c the cs Itet naiII ' I appi 1cd
voltage to the condLuctOrs is ra mped b ack ti "er1 ot0 th us eraslingi the image0.

PRELIMIINARY RES'LT'S ,'FF-\SIINI1_iN SiL')

The prelimilnary results prescn[L he bl ik sk crc .bta ned \k.l 'I h aprtot\ pe c-eaml LCI NI
kvh ic h cwrnl-us ed a CTP k\ It th 5O cl ctrson f centei > anad a h igi-esol tnl.
clectrostat icaly fooused -and do. f Ite 1 ktron ix Lee rn ca. -1spica111, this e-
gun Is used in i gh reso I itI 1 11 a ( aIr'v 1nd ha aii :i pt , s9 II of apr itic1 75-
10 w~ Ii. I Iowesc er. ou Jr act i I sp, t <e I." V, A nsic lii iaroel r 11 on the o~rder f n3
mlicrons. because wec ope rted thle cn %k th ai cat I le p.t is til (I-4l,\' llij \k as lowerI
than the recommeniJd I i,,: li. 1 -1 ne'1t,'~ ecnisIi it I l100 A\ bt
our Output agin-111 f' f! 1 h 1 I t till \AILItc oali d al a' cah d
ac':is a 1t I on1. 1lie ni iii it 1 '11 1 -!1~ fklo and I'C 11 ,A Ii \ f, 11 1 i, d cr1\ ULil

,,:,I tl ile 1"-am1 . J,1i ii rct 1s t it l ii i p des aI

Our p rtoktpe de it:t ,c ''as fabr icate%.d %k ff1 th c 1i' p- !, lI I' I ci.
1min aitIc -are~a and a n ) Tf-tc li f i .''\ks \ I it J ) i t 'a sil tI : I i ; Cc, a3 t- 1 i

surface. A nenima tic, 1 o d :r sta I used a bit'plictisl L t inr o \tuicrie ('lie lilt:et:aa.
Align ment was a3cS p 3C lieId t ii 1ou 0ih a j pu n oIn cotl nfh g f p,-I if nud1e froi Ill rci.-4
I nd ustries a nd spacrs \kei c 5csm ,phe :r :IcI par Il:es, lie h I id fileld efcl ,t ml, dcI
wa*11s used I n this de\ iC dueI to) it- los', 0l stle ti In i "inl 1)1 , lo i-state
t ranrsmIiI sI on, an11d I ipi 1)I't c p1 ii -c tim' 01n tlhis parfticu:lir d(I ce n :.10o Ielc IC:t ric
IrIIror was11 Li --ed, Js imp 1i 1C I the ci Ite telect ina Ir in,11 th c'tins) C f P

conMducr.1111 DI I inc -f -III 11_ A , a1 1 if a1' it r pi[, l dedJ a I;J lz 'innL 'J'al icmnll
toI tile ('1tactii1e tO lIm nld M ttIsde kl thleridt5 -s

A\ represenitam tie iiiip c 4' ir preimil, it data 15hl)(mi tif) 4 see se 1h3\e
wri-iten "OPi-ON' t thle dc% si e \s ni 2ntinedt earlIeIr, thle actis are is -Im Ic1 Iin l
d I imeter so I t is i1,ippe n t ft ,i t or rceolIu ttIon i s limited b\ the eI:lectro gun to)

app )r ox iately l ine, iiin Ihle frmn pe f the irtt.t pC des CC cuIrrilsk
a ppea rs to be I ited b\ the 1 iV. gun current to onkI a few \\Iiz. The resolut ion a ald
framing speed problems wkill be reove \i choosing a gunI tha t o, ffers a s mall Ier spot
s Izc a t lose ca th11ode [)tcit tls . c con)t rastI a nd s pa~a ut i~iIi i nk-i IIt, (,: tis esti Is
des' ic will bot h 'c c nh t nee-d KI f'lat tcr IifuI d c rvst t as 3rIs thouc)Ifi_' thIe u.se of01
preccision fla t wkI ndois sk ci has e 1 LrtI)Clv Ifbricated 1a3 1ne'-areaC, sAinle-pixel1 liquiiid
crystal cells ss Ith 1 d spat tlal ii I ra1t\ LanId grea tcr thani 1 410 :01 ct ra:.t ratlio so we
are Confident that ralpid imrsaet Ill be fnrthei(ining lin the next tewv \kcckS.
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DEFLCTIO PERSONA
ANCOMPTER

DURVEN ELCONROL AND OTO.IAEFO C

C- C I KEYBARRD

A nw tpe l lqud es ~~tllih[ 111mdula-tor has leen dc\ ci. ped at ( )ptioni S stemns

v\ hich lIwIds great promtise f'or thle f'ields kd optical comlputinii and display tchnlouv,.
\We ha~ e presenited prellilninas data \0J hieh deonstate feasvhilrs "lild shlow thc great1
potential Ibr this dece \ ith continuing refinemnents, the desice should rivail
othicrs in s pa tialI resolution. contlast. Speed, and cost. CCeInalI to thle dC\ :cC
design Is thc CIIP wh liI n1:s kes possibhle this tvpe of' device. Thec C'iiP can bec easil
sca led to larger dIl imeters whih 1 1 o uld 'u rI he r i mpro\ve th)c it nformatI ion 1ca,1paC it fo
the c-beam LCILN.

Device development is Ongoing in sc\ eral areas including resolution, contrast,
speed and sea lab1)iIi tyv. Improvements in resolution wvillI result f'roml the use of' a
Itighe r resolution electiron gun it nd ittpIe men tat ion of' I Opi n-Cond uctor CT11 PInto thle
dlevice. Speed should also Ibe enhia need gi cat ly by using a ii election gun Ali th a h ighIer
output current in order to more quickly erase charge f'rom the CIP. We are also
invecstigating the use of' citlta neer coatings over, the CTFI1 in order to taillor its
scondlary emlission la racteristies to the electron beami energy. II igher contrast will
be acielved through tihe ulSe of, fIa t ter, more parallel liquid c rvsta I l a Ners .
Feryoelectrie liquid c r vst a I s ca n also be incorporated into th is de\ Ice to realize
kilohiertz franming rates and Improved contraet ratio.

REFERENCES

I. Jan Grinberg, et. al., Op1ical Eniern.14, 2 17-2-25(1975).
2. C. 11. Gooch, If. A. T'arry, J. P/u.s. D.- Appi. P/s., 8, 1575-1584 (1975).
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High Performance Single Crystal Silicon Liquid Crystal
Light Valve with Good Image Uniformity

K. Sayyah and M.S. Welkowsky

Hughes Research Laboratoric,
3011 Malibu Canyon Roa,

Malibu, CA C, 265
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Liquid Crystal Light Valve

Tae-Kwan Oh

Sachs/Freeman Associates, Inc.
1401 McCormick Drive, Landover, MD 20785

Jack H. Davis
Department of Physics

University of Alabama in Huntsville, Huntsville, AL 35899

Paul R. Ashley
Research Directorate

Research, Development, and Engineerinq Center
Redstone Arse'],l, AL 35S98-5248

The hydrogenated amrrphous silicon(a-Si:H) photoconductor and the
nematic liquid c-ystal BDH-E44 combine to create a liquid crystal
light valveILCLV) . The transmission of the readout light is
determin-d by the voltage across the liquid crystal. When write light
il],-minates the current carrying photoconductor, the potential of
each layer is rearrancd through the photoconductor and liquid
crystal.

A theoretical model for electrooptic modulation used to determine
spatial resolution was developed by Roach [1] and later extended for
use on 2 mm thick Bi, SiO ,0(BSO) LCLV [2]. Roach's model assumes an
interface surface charge distribution of the form CN cos( 7Nx) on a
dielectric material represented by liquid crystal. Only dielectric
effects of the photoconductor and liquid crystal are considered, and
the image transfer from the input light to the charge distribution at
the interface is assumed to be ideal with no charge spreading in the
photoconductor. This implies a very high resistivity of the
photoconductor. Owechko and Tanguay [3] predict the theoretical
resolution of Pockels Readout Optical Modulator, which is a function
of electrostatic field distribution arising from the stored point
charges located within the BSO. Another important parameter is a bias
voltage which dPes not affect the resolution in the Roach's model
that is proved by Donjon, et al. [4].

In the case of thin(a few microns thick) photoconductors, the
effects of losses due to the resistivity of tne material cannot be
neglected. In fact the resistivity itself is essentially the
parameter which is modulated. Most of the photogenerated carriers
are transitted through the photoconductors; it is supposed that the
sum of drift lengths, 1 c, before recombination is equal to or greater
than the photoconductor thickness. For the thick photoconductor,
space charges may be located inside the layer and we can apply the
Owechko and Tanguay method. The applicable criterion for our model is
the collection length which is expressed by
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a c = ( 4 p~p + an Tn) E (1)

The sum of aT product was determined to be 8.1 x 10 -8 cm 2/V for the
intrinsic amorphous silicon by photoelectromaqnetic effect ir blue

or green light by Moore [5], and 1-6 x 10 cm '/V for the p -i-n + a-
Si:Hphotodiode in AMl white light by Crandall [6]. With 10 V dc bias,
and a uniform field approximation [7], the collection length is about
9 um for the intrinsic amorphous silicon. For thickness less than 9

am, the loss of the resistivity of photoconductor directly causes a

voltage shift across the liquid crystal.

A new model wds use to deteLmlnt s patial res]111tinn. and was
developed based on the previous arguments and criteria, and from a
lumped element analysis of the equivalent circuit [8]. The modulator
was divided into 2-D matrix of unit cells, each represented by
equivalent values of its physical parameters, resistivity and
capacitance. This generalized analysis allows the determination of
potential and field throughout the liquid crystal as a result of any
2-D geometry or distribution of physical parameters imposed on the
modulator structure. In order to evaluate the resrlution, a step
function of photoconductor resistivity is imjosed on the
photoconductor with the spatial wavelength which is defined by the
reciprocal of spatial frequency S lp/mm. Then the output intensity as

a function of spatial position x is given by

+ :V Vs
I- 1 sin2 ( 1 + - c ) , (2)

2 V- V 0

+ 1, 0 x 1/2S
where c =

-1, 1/2S x 1/S

The amplitude of the potential variation across the liquid crystal in
the x direction along the interface is V s. The value of V was
obtained numerically by the same method. The result is normalized
to S to obtain V &/V 0. When the liquid crystal light valve is operated
in the near linear region of transmission, the value of V/V - becomes
0.5 [9]. The normalized contrast transfer function is then given by

CTF = ( I +  - I" ) / ( I + I- ). (3)

Finally the MTF can be calculated from the conversion of CTF [10].

Figure 1 shows the amplitude of potential variation across the
liquid crystal as a function of spatial frequency. Leftmost and
rightmost points represent the middle of half spatial wavelength,
dark and bright patterns, and the x scale represents 50, 10, 5, 2.5
and 1.25 am for 5, 25, 50, 100 and 200 lp/mm spatial frequency. Here d
and L are the thickness of LC and a-Si:H respectively. It is clearly
shown that the potential variation V , is decreased as spatial
frequency is increased.

It is pointed out that the normalized modulation transfer function
and unnormalized modulation transfer function have direct
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interpretations useful for comparison of different parameters of the
device. The light transmission of a LCLV is mostly determined by the
potential across the liquid crystal. The unnormalized contrast
transfer function is defined, considering the sublinear region of
light transmission of a liquid crystal, as

CTF , = ( V b - V d ) / ( V b + V d ) (4)

where V b and V d are the potentials at the middle of bright and dark
step spatial wavelength patterns. The result in Figure 2 shows that
the LCLV with a larger thickness of a-Si:H and a smaller thickness of
the liquid crystal give more CTF,. It might be interpreted as a
measure of the sensitivity of the device. This unnormalized contrast
transfer furn'-tin indicatp the manifest cffect 'f dFrk conductivity,
of a-Si:H even in the low spatial frequency as shown in Figure 3.

For the 5 am thick amorphous silicon with 64 a W/cm 2 white light,
the calculated MTF is shown in Figure 4. Here PA= 2. 6x109 ohm-cm and

PL = l.6x10 9 ohm-cm with 10 V dc bias, and the photoconductivity
change is about 2.3. Values of the liquid crystal thickness of 6.25,
12.5 and 25 am were used. For d = 12.5 am, 50% MTF occurs at around 37
lp/mm. Up to 50 lp/mm are predicted for d = 6.25 a m with 50% MTF.

Roach's model C1] neglects the resistivity and thus holds in the
high frequency limit. Our model neglects the dielectric constants
and thus holds in the low(temporal) frequency limit. Thus neither is
connected, although Roach's model(high frequency) and our model(low
frequency) are based on the same form of the Laplace equation, which
is applied to each layer separately. But Roach's model is confined to
surface charge and dielectic properties, while our model utilizes
spatial conductivity variation, which gives direct potential values
at the interface. The resistive model of the MTF in the LCLV neglects
the dielectric effect in the dc bias, which might change the charge at
the interface. With an ac bias the dielectric constants should be
considered.
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OPTIMAL OPERATION TEMPERATURE OF A Si-LCLV

Shin-Tson Wu and Uzi Efron

Hughes Research Laboratories

3011 Malibu Canyon Road

Malibu, California 90265

Summary

A silicon liquid crystal light valve (Si-LCLV) is a useful device for converting an

input image written in certain wavelength, intens;ty, and coherence conditions to an

output image in which some or all of these parameters are varied. For examples, IR-

to-visible(2) and visible-to-IR(3 ) image conversions using a Si-LCLV have been

demonstrated successfully.

The structure of a reflective mode Si-LCLV consists of three major parts:

(1) photoconductor: a 125-pm-thick, high resistivity (-5000 ohm-cm) it-silicon,

(2) dielectric mirror: for reflective mode operation, and (3) nematic LC layer: for

modulating the readout beam. In operation, a periodic asymmetric voltage waveform

is applied to the Si-LCLV so that the device alternates between a long (-0.5 ms)

depletion phase and a short (-40 ps) accumulation phase. In the depletion (active)

phase, the high resistivity i-silicon is depleted completely, and electron-hole pairs

generated by the input light are swept by the electric field, thereby producing a spatial

voltage pattern that activates the liquid crystal. Since the liquid crystal film is

birefringent, the electric-field-induced LC reorientation causes phase retardation of the

incoming linearly polarized readout beam. A polarization analyzer completes the

image transformation to a two-dimensional intensity pattern' which replicates the input

pattern originally imposed on the silicon photoconductor. A projection lens placed

approximately one focal length from the output face of the LV relays the output image

to the observer or detector.
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When a Si-LCLV (with a parallel or perpendicular aligned LC layer) is used as

an amplitude or phase modulator, large dynamic range and fast response times are

the two important parameters. However, for a given LC material, these two parameters

are conflicting issues; faster response times are often associated with a smaller

dynamic range, or vice versa. To evaluate the trade-off between dynamic range and

response times, we obtain a figure of merit (F.M.) as

F.M. = KAn 2/y1  (1)

for a LC cell. Where K = K11 or K3 3 represents the splay or bend elastic constant, An

is the birefringence and 71 the rotational viscosity of the LC. Since K, An, and 71 are all

temperature dependent, the F.M. is expected to depend on temperature. Optimizing

the merit factor, we derived an optimal operation temperature (Top) for a LC

modulator:(4)

To I ( + 120kTN / E) -1] (2)

where E is the activation energy of the LC, 3 is a material constant, k the Boltzmann

constant, and TNI the nematic-isotropic phase transition temperature. Top is calculated

to be -480 and -87 0 C for E-7 and E-44 LC mixtures, respectively. By operating a LC

modulator at its Top, the merit factor can be improved significantly. Good agreement

between experiment and theory has been obtained.

In the Si-LCLV, in addition to the LC temperature effect, one more factor has to

be taken into account, which is thermally-generated dark current (Js) in the reverse-

biased silicon photoconductor. Js is strongly dependent on the temperature as(5)
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Js - T3 exp(-Eg/kT) (3)

where Eg is the bandgap of the Si photoconductor. Js increases by a factor of -50 as

the temperature increases from room temperature to 48 0C, the optimal operation

temperature of E-7 liquid crystal. The increase in dark current would alter the required

bias voltage of the Si-LCLV and greatly affect its performance. On the other hand,

operation at a higher temperature would result in a decreased threshold voltage for

the LC. These effects conspire to lower the optimal operating temperature of the light

valve to a value less than that predicted for the LC layer alone. We have found

experimentally that the optimal operation temperature of the E-7 Si-LCLV occurs at

330C, rather than at 480C as anticipated for an isolated LC cell. Even at this slightly

elevated temperature (330C), a 60% improvement of the overall figure-of-merit was

found relative to that at 220C.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF A TRANSMISSIVE
LIQUID CRYSTAL SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATOR

Shih-Chun Lin, R. Scott Boughton, John Hong*

The Aerospace Corporation
P.O. Box 92957, Los Angeles, CA 90009

and

Joe Reichman
Grumman Corporate Research Center

Bethpage, New York 11714

I. Introduction

Liquid crystal spatial light modulators (LCSL) have been used
in many optical data processing systems. The one most often cited is the
reflective type produced and marketed by Hughes Aircraft Company. Its
construction, performance, and applications to real-time optical data
processing have been reported before l , 2. Grumman has recently developed
an ICSUII, which allows both the write and the read beams to enter from
the same side. The CdS photoconductor used is transparent to light of
wavelength longer than 600 nm, so a red light, such as a He-Ne laser,
will transmit through. Otherwise, the light valve operation is similar
to the Hughes device.

An experimental evaluation was carried out at Aerospace on one
of the devices for its sensitivity, temporal response, uniformity, and
resolution. The results are summarized below.

II. Performance Measurements and Results

The basic experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1. A collimated,
incoherent write beam was generated from a 75 W xenon arc lamp, filtered
by a blue filter. A collimated, coherent read beam was generated by a 10
mW He-Ne laser ( X = 632.8 nm), expanded to overfill the I" diameter
device aperture. Both beams were linearly polarized in the same
direction and their intensities were adjusted individually by ND filters.
An 8 V peak-to-peak sinusoidal voltage was applied across the device.
The frequency of the voltage was adjustable. The input object was imaged
onto the LCSLM by a diffraction-limited lens system. The output from the
SiLM was imaged through a red filter to a detector, a TV camera, or film,
depending on what parameter was being measured.

*Present address: Science Center, Rockwell International Corp.,

P.O. Box 1085, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
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A. Sensitometr

Sensitometry measurement enables us to determine the device
sensitivity, the linear dynamic range, and the contrast ratio. The bias
voltage was 8 V, peak-to-peak. The sensitometry results are shown in
Fig. 2. The curves show sat uration at the high end of the input
intensity, a linear region, and an increa..ed sensitivity as the driving
frequency is increased. From these curves, we conclude that the device,
under the operational conditions, has a linear dynamic range of 10 dB or
better, a contrast ratio of 15 dB or larger, and a sensitivity better
than 21 p/1w/cm 2 .

A separate set of transmission measurements were carried out, at
Grumman. The driving voltage was not set at 8 V peak-to-peak, but at
values (corresponding to points of minimum transmission wheui the write
light. was switched off. The data show that the sensitivity of a similar
device can be as low as a few pw/cm2 .

B. Temporal Response

The temporal response of the LD'ShM was measured by gating the
write light, with an electronically-controllet mechanical shutter, while
monitoring the phot-odetect.ors and intensities of the w.rit.e light and the
output laser light. Typical responses are showni in Fig. 3, where the
lower trace is the detetor resx-)nse to the gated write light and the
upper trace is the response to the transmitted laser light. Results show
that. the rise time increases wit.h in(creasel driving frequency and
decreased write interisity. The shortest rise time is 45 ms for 1 kHz, 50
ms for 2 Klih, and about 50 ms for 5 KHz. The decay time is much longer
than the rise time. An initial delay between the onset of the read light
aid the onset of the write light was observed when the driving fr ,quency
was 1 KHz. The delay disappeared in the 2-KMz and 5-MAz cases. The
delay time ranges from 5 ms to 60 ms depending on the writ ing intensity.
Such a phenomenon has not be.en rejxmr'ted before and is w.orthy of future,
st udy.

C. Uniiformity

1. Intensity Uniformityv

The transmitted beam fringe pattern is shown in Fig. 4(a). The
pattern is not a function of driving voltage, frequency, and the
light intensities. A more quant itative measure was obtainet by
scanning the transmitt.e intensity with a small pinhole. The
detector output is shown in Fig. 4(b).

2. Phase Uniformity

Phase uniformity was measured by two independent techniques.
The first one employed a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Fig. 5(a)
shows the fringes of the interferometer before the device is
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inserted, whereas Fig. 5(b) sh,,ws the fringe pattern after the
active device is inserted. There is very little distortion in
the fringes even though the intensity fringe pattern is still
visible. The second measurement used was a rapid-scanning
triangular interferometer originally developed for M1TF
measurement3 . The envelope of the interferometer output is the
1TF. The MTF of the well collimated, diffraction-limited He-Ne

beam over a 1-cm circular aperture is shown in Fig. 6(a),
whereas the beam after transmitting through the operating SIM is
given in Fig. 6(b). The degradation in MTF due to phase non-
uniformity may be estimated at about. 1/-IX (Ref. :1), a result
consistent with that of the first Lechnique.

D. Resolution

The resolution of the device was measured by using the Air Force
resoluti on -hart, Say(ce gratings, and a four-bar pattern as the input
objects. Fig. 7 shows the output image of the Air Force resolution
chart. The resolution is about 38 Ip/mm and is limited by the graininess
of the film. Using Sayce gratings and a four-bar pattern, a resolution
of 45 lp/mm was measured by a CCD array.

III. Conclusion

Performance data show that the Grumman device i.s comparable to,
if not better, than the other type. A transmissive device may ptrovid(,
more flexibility in designing optic'al processor architectures.
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MICROSECOND SWITCHING IN CHOLESTERIC LIQUID CRYSTALS

J. S. Patel
Bell Communications Research

331 Newman Springs Road
Red Bank NJ 07701

The helical structure of a cholesteric liquid crystal can be niudified or even completely

unwound by an applied electric field. This is well understood in terms of the coupling of

the electric field to the dielectric anisotropy of the liquid crystal, an effect which is

quadratic in the amplitude of the electric field. In this paper we report the measurements

of optical switching times for a new effect in cholesteric liquid crystals which arises because

of flexoelectric coupling' and which is linear in the electric field.'

The effect is easily observed in a well aligned parallel plate cell in which the helix axis of

the cholesteric liquid crystal lies in the plane of the plates. In this configuration, in absence

of an electric field, The cholesteric liquid crystal behaves as a uniaxial material with its

optic axis perpendicular to the helix axis. When an electric field is applied, the helix

distorts, as shown in figure 1, to lower the free energy of the system as describes

elsewhere. 2 The net result of an applied electric field is that the system behaves as if the

optic axis has been rotated about the electric field direction. The direction and the

magnitude of this rotation depends on the direction and the magnitude of the applied

electric field. Thus this effect is a linear electro-optic effect and phenomenologically

resembles the ferroelectric effect in liquid crystals.

We have constructed a test cell containing a cholesteric liquid consisting of a mixture

of 30% cholestryl nonate and 70% ZLI2141-100 nematic liquid crystal from MERCK which
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has a low Ae. The cell was made of conductive indium tin oxide coated glass, with a cell

gap of 7.5 microns. The alignment was obtained by coating both surfaces of the cell with

alignment polymer and buffing the surface as described before3 . The sample was filled in
-,,,, -1 Pic tte and cooled into the choleste,.' nh- ' with 40V DC aross the smple to

improve the alignment quality.

By placing the sample between cross polarizer and applying an AC voltage, optical

modulation could be easily observed by monitoring the transmission through the cell. Since

the rotation of the optic axis was small in this sample, a linear relationship between the

depth of modulation and the applied electric field is expected if the sample is placed with

its zero field optic axis at a small angle to the polarizer axis. This can be easily seen by

noting that the transmission for the two optical states,is given by

I1 c sin 2 [2(E - (b)] and 1, sin 2[2(f + D)]

and the difference Al a sin(40)sin(4D)

where 0 is the angle that the zero field optic axis makes with the polarizer axis and (D is

the change in the angle that the optic axis undergoes as a result of applied field. This angle

(D can be shown to be proportional to the applied electric field at least for small fields2 .

Thus the difference in the intensity should be proportional to the applied electric field.

Experimentally the optical response to an applied square wave of various amplitudes

were recorded digitally for further analysis. The data points demonstrating the linear

relationship between Al and voltage are shown in figure 2. Figure 3. shows the optical

response due to an applied square wave. The intensity has been normalized to compare the

rise and the fall time at different voltages. The data clearly shows that these time are
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independent of applied electric field although, the absolute electro-optic effect is

proportional to the magnitude of the electric field. The rise and the fall time are equal as

expected since the switching is field driven for both the states. The field independence of

the switching time can be explained by noting that the torque on the molecules is

proportional to the field, but the molecules have to swing through an angle (D which is also

proportional to the field. It can be shown that- tanD= e.E/toK, where e is the flexoelectric

coefficient3 , K is the elastic constant, 2ir/to is the helical pitch, and E is the electric field.

Thus for small values of (D the switching speed is field independent because of the

compansating effects of the greater torque and larger optic axis rotation.
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Real-Time Optical Edge Enhancement Using a Hughes Liquid
Crystal Light Valve

Tien-Hsin Chao and Hua-Kuang Liu
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91109

Edge enhancement is one of the most important preprocessing techniques utilized in opti-

cal pattern recognition. In an optical correiator, cross-correlations among similar input

objects can be greatly reduced by using the edge enhancement technique. Traditionally,

optical edge enhancement is obtained by high-pass filtering at the Fourier plane.

However, the system SNR is generally lowered by this filtering process. Recently, two

differentiating spatial light modulators. specifically designed to generate edge-enhanced

output, have been reported. Casasent et al. have demonstrated real-time edge enhance-

ment using a Priz light modulator (1]. The Priz light modulator is a transverse modification

of the Pockel's Read-out Optical Modulator (PROM) with a (111] BSO crystal cut. Ar-

mitage and Thackara have designed a BSO photo-addressed nematic liquid crystal dif-

ferentiating spatial light modulator [2, 3]. A layer of liquid crystal is tuned in a transverse

configuration (i.e. the electro-optic response is optimized for Ex and Ey rather than

Ez) to achieve the edge-enhancement. The BSO crystal is used as a photo-addressing

medium. This SLM is functionally optimized as an edge-enhancing SLM.

In one of our recent artificial neural network experiments, we discovered an interesting

edge enhancement effect by using a Cd-S Hughes Liquid Crystal Light Valve.

In our experiment, the edge-enhancing effect started to appear as the biasing frequency

was lowered. This effect was optimized at a bias frequency of 500 Hz and voltage of 6

V rms' (For normal operation, the values are 10 KHz and 10 V rms)" The input writing

light intensity was about 50 tw/cm2, Experimentally, a linearly polarized read-out beam

was employed. First, a continuous tone image was obtained, through using a polarizing

beam splitter, at the above stated biasing condition, The edge-enhanced output was

obtained when the LCTV was rotated about 300 ccw.
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The interpretation of this edge enhancement phenomenon is as follows: It was generally

understood that in a photo-addressed SLM, the transverse field components are propor-

tional to the spatial gradient of the writing image. Thus, a transverse SLM acts as a

differentiating or edge-enhancing device [3]. As a low frequency biasing signal is applied

to the Hughes LCLV, the liquid crystal molecules align themselves along the direction of

the applied field that is perpendicular to the electrode surfaces. The LCLV is thus

switched to a transverse mode under this bias condition and functions as an edge-en-

hancing spatial light modulator.

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 (a) shows an edge-enhanced Air

Force resolution chart. Fig. 1 (b) shows an edge-enhanced picture of a continuous-tone

image. In this picture, the outline of the girl's head is clearly displayed and the halo in the

background is reduced to a ring.

Further experiments using this real-time edge-enhancing effect in an optical correlator are

underway at JPL. The results will also be presented in the meeting.

The research reported in this paper was performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

California Institute of Technology, as part of its Innovative Space Technology Center,

which is sponsored by the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization/Innovative Science and

Technology through an agreement with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA). The work described was also co-sponsored by NASA OAST and the Physics

Division of the Army Research Office.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Edge enhancement experiments using a Hughes Liquid Crystal Light Valve.

(a) Edge-enhanced image of an Air Force resolution chart. (b) Edge-enhanced
image of a continuous-tone image.
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Improved photorefraclive performance from a special cut of BaTiOi.

Joseph E. Ford. Yeshaiahu Fainman and Sing H. Lee
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering.

University of California ,t San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093

I. Introduction

Photorefractive materials have been used to construct optically controlled spatial light modulators
(SLN1s) using incoherent erasure of an index grating I and using photorefractive gain-. An SLM should
provide high resolution, large aperture. low noise and crosstalk, and fast time response. If gain is to be
provided it should be high. and uniform to within the 3db criterion' . Among the currently available pho-

torefractive matenals, barium titanate has the best performance characteristics for optical signal process-
ing applications requiring gain. It pro% ides large index modulation, high sensitivity, reasonable response
times, and crystals of good optical quality are available. However, utili/ation of these characteristics in a
regularly cut crystal (with faces parallel to the (100). (010) and (001) crystallographic planes) introduces
certain operational difficulties. To overcome these difficulties we have prepared a specially-cut crystal of
BaTiOi, with faces parallel to the (100). (01 1), and (011 ) crystallographic planes. In this paper, we will

evaluate the performance of crystals \,ith this orientation for information processing and particularly for
SLM applications.

2. Characteristics of photorefracti,,e BaTiO

The use of BaTiOj for coherent image amplification is discussed in detail in reference 3. The opti-
cal configuration for two-beam coupling is shown in fig. 1. Briefly, the signal gain, G. is given by

G= (I +r)e
I +rer

L

where r is the ratio of input beam intensities: L is the effective optical interaction length in the crystal:
and V. the exponential gain factor, is a material characteristic which depends on the input beam angles

0 and /3 (see fig. 2).

2.1 Regular-cut BaTiO,

For a regular-cut crystal in air, the interior beam angles necessary to obtain high gain
(3 20", 2" can be reached only if either the pump or the signal beam enters the crystal at near gra/-
ing incidence, resulting in several adverse effects on SLM performance. First, crystal's volume is not
uniformly illuminated, reducing the gain near the sides. and so decreasing the usable crystal aperture.
Second. the slope of the F curve is very steep in the accessible high-gain regions. This means that the
signal gain will be a sharply varying function of input angle. reducing the allowed angular tandwidth of
the input signal. and therefore the resolution of the SLM.

To avoid these problems. it is possible to decrease ,3 and to increase 0. trading in the gain coeffi-
cient for increased bandwidth. However, to produce the same gain as before, the interaction length--and

therefore the crystal's thickness--must be substantially increased. Fu-thermore, in SLM applications,
both the signal and the pump (the modulator control beam) carry information, therefore the pixel size
must be large enough that pixels do not significantly overlap one another in the crystal. The combination
of a larger beam angle and a thicker crystal forces an increase in the minimum pixel size, with a

corresponding decrease is the SLM's space bandwidth product. Also, it is not possible to apply an exter-
nal electric field aligned with kg, which can be useful in some information processing applications'4.
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2.2 Special-cut BaTiO,

Our solution to these problems was to ha e the BaTiOj crv',al cut at 45" to the conventional orien-
tation'. so that its faces are on the l 00), (011 ) and (O1l) planes, as shown in figure 3. This orientation
allows coupling to the peak exponential gain coefficient (P - 45". 0 - 2") with both the pump and signal
beams at nearly normal incidence to the crystal face. This results In full use of the cry stal aperture ith
uniform gain. The increased F means ihat a thinner cr\stal will produce the same gain as before. while
reducing crosstalk and decreasing the minimum pixel size. Furthermore, since k, will be nearly perpen-
dicular to the cr,,stals sides, an external electric field aligned with k, can be applied, so that higher gains
can be achieved' .

2.3 Experimental results

The first special-cut crystal we examined was the same thickness as the regular-cut crystal we use
t4.5 mmi The resultant gain was so large that the amplification of scattered light tfanout) dominated,
depleting the pump beam and reducing the available gain. We then examined a special-cut crystal onl-
2.5 mm thick which gave improsed results. We ha, e characterized these crNstals and compared them to a
regular-cut crystal 4.5 mm thick w, hich produced comparable gain.

A comparison between the two crystals of the gain measured as a function of input beam angle is
shown in figure 4. The special-cut crystal gave much more uniform gain, with a peak F of 2.45/mm com-
pared to 1.39/mm for the regular cut. The maximum gain for the special-cut crystal (ccured at 0=8"
rather than the predicted 2". This is a result of lanout: to avoid depletion of the signal beam. it must pro-
pagate through the cr, stal at an angle for which the fanout is low. Unlike the regular-cut crystal, the gain
observed showed a strong positive dependance on the incident intensity, probably due to a nonlinear
dependance of fanning on the total input intensity.

An important material performance characteristic for SLM applications is the spatial frequency
response of the photorefractive amplifier. This was determined by simultaneously amplifying two signal
beams and calculating their gain ratio, in effect measuring the contrast ratio of an amplified image of a
grating. The result, plotted in figure 5. showed that the special-cut provides uniform gain for images with
spatial frequencies of over 500 lp/mm. The regular-cut crystal has by comparison uneven performance: at
spatial frequencies below 100 lp/mm, the signal closer to the pump beam tends to dominate the gain.
Above 100 lpfmm, the angle between the two signal beams has become large enough that the second
beam can begin to extract energy from the first (see fig. 2), resulting in a dynamic transfer of energy back
and forth between the two signal beams, further reducing the contrast. When an external electnc field
was applied to the special-cut crystal, the gain increased, especially at low photorefractive grating spatial
frequencies and low pump beam intensities. At 0=2', the gain more than tripled when I kV was applied
(see figure 6).

One of the most critical characteristics of an SLNI is its response time. Regular-cut BaTiO, has a
relatively slow response compared to, for example. BSO. A large reduction in the response time of the
special-cut BaTiOI crystal was observed, independant of the applied field. The response times of a 2.5
mm thick special-cut and a 4.5 mm thick regular-cut crystal were measured under conditions producing
the same gain (pump intensity 25 mW/cm' , signal/pump ratio 10-. gain - 650). The special-cut crystal
had a response time of only 2.Is compared to 54s for the regular-cut crystal. This improvement is most
probably due to a decrease in the effective dielectric constant expe-ienced by the beams interacting in the
special-cut crystal ' .

3. Conclusions
We have shown that a special-cut BaTiOj crystal is very well suited for use as an amplifying SLM.

Such crystals provide more uniform gain. better response to high spatial frequency input, more effective
use of crystal aperture, and faster response times than conventional BaTiO, crystals. In other words, an
amplifying spatial light modulator using this unconventionally cut BaTiO3 crystal will provide uniform
gain for large space bandwidth product signals and will operate with improved response time.
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Fig. 1. Geometriq configuration of two-wave mixing in Fig. 2. The exponential gain coefficient, r-. as a function
BaTiO 3 . k, and k, are the wave vectors of the pump of externally controlled angles 6 and /P (as measured
and signal beams respectively: k8 is the wavevector of inside the crystal). Experimental gain measurements
the index grating tnduced from the two interacting shown are for the regular-cut crystal.
l eams. 20 is the interior angle between the two beams,
C is the -optical axis of crystal, and /P is the angle
betweenk, andC
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SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATION IN GaAs

Li-Jen Cheng, Gregory Gheen, and Tsuen-Hsi Liu

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California 91109

Gallium Arsenide(GaAs) is the most technologically-important

compound semiconductor for electronics and optoelectronics. Semi-

insulating Cr-doped and undoped GaAq rrvCql a,- n..... be

photorefractive. 1 , 2  This provides opportunities to use GaAs for

optical processing, including spatial light modulation. In this

paper, we will present recent results of our investigation on the

feasibility of using GaAs in this area.

Volume holographic grating can be written in the photorefractive

crystal using two coherent light beams, which can diffract light. If

the grating is written with information-bearing beams, the diffracted

beam is spatially modulated in accordance with the information.

Spatial light modulation in photorefractive GaAs uses this principle.

The light to be diffracted is not necessary to be coherent with

and/or have the same wavelength as the write beam. lPowever, the

diffraction can occur only when the Bragg angle condition is

satisfied. The diffracted beam can carry the information stored in

the hologram by means of the spatial variation in intensity and

phase. The information storage can be achieved either by encoding

write beams(one or both) or illuminating the uniform grating in the

crystal with an information-bearing incoherent light. The former is

commonly used for optical processing. The latter is the mechanism

used in the photorefractive incoherent-to-coherent optical
3

converter

In comparison with conventional photorefractive oxides, such -s

barium titanate, bismuth silicon oxide(BSO), and strontium barium

niobate(SBN) , photorefractive GaAs does provide several

distinguishable advantages. They include fast response,
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compatibility with semiconductor lasers, availability of large, high

quality crystals, and potential to be integrated with optoelectronic

components. In addition, the optical isotropy and the tensor nature

of the electro-optic coefficients of GaAs crystals allow the

possibility that the polarization of the diffracted light is

perpendicular to that of the incident bean/ -6. This provide a

convenient method to separate the diffracted beam from background

noises and opportunities to create innovative applications.

the responsible mid-gap level in LEG-grown, undoped, semi-

insulating GaAs for the photorefractive effect is known to be the EL-

2 level, an arsenic anti-site defect. This particular defect is also

known to be responsible for compensating the residual electrical

activity, making undoped crystals semi-insulating. The level is

located about 0.75 eV below the conduction band. Typical. density of

the defect in undoped, semi-insulating GaAs crystals currently

available is in the order of 1016 cm - 3 among which only about 1015

cm " 3  are in the empty state, acting as acceptors. The electron

mobility in photorefractive GaAs is typically about 5000 cm 2 /sec-V,

which is about four-orders of magnitude larger than those of the

oxides.

The response time of a photorefractive material is the time

required to form an index grating which depends on beam intensities,

grating periodicity, as well as material properties. Carrier

mobility, donor concentration, photoionization cross section of the

donor, and carrier capture rate at the acceptor are material factors

determining the response time. It is reported that the response time

in LEC-grown, undoped GaAs is about 1 millisecond 7 and 20

microseconds2 under a total intensity of 0.1 and 4 W/cm 2
. These

numbers are, at least, about two orders of magnitude larger than

those of the oxides under the same intensities. The response time of

GaAs can be in the picosecond time scale, if intense picosecond light

pulses are used. For example, under a total intensity of 5xl0 7

W/cm2, the response time of GaAs was reported to be 43 picoseconds 8.
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The volume holographic grating written in a photorefractive

material has a finite lifetime. This lifetime determines the

information storage time in the crystal, an important parameter for

evaluating the information processing capability. For a given

wavelength, the read beam intensity and the grating periodicity are

two process-related parameters determining the lifetime. Recently, a

beam coupling technique using a 1.15 micron He-Ne laser was employed

to measure the grating lifetime in GaAs 9. The largest lifetime

measured is about 8 seconds under a read beam intensity of 0.7 mW/cm 2

with the grating periodicity being 0.63 microns. The measured value

decreases to milliseconds as the read beam intensity and the grating

periodicity increase to about 10 mW/cm 2 and 4 microns, respectively.

In addition, the results suggest that lifetime is sensitive to

residual imperfections in the crystal.

There are two generic configurations utilizing the

photorefractive effect: beam coupling(two-wave mixing) and four-wave

mixing. In the beam coupling, two coherent beams interact with each

other, resulting in a nct energy transfer or a polarization shift.

Spatial light modulation and image transfer using the polarization

shift were successfully demonstrated I 0,11 In the four-wave mixing,

two coherent beams write an index grating. A third beam reads the

grating, creating a fourth output beam by diffraction. Four-wave

mixing is more usef I and versatile. A number of basic optical

information processes including imaging using phase conjugation1 2 ,

correlation1 3 and convolution, and matrix-vector multiplication 1 4

were demonstrated using the degenerate four-wave mixing

configuration. Experimental results will be presented and their

potentials for practical applications will be discussed.

The work described in this paper was carried out by the Jet

Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, and was

sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the

Strategic Defense Initiative Organization/Innovative Science and

Technology through agreement with the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration.
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Tho-Beam Coupling Photorefracti.e Spatial Light Modulation

with Positiie/Negathe Contrast in Sillenite Cr.stals

Abdellatif Marrakchi

Bellcore

331 Newman Springs Road, Red Bank, NJ 07701-7020

Dynamically programmable optical processing external field is applied to the material. Hovke\-
and switching systems rely hea% il on the aaila- er, in this case, beam coupling in BSO crystals is
bilit% and performance of spatial light modulators weak due to the small value of the elcctrooptic
(SLMs). Several dcviccs based on the refractive coefficient (r41 is about 4.5 pm V). In order to
index change of a photoscnsitive material have take advantage of the effect of large applied ctec-
been already demonstrated.' Howc~er. their per- tric fields and the proper phase mismatch, it vas
f'ormancc his been shown to be limited. both in found that a mosing grating enhances coupling.2

terms of sensitivity and resolution. As a result, both by increasing the space charge field ampli-
new concepts are being inxcstigated that would tude and by optimizing the phase mismatch.
perform the SLI function. One altcrnati\c is to Large Nalues of energy transfer could then be ob-
utilize the photorcfracti\e effect, served in BSO crystals.

In the followking, we demonstrate and charac- Schematically. the principle of photorefracti'.e
terize photorcfractive spatial light modulation incoherent-to-coherent optical conversion (Pl-
based on Doppler-enhanced tvo-beam coupling in COC) based on sclfdiffractK:. is illustrated in
bismuth silicon oxide crystals (131,SiOro. or BSO). Fig. I. Two coherent plane , xes impinge upon
E\cn though the intrinsic erasure efficacy is not the BSO crystal, from the same side to form a
large enough to allow direct isualization of the transmission-t\pc refractive index grating. The
spatial light modulation, the polarization proper- reference (or pump) beam has a much larger in-
ties inherent to optically active materials, such as tensity compared to the signal beam. Under
BSO crystals, extend the dynamic range of this proper conditions. at the exit of the crystal, the
erasure process, making such a configuration at- weak signal beam intensity is increased due to
tracti\e both for its performance and its simplici- coherent self diffraction from the grating being
t\. In addition, for a specific orientation of the written simultancously. In addition to the two
cry stal, thc particular polarization properties al- writing beams, a third beam is also incident on
low control oxcr the contrast of the modulation. the crystal. This illumination could originate ci-
Indeed, positive or negative contrast can be ther from a white light source combined % ith a
achieved by proper selection of the polarization color filter, or from a laser source incoherent
state of the image-bcaring coherent transmitted with respect to the writing bcams. the cl'ct ol"
beam. the incoherent spatial int'Ormtion Is to-

First. its DC part locall\ reduces the phase gfat-\rhea two coherent bcams arc allowed to in-
ing modulation depth (related to sensiti% i. andterfere within the bulk of a photorcfracti, e ma- ssccond, t ifta contcnt a'c ,,the induIced

terial, the resulting intensitx distribution is harmonics of the space hare field related to
mapped onto a corresponding refractive index
modulation due to charge generation, transport- formance analysis both ffc(pcts should bc con-

and trapping. This process gixes rise to a space

charge field which is responsible for the refrac- sideredp only the reduction of n the grating modula-
tive index change through the linear Pockets ef- tion depth is taken into account in the proposed
fect. tnder certain conditions, this holographic simple model. The localN induced reduction of

recording occurs with an energy exchange the fringe modulation subsequently decreases the

between the two writing beams. Photorefractive amount of energr transferred onto the weak

grating recording does occur w ith the appropriate coherent signal beam. Note that the intensit% dis-
phaseismatch r in e w the diffusion pregime, no tribution in the signal beam after the cr stal is a
phase mismatch in the di'usion regime,.,no negative replica of the incoherent information.
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In the derivation of the transmitted signal in- axis, 7 j±m fringe spacing- linear incident polari-
tensity, we shall not be concerned with the device zation along the modulated axis). In addition, the
spatial resolution issues. Consequently, the angle between the major axes of the optical fields

conversion process is described in terms of the ef- that correspond to the two configurations is about

feet of the local modulation decrease on self- 30 deg., illustrating the fact that the increase in

diffraction. The reduction of the transmitted the space charge field amplitude due to the
weak output intensity is illustrated in Fig. 2, for Doppler shift combines with the optical actix it\
two different crystal thicknesses. The plots are to further rotate the polarization state. Conse-
normalized to the intensity that would result in quently. the contrast ratio of the optical conver-

the presence of coupling but without erasure. sion can be improved using such pro,iertics. To
The3 represent the function achieve this. the experimental conditions are

chosen so as to extingmsh the transmilted

o [ R coherent beam with a polarization analyzer, in
N..,,, = exp[-F)d( (1) the presence of an applied field but without run-

ning gratings- then the fringes are allowked to

move, with a \ clocitv that optimizes SCll-
in which F0 is the exponential gain in the diffraction- Addition of the incoherent beam dc-
absence of the incoherent erasure beam, crcascs the diffracted intensity in the signal beam.
cr = etssxp(-asd)/oa6  cxp(-aGd) is the but now., the contrast ratio is enhanced \,ith the
relative efficiency of generating charges at each use of the analyzer, since the background intensi-
wavelength, and R = Is/I, is the incoherent-to- tv and the scattered noise are drastically reduced.
coherent intensity ratio. Note that even for the 2 This technique has been successfull\ applied to
mm-thick crystal (which is used in our the photorefractivc incohercnt-to-cohercnt optical
experiment), most of the reduction happens for a conversion of t\%o-dirncnsional transparencies. as
range of ratios bctwecn zero and one. (The shown in Fig. 4 for a USAF target. (The rings in
typical values of the different parameters used in this figure arc due to imperfections in the paral-
the model are a = 2 cm - and nc, -615 at lclism of the opposite faces of the cr\_stal.)
the coherent xa\clcngth Xkc 51,1 nm;
as 10 cm " at the incoherent wa% elcngth An additional feature alfordable %ith tmo-

s = 442 nm1:0/le 103;and E 12.3 beam ccupling in photorcfractixc crystals iS cn-

kVcm -. ) Defining the scnsitix itv of the trast re ersal. The direction of cncrg, tranler 11

conversion as the slope of these plots around the determined b\ the intrinsic anisotrop (f the c-

origin, one finds that it is gixen by -L\is in the case of 'crroclectric recording media,
and by the polaritN of the applied field in the
case of sillenite materials. Consequently, contrast

S -F 0'd (21 rec ersal is easily achicvablc wkith BSO crystals b\
rccrsing the polarit\ of the applied field. How,-

which shows that the larger the gain in two-waxe ever, the technique we chose to explore relies

mixing. the more sensitive the device will be. rather on the pofarization properties of sell-

This expression also shows that the sensitivity is diffraction in a < I !0> oriented [ISO cr\stal.

enhanced by the use of an incoherent waxelcngth For simplicity, let's assume that the polariza-
that is efficiently absorbed by the material. tion states shown in Fig. 5 can be realized. This

The polarization properties in sillenitc crystals figure shows the state of the transmitted I-cam

have been extensively studied.3,4 The simultane- with (I- VE 0). and without coupling (1' -0)

ous presence of field-induced linear birefringene (The case withnut coupling corresponds to a per-

and natural optical activity in these materials feet erasure.) For these two cases, the plariZa-

brings about a large degree of freedom in terms tions are assumed wxcakl\ elliptical (they co-uld be

of polarization control of the beams that emerge linear), with orthogonal major axes (or a large an-

behind the crystal. The results of the theoretical gle between them). A rotating analyzer hclps
. model de,,cloped in Rcf. 4 as applied to the enhance the intensity of the erased area over the

present experiment are shown in Fig. 3. The undisturbed one, or vice ,ersa. Consequcntly, if

transmitted signal beam (12) is weakly elliptical in the angle a of Fig. 5 is equal to zero. the intensit,

the stationary case, and becomes fatter with the in the undisturbed region is weaker than in the

running grating condition (2 mm-thick BSO crys- erased area, and hence the contrast is positie

tal; 8 kVcm'1 applied field along the <001> (erasure increases intensit). On the other hand.
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with an angle equal to ar/2, the intensity in the 10
erased region is weaker, and hene thc contrast is
negative. According to the study of Ref. 4, 'C9

situations like thcse can happen with a <110>
oriented BSO crystal-, unlike the case of a <001 > 0
crystal, for which the major axes arc always 0.85
almcst parallel, and contrast selection is not
possible. Figure 6 illustrates this 0 G* 80

positive/ncgative spatial light modulation in
which the choice is made with a rotating analszcr C2 .75

placed behind the crystal. E C

In summary, photorefractive spatial light
modulation is achievable with two-beamn coupling a. r's
configurat ions. Thc particular case of BSO cry~- G 2 4 6 8 10

tals is interesting to study because the Doppler- cc vt chQtIrQs t

enhancement technique, and the polarization pro- [g omlzditni\atrtccstla
perties of dlifcrcnt cuts, not onl\ allow a funtoon ofthe incoherent-to-cohicrcnt
incohere nt- to-cohe rent optical con" e rsion. but ntnt\raItio,
also positixe or negatixe contrast sciection .kith
simple mcans. such as a rotating polarizati'3n V*O
analy zer.

Critical review. of this summinars b% G. k.
lHavxard and S. Jain is acknok% edged.
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Photorefractive Spatial Light Nodulator as a 2-D

Beam Steering Array.

G. ROOSEN

Institut d'Optique Th~orique et Appliqu~e, U.A. CNRS

Bitiment 503, Centre Universitaire d'Orsay, B.P. 43

914006 ORSAY C~dex - FRANCE

Free space optical interconnections are of prime importance for both op-

tical communications(' and optical computing(2'.

Indeed optics offers a naturally parallel environment with a potential

for dynamic, arbitrary and global interconnects between two dimensionnal ar-

rays of processing elements or fiber optic networks.

Optics is attractive for interconnects because the inherent non interac-

tion properties of light beams. This means that in a linear medium optical pa-

thes can cross without any effect and that light travelling in one channel

does not affect light travelling in another channel.

An obvious manner for exploiting these powerful properties of optics is

to use a 2-D holographic method to steer free space beams between n2  input

ports and n2  receiving ports. However this has to be done in such a manner

that a change in any particular interconnect link will not affect any other

interconnect links.
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The deflection matrix to implement could consist of a 2-D array of inde-

pendent cells in which independent gratings will be recorded with different

parameters so that a multitude of input beams will be steered independently of

one another in different directions( 3 ).

The realization of reconfigurable interconnect patterns will be reached

by modification of either the whole deflection matrix or any single cell

independently. This requires both a dynamic method for establishing and chan-

ging the desired pattern of subholograms and nonlinear optical materials for

efficient recording of these steering gratings.

As very likely, high diffraction efficiencies will be desired, the de-

flection matrix will certainly consist of thick holograms. Therefore the issue

of Bragg selectivity will have to be carefully considered.

In this conference, we will first present one of the solution, we propo-

se for achieving large scale dynaric optical interconnections. It is based on

real time holography that is diffraction of signal beams by optically induced

transient gratings.

Variation of the diffraction direction of signal beams is achieved by

shifting the optical frequency of a control beam(4 ). A method allowing a mini-

mization of Bragg detuning and thus a maintain of an optimum efficiency over

large scan angles will be described and its performances discussed. First ex-

perimental results will be given, showing the possibility of simultaneously

steering more than 104 independent channels.
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The non linear medium used in these experiments was a crystal of bismuth

silicone oxyde (BSO). It belongs to a class of photoconductive and electro-

optique materials that exhibits a strong optical non linear behavior through

the photorefractive effect. An important feature is the possibility of genera-

ting this non linearity with low power laser beams. On the other hand fast

response times are obtained with pulse excitations ( 5 .6 ). The photorefractive

effect has been found in a large variety of crystals, resulting in a broad

range of spectral sensitivities, spatial resolutions, efficiencies and speeds.

We will briefly discuss on these properties in the light of the inter-

connect problem, choosing BSO as an exemple(7 ).
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Highly-Parallel Holographic Integrated Planar Interconnections

Tomasz Jannson and Shing-Hong Lin

Physical Optics Corporation

2545 W. 237th St.

Torrance, CA 90505

1. Introduction

The concept of using holograms or holographic devices to realize optical interconnection
has been subjects of recent investigations t 1,21. In conventional holographic architectures,
the holographic optical elements (HOEs) that interconnect signals between the input sodrces
such as laser diodes (LDs) and the output receivers such as photodiodes. fibers, etc., are
generally not located in the plane of the optoelectronic and VLSI elements. This type of 3D
free-space holographic interconnect has important lirnitatioas. First, alignment problems
are critical. If the sources and detectors are not in exact 3D alignment with the opposing
holographic elements, performance suffers possibly to the point where the interconnect
becomes inoperative. Second, and more importantly, even assuming ideal conditions,
conventional Bragg holographic interconnect previously proposed cannot, in theory or
practice, provide the large number of interconnections (N >> 10) needed in the typical
VLSI systems. In short, the interconnectabilitv of such bulk holographic system is limited
by the small hologram thickness - 10 to 20 um1).

The optical interconnect approach being investigated in this paper has its basis in
holography; however, it utilizes a radically different class of holograms known as [lnar
mtuliplex holograms. This new class of x'o/wnc holograms operate on guided waves in
the monolithic integrated optic substrates and is very compatible with microelectronic
elements. Most notable among its features, the Bragg selectivity of a planar multiplex
hologram, first described by Jannsont3], is not limited by hologram coating thickness.
Thus, the interconnectability of the resulting highly parallel integrated optical interconnects
can be very large, reaching up to 108 channels per cm 2 for full interconnects.

2. Holoolanar Ootical Inteconnects

The proposed holoplanar optical interconnections are based on the planar Bragg holography
I3]. The resulting interconnect configuration combines the technology of integrated optics,
total internal reflection (TIR) hologarn 14], and planar Bragg holograms in a monolithic
form. As depicted in Figure 1, the laser diode array, driven by electronic signals, emits
spherical wavefronts which are ideally transformed (i.e., in a diffraction-limited manner) to
waveguide zig-zag waves by the TIR holograms. The guided waves are in turn redirected
or distributed to various target connections by a multiplexed thick 2D planar Bragg
hologram which is co-planar with the waveguide. The planar Bragg structure can be
fabricated in either passive or active material, resulting in static or dynamic
interconnections. This configuration achieves the advantage of free-space interconnections
and yet allows the compact packaging of integrated optics.
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3. Theory of Planar Bragg Hoographv

If we introduce with prism coupling, for instance, two or more planar guided waves
interferring within the thin photosensitive coating (e.g., dichromated gelatin), a planar
hologram can be recorded. Assuming. for simplicity, only two elementary planar waves,( iz~e .a, tuihe w a v e Z
with planar wavevectors h and k (i.e., the (x,y)-projections of zi-zag guided wave
wavevectors), they will record a planar holographic grating with grating vector K as shown
in Figure 2. Thus, we can adopt the conventional 3D theoretical models of Bragg
holograms, especially including Kogelnik's coupled wavc theory [5] in describing plh-ar
Bragg holograms. In particular, all basic properties of Bra-,g holograms, such as
angyular/wavelength selectivity, peak diffraction efficiency, wavelength dispersion, etc., can
be easily calculated on the basis of their horizontal or planar dimensions. At this point, Awe
have arrived at a very interesting fundamental property of planar Bragg holograms, namely
these holograms can be very "thick" in the sense of planar dimensions (i.e., 'r, or T, i
Figure 2). This large effective hologram thickness enables highly-efficient Bra,,L,
holograms with excellent angular/xvavelength Bragg selectivity t, b obtained.

4 . S3stem Interconnectahilitv for Single M1ode W\v'eguides

In order to determine the interconnectability of the typical holoplanar interconnect system :n
the single mode waveguide, it is necessary, to estimate the angular Bragg selectivity of
multiplex planar Bragg holograms. Using Rayleigh resolution criterion [3], the theoretical
minimum angular distance between two planar waves recognizable by' the system is

approximately given by [61. (AT),., = T where T is plaiar hologram "thickness"

(equivalent to T, or T, ), and ., is an effective ,avcleigth of the waxcgulde mode

corresponding to 2./n, , where X is the optical xavelcnc.i in vacuum. .Assuming .. =

0.5 im and T = lcm, we obtain an outstanding Value of .\U = 0.0030. xw hich is

equivalent to more than 10 spatial degrees of freedom stored and '.laer to be rcconstructed
for the planar hologram in a 300-total scanning angle

5. Experimental Results

(1) TIR Holograms
The basic function of the TIR holograms is to transfer the diverging light from laser diodes
or LEDs into directional planar gaidcd waves for processing the planar Bragg hologram.
We have designed and fabricated efficient TIR holograms based on dichoromated gelatin
coatings. The experimental result ofthe TIR hologram is shown in Figure 3. Experiments
on dichromated gelatin coatings have successfully shown the wavefront transforming
operation.

(2) Planar Bragg Holograms
In order to demonstrate the interconnects in the monolithic planar waveguide, based on the
proposed planar Bragg holograms, POC has conceived a special proprietary technique that
enables the free-space recording of multiple-grating planar hologams with a 488 nm Argon
laser while reconstructing the holograms with a 632.8nm He-Ne laser. Several one-to-
many channel planar Bragg holograms were successfully fabricated on dichromated gelatin.
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The experimental results for l-to-3 (2-gratings) and l-to-9 (8 gratings) fan-out are
illustrated in Figure- 4.

6. Conclusions

The proposed interconnect configuration combines two holographic technologies (TIR and
planar Bragg holograms) in an integrated optics monolithic format that performs ultra-high
density interconnect operations in a co-planar manner. We have demonstrated successfully
that the holoplanar interconnect technology is experimentally feasible. It should be
emphasized that the successful realization of highly-rugged, fully-parallel, high-density (N
> 100) and highly-efficient holoplanar Interconnects will be breakthrough in many areas of
optical computing, optical information processing and optical telecommunication, where the
low-loss full-parallelity is of vital importance.
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Figure 2 Geometry of planar Bragg
hologram in a waveguide. Figure 3 Photograph from experimental

fabrication of TIR hologram.
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Figure 4 Photograph from experimental fabrication of one-to-many interconnect holograms.
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Development Issues for MCP-Based Spatial Light Modulators

juhn N. Lee and Arthur D Fi) hr
Optical Sciences Division, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375

I. Introduction
Several of the most critically needed characteristics for two-dimensional

(2-D) spatial light modulators (SLMs) include i)high input sensitivity, ii)high
resolution, iii)long storage times, iv)high speed, and v)large dynamic range. One
would desire to maximize all these characteristics simultaneously, but in actuality
there exist tradeoffs that prohibit complete freedom in optimizing one parameter in
isolation from the others. The microchannel-plate (MCP) devices, however, can be
shown to have tradeoff points allowing unique performance in several of the above
characteristics. The use of an MCP electron amplifier allows for internal signal
gain, unlike most other SLMs where the output signal gain can be increased only by
increasing the readout light level, Thus, detection and processing of very low
signal levels, such as often encountered in multistage and feedback processing,
becomes feasible. Further, MCP-based devices can intrinsically perform special
image-processing operations (see Sec. III below).

The basic stucture of an optically-addressed SLM incorporating an MCP is
shown in Fig. 1. The input, writing image impinges on basically an
image-intensifier structure, consisting of a photocathode-MCP arrangement, but
followed by an optical modulating material, instead of a by a phosphor screen
(as in an intensifier tube). The most extensively investigated modulator
materials have been electro-optic crystals such as LiNbO3 and LiTaO3, used in
the Microchannel-plate Spatial Light Modulator (MSLM)[j,2j, and 50-nm thick
nitrocellulose membranes, used in the Photoemitter Membrane Light Modulator
(PEMLM)[3). Upon deposition of charge onto the modulating material both types
of modulator provide phase modulation of the readout beaff, and amplitude
modulation with subsequent polarizing or intcrferometric optics. Charge of
either polarity may be deposited. Charges are removed by bias voltage polarity
rp" rsal and using secondary emission characteristics[2,3]. An electrically
addressed variant of Fig. 1 replaces the input optical beam with an electrical
addressing mechanism such as a scanned electron beam. An extensive amount of
development has been done; the MSLM is available in both optically and
electrically addressed versions(4,S], and a number of prototypes are being
developed for both the MSLM and the PEMLM(6]. We review the major performance
advances achieved, and discuss the some of the major developments still needed.

II. Device Performance
Sensitivity: The sensitivity can be made to be virtually quantum limited,

due to the gain provided by the MCP and the ability to integrate charge on the
membrane or crystal. Full contrast responses can be obtained with only a few
photons/pixel, but it is usually desirable to operate with reduced gain to
collect more photons for increased quantum-limited signal-to-noise ratio. For
the specific case of the PEMLM[3) with a 6Wm-radius mefrbrane, a photocathode
quantum efficiency of 10% at 633 nm, and MCP gain of 8400, full contrast
modulation can be obtained with 50 photons/pixel, corresponding to a calculated
write energy of only 140 pJ/cm2 or 0.016 fJ/pixel. This is about SOx less than
the lowest reported energy required to switch a single bistable optical
element[71, although the switching speed there is about 1 ns; on the other hand,
the MSLM anJ PEMLM are three-port, image-multiplying, devices with isolation
between input and output.

Speed and Resolution: These cannot be optimized independently of each other.
As is the case for most SLMs, the intrinsic material response time of the
electro-optic crystal (psec) or a membrane element (< vsec[6]) is not the
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limitation. Rather, it is the maximum rate at which charge can be deposited onto
the material and the capacitance of the system. Capacitance can be decreased, but
not without also decreasing the resolution. For example, in the MSLM the
electro-optic crystal capacitance can be decreased by increasing its thickness, but
this will reduce resolution, since increased fringing of the electric field lines
will occur between the charge deposited on one side of the crystal and the
transparent electrode on the other side. The product of number of resolution cells
and the frame speed (or pixels/sec) tends to remain constant for a given type of
SLM, and is therefore useful as a figure of merit. For the MSLM it is possible to

obtain frames with 3 x 105 cells with 30 msec update time, or about 107 pixels/sec.

For the PEMLM one can extrapolate a figure of merit of 1010 pixels/sec, based on

constructed devices with 107 cells and observations of about 1 msec response times.
Storage Time: Images have been stored on an MSLM for several months[2]. On

the PEMLM, storage times ranging from minutes to hours have been observed[3). The
storage times of the MSLM can be attributed somewhat to the high values of
dielectric constant, but mostly to the bulk and surface resistivity for LiNb03; the
product of these two quantities gives a time constant for charge decay of several
months. Surface resistivities, however, are not well understood, and large
variabilities are observed[B].
III. Threshold and Other Special Operations

The MSLM and PEMLI also have intrinsic capabilities for bipolar operation and
nonlinear thresholding(g]. The former allows addition and subtraction on arrays of
data, and synchronous detection of a temporally modulated intensity object (i.e., a
pixel array of lock-in detectors). The thresholding operation utilizes the
electron dynamics for charge deposition and removal from the modulating material.
One type of thresholding operation on an optical field begins by first uniformly
pre-charging an insulating target with electrons and then using the electrons
generated by the optical information to "erase" the uniform charge. Erasure of the
charged target occurs only where the input intensity is above a critical level,
determined by the rate-of-change of a bias voltage (Vb) applied on the target
(3,8]. This behavior can be qualitatively understood by referring to Figs. 2 and
3, which model the MSL device as a parallel-plate capacitor system, where ig is
the current flowing to the crystal (XTAL in Fig. 2), Vg is the voltage between the

crystal and a wietal grid that follows the electron source, Vb is the voltage
applied to the transparent electrode on the crystal, Vc is the applied grid

voltage, and Vx is the voltage drop across the crystal itself. Depending on the
value of Vg, the polarity of ig may be either positive (deposition of electrons) or
negative (secondary emission removal of electrons). The basic dependence of ig on

Vo is shown in Fig. 3 for two intensities (A > B); these solid curves are simply
scaled versions of each other. Normally, a stable equilibrium occurs at Vg Z Vgo,
where ig = 0. An increase of Vg causes electron buildup on the crystal (ig > 0),
driving Vg more negative, back towards Vgo , A decrease of Vg allows more secondary

emission electrons to escape from the crystal (ig < 0), driving Vg more positive.
Examination of Fig. 2 reveals that a change in the bias voltage Vb induces the

additional capacitive displacement current
ig Cx(Vb - Vg) (1)

where Cx is the capacitance across the crystal (or between the membrane and

transparent electrode in the PEMLM). In the absence of any electrons from the
lCP, this capacitive current also changes Vg (Vg = ig/Cg). However, in the

presence of an MOP photocurrent, a new stable equilibrium of Vg can still be

maintained, despite the changes in Vb; then Vg = 0 and Eq.(1) becomes ig = CxVb.
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The new equilibrium occurs at Vg =.Vgl in Fig. 3, where the ig vs, Vg curve for
intensity A intersects the ig = CxVb load line (horizontal dashed line, for b <
0). At this equilibrium the ICP-driven current (secondary emission) transports
,;harge between the crystal and grid at the same rate displacement-current charge is
being capacitively applied from Vb, preventing any net charging of Cg and resulting
in the total capacitive charge from Vb being applied to the crystal, Vx (i.e, &Vg
= 0 and 8Vx x Vb). The stability of this equilibrium can be understood by
considering two cases. If Vg > Vg1, then the lCP-driven current(liglon the ig vs.
Vg curve of Fig. 3) is smaller thanlCxVbl, and there is an excess, uncompensated
capacitive current driving Vg more negative (remember, Vb < 0). If Vg < Vgl, then
JigP ) ICxOb1 and the excess ig charges Cg more positive.

There is no equilibrium point if the optical intensity is too low to make the
ig vs Vg curve intersect the load line (e,g., intensity B in Fig, 3), The full
capacitive charge from Vb is then coupled into Vg. i.e., bVg = bVb and bVx = 0

(Note: Cx >> Cg). There are thus two operating regimes, separated by a distinct
intensity threshold, occurring at the intensity where the ig vs, Vg curve shifts to
just cross the CxVb load line. Writing-image regions with intensities Iw below the
threshold It produce no change in output modulation (since Vx = 0), and the
intensities exceeding the threshold produce a full change in modulation (with Vx

Vb). This threshold intensity is given by
I t  =[ hv ]CxV b_ (2)

IqGA F(Vgp)
where F(Vgp) is the most negative value of ig on a normalized ig vs. Vg curve in
Fig. 3. and the bracketed term converts current into optical intensity. A more
rigorous analysis[B) shows that for 1w < It. the crystal or membrane charge (or
voltage change) is proportional to ln(1 1w/It). which often gives a very
distinct threshold for typical device parameters. The two output modulation
levels can be arbitrarily set by the choice of starting and ending voltages for
the decreasing ramp in Vb. These photo-electronic SLMs therefore offer a fully
programmable thresholding operation, with independently settable input threshold
intensity and output modulation levels. Figure 4 shows an experimental
demonstration of the hard-clip thresholding operation with the MSLM ; the 6-level
grey scale image in Fig. 4 was thresholded at five different adjustable
threshold levels in Figs, 4b-4f. The two output levels were set for an
inverted-contrast response. This threshold capability then allows other
operations to be performed, such as edge enhancement[9], Boolean logic, and
nonlinear transfer functionse.g.. logarithmic[lfl.
11. Development Directions

While enormous performance potential is evident, there are a number of
shortfalls in present devices in manufacturability, applicability, and performance.
These devices rely on photocathode technology which is still somewhat of an art,
expensive, and limited to wavelengths shorter than 700 nm. Also, fabrication and
materials must be compatable with the fabrication and characteristics of
photocathodes which are notoriously susceptible to poisoning and must be baked and
kept under ultrahigh vacuum; this is a particular worry with the nitrocellulose
membrane in the PELM. Work continues on investigation of PEtML operation with
other membrane materials that can withstand high vacuum bakeout temperatures, such
as Si02, A1203, and parylene, and using physical isolation techniques between the
membrane and the photocathode region such as electron permeable membranes.

Many optical processors operate at laser diode wavelengths near 830 rt so
photocathodes sensitive at this wavelength need to be incorporated (e.g.,standard
Si or GaAs photocathodes). However, recent demonstration of arrays of

h n~ m, 1 -- -
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sharply-pointed silicon or metal field emitters[11], raises the possibility of VLSI
production of "synthetic" photocathodes with very high current carrying capability
and tailored spectral response; such structures could also increase device speed
and obviate many materials compatability issues. Speed can also be significantly
enhanced by employing recently developed MCP technology having very high strip
current (which is directly related to the ultimate device charging times); strip

currents of 100 mA/cm2 appear feasiblef121, or about 103 times present levels,
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Introduction used. The photocurrent i. [A] is written by a

Microchannel Spatial Light Modulator following equation.

(SI4) 1), 2). 3) can be used as a key device in

the system for optical computing and optical iw=SAL (1)

neural network because this device has many

functions 4),5),6). The MSL is an optical ad- where S [A/Ni is the photocathode sensitivity,

dressing spatial light modulator, that is, the A [m23 is the effective area of the

read-out light intensity is modulated by the photocathode and L [W/m2] is the light inten-

writing light energy. Therefore it is impor- sity on the photocathode.

tant to recognize its input-output charac- The electric current i in [A) on the in-

teristics (the transfer characteristics) when put side of a microchannel plate CP) after

we design the optical system with this device, undergoing accerelation and focusing from the

In this paper the transfer characteristics of grid and the anode is

the MSJ4 will be theoretically and experimen-

tally discussed. i in= aISAL (2)

Principle of operation where a1 is an electron transmittance of the

The principle of the basic operation of grid.

the device is shown in Fig. 1. When the When 'he NCP gain is C the output cur-

photocathode, on which the input image is rent i out [A] from the MCP is shown as fol-

usually projected, is illuminated with a lows.

uniform light, the photoelectrons are emitted.

For writing light, various wavelengths can be i out=a:SALG (3)
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Figure 1. Principle of Basic

Operation

_b Output pattern

The current i [A] which can reach the electric charges create a change in the volt-

crystal surface (the top layer of the age across the crystal.

dielectric mirror) through the mesh electrode This voltage V [V] is written by

mounted between the MCP and the electrooptic

crystal (55 degree cut LiNbO3 ) is written by V=Q//C (6)

i =ala 2 SA G (4) C= (eo0*A) /d (7)

where a 2 is the electron transmittance of the where C [F] is the capasitance of the crystal,

mesh electrode. c 0 is the dielectric constant of the vacuum,

Then the electric charge is deposited C* is the dielectric constant of the crystal

onto the surface of the crystal. This electric and d [m] is the thickness of the crystal. The

charge can be controlled by the mesh electric field associated with the voltage

electlode. The electric charge Q [q] is modulates the refractive index of the crystal.

By illuminating the crystal from the

Q=ala 2 SALGT ( 6- ) (5) back with a toherent light which is polarized

at 45 degrees to the x axis of the crystal,

where T [sec] is the writing time and 6 is the light reflected back from the dielectric

the average value of the secondary electron mirror experiences a phase retardation F

emission ratio in the operating region. These [rad] corresponding to the change in the
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refractive index. I =K s i n 2 (F/2)

Consequentily P is written as the func- =Ks i n 2 [ (r/2)

tion of the voltage2). x { (V+V 0) /VK ] (9)

F (V+V 0 ) /Vzr (8) where K is a constant. By using equations

(5), (6) and (7), the equation (9) becomes

where V0 is the voltage corresponding to the

phase retardation by the natural birefringence I =Ks i n 2 C (r,/2Vr)

of the crystal or uniformly supplied surface X i ala 2 SGLT (&-1

charge on the crystal and V r is the half X (d/e 0 e*) +V 0  1 (10)

wave voltage.

Then an analyzer, which is oriented 45 Transfer characteristics

degrees to the x axis, is now inserted to From equation (10), the transfer charac-

convert a phase modulated light to an inten- teristics ( the relation between LT and I )

sity modulated light. The output light inten- of the MSI can be calculated. The results are

sity I [W/m2] will be given by shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3.

10 1 10
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Figure 2. Transfer characteristics Figure 3. Transfer characteristics

for Ar laser for He-Ne laser
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In our calculation, we use the following network 10) and other related areas 11).
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(electron accumulation): e*= 30: d = 70 [u]: out these experiments. Thanks are also due to
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FUTURE ROLES OF SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATORS
IN ADVANCED COMPUTING ARCHITECTURES

By
John A. Neff
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Arlington, VA 22209

INTRODUCTION

One of the areas of computer architecture with the most rapid
growth is that of parallel multiprocessors - an interconnection of
anywhere from a few processing elements (PEs) to millions of PEs
operating in parallel on the same problem. Attempts at solutions to
many difficult problems in the past resulted in a rapid increase in
complexity of software. With the continuing decline in the cost of
hardware, attention has turned toward mapping such problems on
massively parallel machines. For example, knowledge base searching
can be done by pursuing many paths in parallel rather than following
a complex algorithm that attempts to guide a serial search in an
optimum fashion. The result is that many more computations are
performed when following the parallel approach, with most not
leading to a solution; however, the correct solution will most often
be arrived at much sooner.

For most problem domains, a large number of processors, say n,
working in parallel, but independent of one another, will fall far
short of solving the problem by a factor of "n" more efficiently
than a single processor. Without adequate communication amongst the
"n" processors, a great deal of redundant effort often results. The
power of the multiprncessing systems is most often in direct
proportion to the degree of system interconnection. Nature provides
convincing evidence that powerful parallel processors can result
from a large number of processors of relatively low complexity being
massively interconnected. Highly functional neural systems can
result from the use of only thresholding elements (the PEs in this
case) heavily interconnected. The fan-out in neural systems can
reach as high as tens of thousands.

It is this issue of interconnection being such a powerful
factor in parallel multiprocessor performance that suggests a role
for optics. Whereas electrcnics is the superior technology for
switching due to the greatei ease of charged particles effecting one
another, optics is superior in cummunications since the uncharged
photons do not exert influence on one another.

The focusing of optics on problems in multiprocessor
development is important for more than just the reason that
multiprocessors have communication bottlenecks. The maturity of
parallel processing is comparable to that of optical processing;
therefore, the two technologies can mature in parallel. This
presents an easier challenge than attempting to break into a field
thzt has a great deal of momentum behind it. The relatively early
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new technology, and if those of us with an interest in the
development of optical processing are alert, we will search for ways
that optics can aid in the growth of this companion field. This
paper will discuss areas in which optics can address multiprocessor
bottlenecks, and the way in which 2D spatial light modulators (SLMs)
will likely play a key role.

RECONFIGURABLE INTERCONNECTS

Although the foundation of optical interconnects will be fixed
point-to-point links between modules, boards, and maybe -ven chips,
the real excitment among computer architects comes upon
consideration of reconfigurable interconnects. An SLM based
crossbar switch, illustrated in Figure la, is being developed for
replacing a VLSI crossbar in the MOSAIC multiprocessor shown in
Figure lb. The SLM, whose elements are used as switches, can
interconnect any input port with any output by selecting the proper
switch to open, permitting the fiber guided light to pass. A 16 x
16 x 1 (the "1" indicating that each port is one channel) will
replace the 16 x 16 x 32 VLSI switch that forms the foundation of
the MOSAIC, interconnecting numerous special purpose microprocessors
such as Fixed Systollic (FSP) and Programmable Systollic (PSP)
processors.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1. (a) SLM based optical crossbar switch which will be

demonstrated in the MOSAIC multiprocessor shown in (b).

An SLM with verying transmissivities for each pixel could be
used to place a weight cn each interconnect. This is irportant for
neural network implemenation since the weights form the basis of
information storage In these networks. Varying the weights results
in a change in the information represented by the network, thus a
network that can adapt or learn must contain a device which can vary
the strengths of the interconnects.

For interconnection via free-space propagation of light beans,
a hologram can serve to steer the beams to their proper
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provide reconfiguration. Such may be possible someday using wave-
mixing in a photorefractive material; however, a near-term solution
can use an SLM to select a certain subset of holograms from a
hologram array. Similar to the crossbar switch application, the SLM
would act as a switch capable of activating the desired set of
holograms out of a large array of holograms.

OPTICAL ACCELERATORS

Accelerators are high performance special purpose processors
that, upon being added to a parallel computer, can significantly
improve the machine's overall performance. For those parallel
computers that must routinely perform such operations as correlation
and Fourier transforms, optical accelerators will likely prove quite.
successfull. Work is currently underway to build a digital optical
correlator for the MOSAIC, as is illustrated in Figure 2. The
correlator will have thousands of digital filters available for
read-in on the magneto-optic SLM in the correlation plane. The
projected throughput is 50,000 frames/second which equates to
100,000 MOPS for a 128 x 128 SLM. Note that the optical accelerator
will be connected to the optical crossbar switch discussed above.
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Figure 2. Optical Accelerator for the MOSAIC.

OPTICAL LOGIC ARRAYS

The MOSAIC is a coarse-grained architecture; i.e., the system
is an interconnection of several relatively complex microprocessors.
At the other end of the multiprocessor spectrum are the fine-grainei
architectures such as the Connection Machine and neural networks.
These architectures are f r more interconnect intensive and, in the
long run, may benefit even more from the use of optics. As the role
of optical interconnects increases, the need to perform optical
switching and logic operation will also increase in order to avcid
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Figure 3. Optical connectionist architecture.

excessive electron/photon conversions. An example of a very basic
optical computing unit, shown in Figure 3, can be realized by one
SLM exhibiting a nonlinear response and a reconfigurable
interconnect unit. The SLM pixels will realize logic operations
through use of their nonlinear response, and will be interconnected
in various groupings via the interconnect element to form functional
circuits.

Figure 3 illustrates a PE of complexity along the line of a
Connection Machine. Several logic elements could be interconnected
as a PE, and the input/output pixels of the PEs would be
interconnected to form the parallel fine-grained multiprocessor.
For example, the pixels within each PE could be interconnected to
form several registers, an arithmetic & logic unit, and some cache
memory. The example shown is for n = m = 5 (25 logic elements per
PE) which would permit 40,000 PEs for SLMs and interconnect arrays
of 1000 x 1000.

SUMMARY

Realization of optical logic array processors are likely a
decade or more away, but they are part of a logical progression of
optics for multiprocessing. The success of the progression relies
heavily on the initial stages which involve providing reliable
optical components for the next generation of these machines.
Although the initial insertion of optics will involve fiber-guided
interconnects, it should be followed closely by optical crossbars
and accelerators. It must be realized that optical computing will
come about through an evolutionary process rather than through one
day just providing the computing community with machines based on a
technology very foreign to them.
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Introduction

Optical computing systems offer increased information processing throughput rates
by taking advantage of parallel optical architectures. The fundamental component
in these architectures is a device which can modulate two-dimensional optical data.
These devices, known as spatial light modulators (SLNis) have many applications
including input/output data displays, spatial and matched filtering, incoherent-
coherent light converters, optical crossbar switches, optical interconnection
networks, and neurocomputing. The ideal system requirements placed on S.lMs
include high resolution (100 lp/nim), 1000 x 1000 pixels, megahertz frame rate, 100
grev levels, 1000:1 contrast ratio, and low cost Ill. An operating characteristic which
often prevents SLM's from reaching these goals is device power dissipation 12.
Furthermore, devices which have large commercial markets have a better chance of
meeting these systems requirements. In this paper we will discuss a new class of
materials, ferroelectric liquid crystals (F.Cs), that potentially, can meet all the above
system requirements.

Material Properties

FLCs are strongly birefringent uniaxial materials whose optic axis can lie anykhcrc
on a cone of angle y4; the cone axis is fixed to the material's structure. They arc
fcrroelcctric, with spontaneous polarization P perpendicular to both the optic axi,,
and the cone axis. The electrooptic effects arise form the fact that the optic axis can
easily be reoriented by the torques produced by applied electric fields E that align P
parallel to E.

These electrooptic properties can be exploited by placing a thin slab of FLC bctxeen
electrode plates, with the cone axis parallel to the plates. This device can function as
an intensity modulator when placed between crossed polarizers, with th, optic axis
states selected by opposite signs of applied voltage lying parallel to the plates. but
differing in orientation by 2W . When W = 22.51) and the slab thickness is
approximately matched to the FLC bire.ringence, the device is a half-wave plate
which yields light linearly polarized a[ an angle 9) to the incident polariation.
This light is then completely transmitted through the analyzer. Without its
polarizers, this device functions as a polarization modulator, rotating the light's

polarization by either 00 or 900. Phase modulators of arbitrary modulation depth can
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be made by setting the polarizer parallel to one of the optic axis states, and setting the
analyzer perpendicular to the other optic axis state, with the phase difference
between the two states controlled by the device thickness. This mode of operation

gives a throughput of sin 2 2gi. All three modes of operation are equally feasible, and
operation in reflection requires only that the FLC slab be half as thick as for
transmission, and that the second plate be reflective, a These electrooptic properties
lead to the following expectations for the characteristics of SLM elements made from
FLCs:

1. Size. The minimum size of a switched element is determined by the wavelength of

light being switched and the strength of its interaction with the switching medium.
By comparison to most other electrooptic effects, the interaction of light with FLCs is
extremely strong. For a two-state element ("switched" and "unswitched") the
interaction strength may be characterized by the length in which a ray of polarized

iight propagating through the switched state experiences a 1800 phase shift relative
to what it would experience propagating through the unswitched state. For the FLC,
this length is k/(2,Ln), where X is the vacuum wavelength of the light and An is the
birefringence of the FLC. With typical An's = 0.1 - 0.2, the factor 1/(26n) takes values
between 2.5 and 5. Thus, the element could have a square cross section, with side
dimension about equal to the vacuum wavelength, and length 2.5 to 5 times longer
than the vacuum wavelength. This volume is hundreds of times smaller than for
similar switches exploiting electrooptic effects in solids such as LiNiO3.

2, Switch'ing speed. The switching speed of the FLC clement for a given field
strength E is largely determined by the FLC matcrial'.¢ ferroclectric polarization P
and its orientation viscosity n, through the relation t = n/(PE., with 10%cl to 90%
response times ts being about 1.8 t. Presently available broad temperature range

materials have viscosities of abut 50 cP and polarizations of about 5 nC/cm 2 , giving

response times abowut M0 us at 250C with a modest 10 V/um applied. Present record-

holding materials have polarizations of 250 nC/cm 2. giving response times 50 times
shorter, or about 3.6 us. Materials that are ferroclectric at elevated temperatures

have much lower viscosities, e.g. 5 cP at 700C. allowing another order of magnitude
reduction in switching speeds. Improvements of polarization by a factor of three
seem likely within the next few years, bringing near-term switching speeds down to

about 1 us at 25oC and 120 ns at elevated temperatures.

3. Energy dissipation. Switching a unit area of FLC by reversing an applied voltage

V dissipates an energy 2PV through reversal of the polarization P. If this switching
is repeated as frequently as possible (i.e. once every ts), the power dissipated is
2PV/ts = 3,6nd/ts, where d is the FLC thickness (E = V/d). Thus, for a given maximum

allowable power dissipation per unit area W, the shortest achievable switching time

is given by ts = 13.6nd/W]t/ 2 . For an SLM with 10 um x 10 urn pixels (1000 x 100

elements in 1 cm 2 ) and I um thick, operating at room temperature with a 50 cP

material and all elements switched every ts, a dissipation bound of 100 mW/cmn2

(about equal to the heat of the noon sun) ,,ud limit t, to 13 us. With a device

operating in reflection, one could use water cooling to achieve W = 10 W/cm 2  with
room temperature, 50 cP materials this would give ts = 1.3 us: with high temperature,

5 cP materials it would give is = 400 ns. A comparison of the frame rates attainable

for a 1000 x 1000 SL.M which dissipates 10 W/cm 2 has been made with conventional
clectrooptic materials; LiNbO 3 , and PLZT, and FIC materials 131. For the conventional

7')
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materials, the dissipation is assumed to be W = (1/2)CV 2 ; the parameters necessary to
calculate the half-wave voltage and capacitance C are taken fiom a handbook [41 in
the case of LiNbO 3 , and a description of an optically addressed SLM [51 in the case of
PLZT. FLCs approached the megahertz frame rate, while PLZT was a factor of 20
slower, and a LiNbO 3 device would be limited to 1.3 ms frame rate. Power dissipation
limits are more important than intrinsic switching speeds for applications requiring
densely packed interconnection networks and neurocomputers.

4. Addressing. The bistability and sharp threshold characteristics of the FLC element
makes possible the electrical addressing of a matrix of elements by row and column
electrodes. Multiplexing up to 1000:1 has been demonstrated by Wahl et al. [61. Thus,
an N x N element SLM can be electrically reconfigured with 2N electrical
connections, even for N up to 1000. Optical addressing has also been demonstrated on
a slower photoconductor [7], and devices with fast amorphous Si photosensors have
been proposed [81 and recently demonstrated [91. The bistable feature of the FLC
clement allows the write light to be turned off when the crossbar is not being
reconfigured. The amorphous silicon FLC/SLM test devices currently show
millisecond rise times with 60% modulation of the read beam [9]. The first generation
devices have design specifications of 100 microsecond rise time for 50 mW/cm 2

illumii:ation intensity, iesolution of 50 lp/mm, and 1" diameter cell size.

Applications

Two applications for FLC/SLMs are in optical interconnects for high density packet
routing and neurocomputing. Currently we have demonstrated a 4 x 4 exchange
network using an FLC device sandwiched between two polarizing beamsplittcrs [101.
This experimental arrangement occupied the better part of a Newport Research
Corporation 4' x 6' optics table. We are currently investigating more integrated
structures such as those built by Soref and McMahon using nematic liquid crystals
[111 and Clark et al. in FLC's [12].

For neurocomputing, we are building an optical system with a I x 128 FLC columnar
array as the input, followed by a two-dimensional Seiko liquid crystal television
(LCTV), which stores the weight matrix. A hidden layer is comprised of another I x
128 FLC columnar array, again followed by a second LCTV weight matrix. The output
is currently detected by a Panasonic camera and input to an IBM AT personal
computer which calculates the error between desired and output response.

Our future goals include using photoaddrcssed FLC and nematic liquid crystals to
replace the electrically controlled hidden layer and LCTV weight matrices,
respectively. Work in progress on this system will he reported.
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SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATORS: FUNDAMENTAL AND
TECHNOLOGICAL ISSUES

C. Kyriakakis, P. Asthana, R. V. Johnson, and A. R. Tanguay. Jr.

Optical Materials and Devices Laboratory,
and Center for Photonic Technology

University of Southern California

University Park. NIC-0483
Los Angeles, California 900S9-04S3

Numerous applications have been envisioned for spatial light modulators in optical
information processing and computing systems [1. 2]. These applications can be suni-
marized within the context of a generalized optical information processor or computer
as shown schematically in Fig. 1 [2]. The principal functional roles of both one- and
two-dimensional spatial light modulators include those of format, input. out)ut. CPU.

and memory devicc,. In addition, spatial liht modulators can be effectively utilized to
provide certain types of feedback interconnections. as for example in the case of optical
crossbar switches and holographically encoded w(ighted interconnections.

Such a wide variety of applications has of course led to an equally wide variety of
interrelated, and at times conflicting, device requirements. In this presentation. we ex-
anine these requirements from tiree coI)lement al y )erst)ectives: fundamental physical
limitat ions that affect the perfo)rmance of ally spatial light modulat ion function: tile
current status of spatial light modulator development with respect to such fundamental
limits: and technological considerations that impact present and future device design and
development. Each nf these three perspectives wil be discussed in detail. and is outlined
briefly below.

Study of the fundamental physical limitations that affect an emerging technology is
at once an exciting and somewhat sobering endeavor. The excitement arises naturally
from the discovery of what we can in fact achieve: the sobering impact often occurs
with the realization of what we have in fact achiev(d. Numerous such fundamental
physical limitations pertain to the process of spatial light modulation. For example. two
principal attributes of incident wavefronts call be conveniently modulated: amplitude
and/or phase. In most applications, it is desirable to modulate one or the other, but
not both. Yet these two parameters are intimately related, such that modulation of One
has a deterministic impact on the other through the Iramers-IKronig relations. Analysis
of this interrelationship can yield fundamental limits on the phase/anplitude cross-talk
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anticipated for various physical device configurations, as well as appropriate figures of
merit.

A second important fundamental limitation pertains to the iniiimum (quantum lim-
ited) energy required per unit resolution element to achieve a given level of modulation
within predetermined accuracy constraints. Different limits can be derived for both
analog and digital spatial light modulation [2, 3], as we'i as for the important cases of
optically addressed and electrically addressed devices. For purposes of discussion. con-
sider the case of optically addressed spatial light modulators, for which the modulation

function inherently involves a detection process within each resolution element. The

quantum limits for bilary switching are well known. and are summarized for optical
devices in Fig. 2 (after P. W. Smith. Ref. [3]). For analog ino(lulatioll, pmantmin restric-
tions place much stricter boundary liiitat ions on the mninimmni allowable photoni flux

for a given pixel resolution, error rate, and (evice framing rate [2],

For envisioned systexns applications involving ome or iliore spatial light modulators.
analysis of fundamental limitations such as that described above are essential for (leter-
mining whether an analog or digital approach is favorable fromi the point of view of a
fixed input power budget at a given desired computational throughput rate. In general,
a given processing or computation function call be partitioned into the cost (energy or
otherwise) of representation, the cost of computation. and the cost of detection and uti-

lization of the answer. For operation at the quantum limits, analog representations are
favored for architectures and algorithms that implement a high degree of computational
complexity (irreducible number of equivalent binary operations) per unit detected out-
put resolution element, whereas binary ropresent at ions favor operations with a somewhat
lower degree of computational complexity.

The current status of spatial light modulator development (epends strongly for its
assessnient on the nature of the application and its resultant re- uirements It is inter-

esting to note at the outset that for certain applications ( such as imi,,'hierent-to-coherent
conversion with high analog accuracy), spatial light modulator technologies have been
developed which approach quantum limited performance. Oi the other had. a broad
spectrui of applicatiins exists for which current spatial light modulators fall far short
of such ultimate performance bomndaries. In making such comparisons, it is of critical
importance to identify interrelated sets of perfornance parameters that cannot be ar-
bitrarily separated, and to assess the conjoint figure of merit'achievable within a given
(levice technology (rather than the minimum value obtained across mnany different types

of devices, or even within the same device under different operating condistions).

A large number of technological considerations apply to the eventual incorporation
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of spatial light modulators in optical information processing and computing systems.

For systems of given size, spatial frequencies are inherently limited by the acceptance

apertures of finite F-number lenses. Phase modulation, which is capable of much larger

diffraction efficiencies at a given spatial frequency than amplitude modulation, is more

difficult to implement in imaging configurations and is more sensitive to substrate nonuni-

formities and polish figure. Amplitude modulation, on the other hand. can present
formidable thermal dissipation problems for applications involving spatial light niodula-
tion with high optical throughput gain. Applications exist for both optically addressed
and electrically addressed spatial light modulators, with distinct requirements for each.
In fact. several recently conceived applications such as the utilization of spatial light
modulators in neural network inpleIielintations could advantageously employ both ad-

dress modes simultaneously.

Electrically addressed spatial light modulators lead quite naturally to inherently pix-
elated structures. Such structures can be advantageous from several points of view,
including the convenient merging of optical and electrical inputs, interpixel cross-talk.
strictly limited space-bandwidt 11 product, and fixed system registration. However pixela-
tion can yield additional difficulties such as inherently incomplete fill factors, scattering
from metallic interconnections, and fixed pattern noise. Similar types of considerations
apply to the utilization of reflective as opposed to transmissive device geometries.

A final technological consideration that will continue to strongly affect de\ ice design
and development is that of available optical sources, both CWV and pulsed. For fixed (and
usually limited) external power, size, and weight considerations, the maximum achievable
pulsed energy densities available set stringent requirements on the magnitudes of usable
higher order material nonlinearities. Recent achievements of enhanced nonlinearities in
both bulk and multiple quanturn well compound semiconductor structures, as well as

in nonlinear organic polymers, lend importance to the question of whether or not \(',

materials as well as \(2) materials will I)rov'i(e useful spatial light modulation functions

in future devices.

1. C. Warde and A. D. Fisher, "Spatial Light Modulators: Applications and Func-
tional Capabilities", in Optical Signal Proce,.,ing, J. Homer, Ed., Academic Press.

Inc., San Diego, (197S), 477-318.

2. A. tR. Tanguay, Jr., "Materials Requirements for Optical Processing and Commting
Devices", Opt. Eng., 24(1), 2-18, (19S5).

3. P. W. Smith, "Applications of All-Optical Switching and Logic". Phil. Trans. R.

Soc. Lond.. A313, 349-335. (19S4).
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It is increasingly recognized that the ability for optical techniques to provide parallel
proce ,siihg iav enable us to greatly enhance the speed capability of computing. To satisfv
requirements of parallel optical processing many r tpes of spatial light modulators (SLMs) are
nox being imvestigated. In thils paper we di,,cuss a SLM with internal memory which is
electricallV addres,,able and digitally operated.

The properties of the SLNI is based on newly obserxed optical cross modulation effect In
Semi-insulatin GaAs, ' . To demonstrate this effect we pass a bean of LED light emittno
diode) light through a semi-insulating GaAs sample which has transparent electrodes on both
-,urfaces (Figure 1). In the presence of an electric field the LED light i, slightlv absorbed due to
the Franz-Kaldvsh effect, tfo\'ever, when an optical pulse tuned to the absorption edge of the
Ga-\s hit, the sample, the absorption of the LED light is instantaneously reduced but then
increases substantially beyond the initial absorption after the pulse and this, level is maintained
by the presence of the electric field (Figure 2). In thi, effect, the optical pulse generates many
conducting carriers which are kept at high energy by the applied voltage. The LED light
generates trapped carriers below band gap. It ha\ heen suggested that the LED generated
trapped carriers are released to the conduction band to reach thermal equilibrium with the
conducting high energy curiers '

1 In this process below Kuid gap LED light is further absorbed
resulting in the observed enhanced absorption. The enhanced absorption, triggered bv the
optical pulse gives rise to a memory effect.

During the demonstration of the effect, we have used LED dine width 0.2pim) light
intensity of 50 m watts,/cm- and typically optical pulse energy of lOx I -t)J /pulse/cmr " tinclude,
reflection loss of 301,(); after the optical pulse, approximately about 10% of LED light
absorption has been observed iii tile presence of 200v applied across 4c0p m thick sample. llie
effect of the optical pulse intensity, on the LED iigihi asorption and on the photo current
through the sample is given in Figure 3; both the LED absorption and tle photo current tend to
saturate at increased optical pulse intensities. We estimate that an array of 1)4 de,,ices of area

OO(pm) will dissipate power of approximately 250 m, watts/cm2. We also estimate that for
line width of the LED light reduced by ten fold. approximately 70% absorption of LED litght is
caused by the optical pulse of energy lOxlI 6 J/pulse/cm- and voltage 40v applied across
100lirn thick sample for similar amount of power dissipation for 104 devices- the power
dissipation can be minimized b, optimization of the operating parameters and array dimensions.
In this modulation effect the enhanced absorption of the LED light after the optical pulse can be
adjusted by the strength or time delay of the subsequent voltage pulses (Figure 4). At present,
the speed of the modulation effect is limited by the RC time constant of the external electronics.

The schematic of an integrated array of the proposed spatial light modulator is shown in
Figure 5. An array of cells can be fabricated on a single seni-insulating GaAs substrate. Each
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cell has transparent lnSnO electrodes with further depo.sited aluninuII-II electrodes. -Ilie
aluminum electrodes are arrane-ed in) a cross, bar fashion so that each element can he access,,ed
independently. On the basis of an elementa-ry calculation, w e have estimated that for 100 ')(h in I
cells separated by I 00),u in, the carrier diffusion and fringing effects wil IIbe negligibhle for I ()()L I
thick sample.

The proposed S lAI apart fromn pro\ ding'- mIeIIory apii has IIany Other us~eful
qlualitijes. it is xenal rgmr-al and dI't-ly peraltet, F\ enthotli imital process ,ing

might be at present slowmer than analogueLI procssing' digi-tal pcein ca-n Uis e better 1-1'IIZLIto
noise capabhility- A* digitally opei ated S LM can be m1ore read il vinter-faced with a diela
com~puter. The S LAI with miemoryv IS Well suited for nleurlal network apphldi tonIS Optki-1a
Implementation of artificial neuralI models has, been al ready achie\ ed by others '-42 where a ,in-e
d imensional input tield finaps into at sngie dimenisional output fiel I I t bron e bia tw~o d iniens u mal
spatial ligoht mnodulator. If' twto dMIiics iMnAl fields aret! 10Ie pr'ocesseCd. thc S LM* should be
prov i[ed w% itl a third dmmnsmon. III the SLA1 th allenior-\, .\~ he-re a !tram Of Optical pulses canff
be in-olved, time can bie takcn to bie tl e thi ird d in tension 'I hie S LX w,,ith mcniorv s ci %' to

fabric ate d.1s there Aile no0 Other semIIic OIuluctor det~~ I~ ice 0cofliraed or [I l iv :r-t depositioln
techiques linsoled.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental set up
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Figure 2. The effect of the optical pulse of I kwatt/cm on the LED
absorption is shown. The bottom trace is the voltage pulse with
horizontal scale 15osec./cm and vertical scale 150v/cm. The upper
trace represents the absorption caused by both optical and voltage
pulse, with vertical scale 757/cm.
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Optically Addressed Spatial Light Modulators by MBE-Grown nipi/MQW Structures

J. Maserjian*, P.O. Andersson, B.R. Hancock, J.M. lannelli, ST. Eng, F.J. Grunthaner
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91109

* presently at University of California, Santa Barbara

K-K. Law, P.O. Holtz, R.J. Simes, L.A. Coldren, AC. Gossard, and J.L. Merz
Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, University of California, Santa Barbara, California 93106

The development of high performance, reliable spatial light modulators (SLMs) has been slow over past
years, primarily due to the lImitations of materials technology1 . New opportunities have been made possible by
the greatly enhanced electro-optic properties of multiple quantum well (MOW) structures 2 Such MOW
structures are now being incorporated into a variety of new electro-optic devices3 Approaches for SLMs using
MOWs have been proposed 4-8 and early results are encouraging5,6,8.

In this work, we pursue new promising approaches for achieving opt;c,:ly addressed SLMs, based on
combining nipi doping structures with MQWs. Figure 1 summarizes two photo-optic modulation effects that we
utilize. In Fig. Ia, the quantum wells are located at the conduction band potential minima of the doping
superlattice. A write signal with energy greater than the band gap of the host material (e.g., GaAs) generates
electron-hoie pairs which are secarated by the internal field of the pn junctions (photovoltaic effect). At steady
state, a flux bp deposits 8no electrons/cm 2 in the quantum wells - determined by the absorption coefficient (1,
the spacing b, and the recombination time t. These electrons fill the quantum states by an amount 8E due to
the finite state density per unit energy (it h2 /m*), causing a shift in the absorption edge.

In Fig. lb the quantum welis are located in the constant field i ,-ion of the nipi superlattice. The write
signal again produces a photovoltaic effect, but in this case we use the change of the internal field E(see
expression in Fig. 1), due to the phctocarrier separation. This field in turn induces a shift of the exciton energy
Eex due to the quantum confined Stztrk effect (OCSE) 2 which is quadratic (an E2 term in Fig. 1) at low to
moderate fields. In both cases (Figs. 1 a and b), the energy range of the write signal (hv >Eg) lies well above the
absorption edge of the quantum well. Modulation is accomplished by selecting the wavelength of the read
signal in the range over which the quantum well absorption edge is shifted. The modulation depth will depend
on the sharpness of the absorption edge, which in turn depends on the quaiity and uniformity of the quantum
wells.

Figure 2 shows theoretical plots9 of the change in absorption (i with field for different well widths due to
the OCSE. Also shown are contours of constant (initial) absorption. The curves are normalized to the zero field
absorption (x,. We desire large dctdE for maximum response, small d2 l'd§ 2 for linear response, and large a
for maximum contrast. Clearly, these conditions are seen to be incompatible and we must select a compromize.
We have initially chosen a well width of 79A (28 monolayers) and an internal quiescent field of about 1.5 x 105

V/cm, giving for %xoI da/dE, 0.5 and (x/o.about 2/3. This field will also prevent MOW trapping of photocarriers
generated by the write signal.

The SLM device structures envisioned are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Figure 3 uses a back surface metal
reflector and therefore requires a transparent substrate. We are currently investigating (In,Ga)As/GaAs
quantum wells grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on GaAs substrates for this purpose. In this case we
use the quantum state filling effect of Fig. la which offers potentially much higher sensitivity than the OCSE of

Fig. lb. However, it has the disadvantage of having the MOWs occupy a smaller fraction of the active layers
which limits the maximum possible contrast. In spite of this, we still hope to achieve contrast ratios above 10:1
in optimized structures. Figure 4 uses a distributed-Bragg reflector (DBR) with an opaque GaAs substrate. In
this case we can make use of the more mature (AI,Ga)As/GaAs MBE technology. In Fig. 4a the DBR is simply a
passive reflector for the read signal. The active nipi/MQW layers are configurd as in Fig lb to use the OCSE
and are grown to a total thickness the order of the absorption depth of the write signal ( =2 Im ). The read signal
is modulated by absorption as it passes (twice) through the active layers. In Fig. 4b, the active nipi/MOW layers
are incorporated within the DBR (at alternative quarter-wavelength layers of the DBR stack), providing an active
DBR. In this case we make use of both changes of index of refraction and a to modulate the reflectance of the
DBR. By matching the read signal and exciton wavelength near the edge of the DBR reflectance band, we
predict large sensitivity and contrast ratios. This effect can be further enhanced by "chirping" the DBR. Another
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approach (not shown) would make use of two DBRs to obtain a Fabry-Perot resonator. Unfortunately, in this
case the changes of index and (1 tend to oppose one another. However, this approach may still prove useful

through careful design.
In Fig. 5 we show photoluminescence from a nipi superlattice in GaAs for different levels of irradiance.

The sample was MBE-grown with 40 nm p+ layers (1.1018 cm 3 Be), 40nm n+ layers (1.10 18cm Si), and no

undoped layers. The result shows the expected GaAs sub-bandgap photoluminescence which shifts

approximately logarithmically with irradiance 1C. This behavior is too weak to be used for our SLMs, but assures

us that we are achieving the internal nipi fields we need in the niuiiMOW structures.

We have spent considerable effort trying to perfect MBE growth of InAs/GaAs strained-layer

superlattices 1
. We would like to incorporate these superlattices into our quantum wells with the prospect of

achieving higher degree of order and quality. Unfortunately, this approach is still limited by our ability to
reproduce precise MBE growth temperatures. Therefore, we have recently chosen to take an intermediate

approach using InxGa 1 -x As alloys with moderate values of x (=0.2) in the quantum wells to test our device

approach. Our first results on a nipi!MOW test structure using the InGaAs alloy are ei ic,.ui gng. The structure
was grow," with 20 periods, each consisting of 2x10 18 cm 3 Be acceptors 60 nm thick. 1x10 1 8 cm 3 Si donors
60 nm thick, and a 12 nm quantum well of In 2 Ga. 8 As'GaAs. The transmission through the structure, without
on AR coatino cr back surface reflp,-tor was m'.c..., "'.z'im.ilh iear the absorption edge (=920 nm)

Figure o snows tis transmission with a GaAs laser pump (= 50mW/cm 2 ) turned on and off causing a relative
modulation change of about 7%. The maximum transmission in this case is limited by front and back surface
reflection. By optimum device design we should increase this modulation depth by a factor of at least five.
however, we also anticipate a much greater improvement as we perfect the MBE growth process for these
quantum wells.

Our SLM effort using (AlGa) As and DBRs (Fig.4) are also just getling underway at this writing. Figure 7
shows our first attempt at MBE growth of a DBR. The structure consists of a stack of ten pairs of alternating
quarter-wavelength layers (64 nm Al 2 Ga 8 As and 74 nm AlAs). A small thickness gradient (=1%) occurs
because of system drift which lead to the observed reflectance curves. This effect is qualitatively modeled by

the theoretical curves which assumes a constant 1% layer thickness gradient. This kind of chirping can be
optimized to achieve very sharp turn on of the reflectance curve which is important for the active DBR approach.
For the passive DBR, the structure is not critical as long as the main reflection band includes the quantum well
exciton wavelength.

The first nipiMOW structure was MBE grown using (AI,Ga)As according to Figs. lb and 4b. The structure
consists of a ten period DBR stack (58nm Al 2Ga .As and 65 nm AlAs) upon which was grown 1.62 um of
nipiMQW (Al 2 Ga As/GaAs) active material. The n+ and p+ layers consisted of 10 nm 4xl 018 cm 3 Si doping
and 10 nm 4x10 cm Be doping, respectively, and were separated by an undoped i region containing four
79A quantum wells with 79A barriers. Our photoluminescence results are shown in Fig. 8. The insert shows
two quantum well exciton peaks and the position of these peaks are plotted versus irradiance level. The left
peak does not shift and has been identified as due to the MOWs located at the outer layers of the nipi structure.
We had neglected to allow for a sufficiently thick p cap to accommodate surface states, and consequently, the
oJter (p-i-n) leg of the nipi is pinned at low fields. However, the remaining 19 nipi legs are not affected and we
observe the expected shift with irradiance level. The large shift at low levels (=10 uW/cm 2 ), combined with the
narrow exciton half width (=60A) for 76 MOWs, projects to high modulation sensitivity. We are currently in the
process of setting up modulation reflectance measurements.
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InGaAs/GaAs and GaAs/AlGaAs Multiple-Quantum-Well
Spatial Light Modulators

Brian F. Aull, Kirby B. Nichols, William D. Goodhue,

and Barry E. Burke

Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technnlogy
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173-0073

The need for spatial light modulators (SLMs) with high-speed

electrical addressing capability motivates the development of SLM

devices based on GaAs and related ternary alloys. These materials

are amenable to the growth of superlattices with good optical

modulation properties and to the fabrication of high-speed

addressing circuitry on the same wafer.

We have fabricated monolithic one- and two-dimensional

spatial light modulators based on excitonic electroabsorption in

multiple quantum wells (MQWs) . The SLM is electrically

addressed using a charge-coupled device (CCD) . CCD-addressing

supports large space-bandwidth prcducts in an SLM without the

drawback of needing a separate electrical input to each pixel.
The device concept is shown in Fiq. 1. A p -type ground plane, an

undoped MQW, and an n-type layer are grown sequentially on a semi-

insulating GaAs substrate. The n-type layer serves as a channel

layer for a three-phase buried-channel CCD fabricated on the

surface of the wafer. The SLM is addressed by storing a pattern

of charge packets in the CCD array; the charge packets are

sequentially injected through an ohmic contact. (However, optical

addressing is also possible by using the CCD as an imager.) At

1. T. H. Wood, C. A. Burrus, D. A. B. Miller, D. S. Chemla, T. C.
Damen, A. C. Gossard, and W. Wiegmann, Appl. Phys. Lett. 44, 16
(1984).
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each pixel, the magnitude of the stored charge packet determines

the electric field across the underlying portion of the MQW. This

in turn determines the absorption coefficient of the MQW material

at wavelengths near the band-edge exciton peaks and, therefore,

the optical transmission of the pixel. The CCD electrodes are

patterned from an ultra-thin layer of metal so that they are

semitransparent to incident light. One of the three CCD phases is

arbitrarily selected as the optically active pixel, and the other

portions of the CCD array are masked with an aluminum light

shield. The SLMs include 16-pixel and 32-pixtl one-d...ensional

arrays, as well as 16-bv-]6-nixcl two-dimensional arrays.

SLMs that operate at 965 nm have been fabricated using

InGaAs/qaAs strained-layer MQWs, and SLMs that operate at 847 nm

have been fabricated using GaAs/AlGaAs MQWs. The active device

layers are grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), and the details

2
of the growth are reported elsewhere. For the GaAs/AlGaAs

device, the GaAs substrate is opaque at the operational wavelength

and is therefore removed in its entirety. in this case, a 35-im-

thick AlGaAs support layer is grown by organometallic vapor phase

epitaxy prior to the MBE growth of the active device layers in

order to facilitate removal of the substrate and transfer of the

device to a glass slide.

The InGaAs/GaAs-based SLM was characterized as follows.

Light from a cw xenon arc lamp was filtered through a

2. W. D. Goodhue, B. E. Burke, B. F. Aull, and K. 3. Nichols,
"MBE-Grown Spatial Light Modulators with Charge-Coupled-Device
Addressing," 8th MBE Workshop of the American Vacuum Society, Los
Angeles, CA, September, 1987.
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monochromator set at 965 nm and then focused on a selected pixel

of a one-dimensional SLM. The transmitted light was detected with

a dry-ice-cooled S-i photomultiplier tube. The CCD was clocked at

166 kHz. The transmitted intensity as a function of time was

obtained by ensemble averaging the detected signal with a waveform

analyzer that was triggered synchronously with the CCD frame time.

A charge packet of magnitude zero yields an optical transmission

20 greater than a full charge packet, consistent with dc

electroabsorption spectra. The time-resolved optical signal shows

transients of several microseconds duration at the beginning and

end of a burst of large charge packets. This is due to trapping

effects associated with strain-induced dislocations at the

interface between the MQW and the n-type layer. Electrical

measurements of charge-transfer losses in the CCD indicate no

trapping effects on longer time scales.

The GaAs/AlGaAs-based device was characterized as follows. A

selected pixel of a 16-pixel one-dimensional device was

iliuminatea w-tn a puid RIGai-s icsfL o Jit 'Li i' at 847 n7..

The CCD was clocked at n.5 MHz, and the laser diode was pulsed

synchronously with the frame time of the CCD. The transmitted

light was detected with a silicon photoaiod=. T>, Ig- Lc..

chopped at 1 kHz with no synchronization to the CCD clock to

facilitate lock-in amplification. A charge packet of magnitude

zero yields an optical transmission 45" greater than a full charge

packet, consistent with dc electroabsorption spectra. No trapping

effects have been observed in electrical measurements of charge-

transfer losses in the CCD at clock frequencies up to 1 MHz.
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Although these SLMs have been operated at CCD clock speeds

only up to 1 MHz, they are capable ot clockini speeds in excess

1 GHz. For an analog SLM with one electrical input, this yields a

computational throughput of a billion muil!c"icaticns per seco.

Parallel loading of the CCD would yield an even higher throughput.

This work was sponsored by the Departments of the Navy ard

the Air Force.
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Fig. 1 Structure of multiple-quantum-well spatial light
modulator
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A.DELBOULBE, C.FROMONT, J.P.HIRTZ, J.P.HUIGNARD

THOMSON-CSF, Laboratoire Central de Recherches

Domaine de Corbeville, B.P. NO 10

91401 ORSAY Cedex (France)

Introduction

Semiconductors multiple quantum wells (MQW's) are promising optical materials

for their fast response speed, their tailorable optical properties and their technological

compatibility with electronic circuits.

The electroabsorption modulation in MQW structures used as SLM's makes

..em suitable devices for fast optical signal processing (Ref.1). A particularly

interesting application is the fast generation of reference images in an optical

correlator. This paper describes the realization and first characterizations of

elementary and 1D-GaAs/GaAIAs MQW's SLM's which are a step toward 2D MQW

SLM's.

SLM structure

The epitaxial structures were grown by MBE. The structure is shown

schematically in figure 1. The substrate was a (100) orientated GaAs wafer. The

following layers were successively epitaxied : a 200 nm - thick AlAs etch stop, an

Al0. 3 Ga 0 .7 As buffer, a superlattice buffer, the 100 periods of 8 nm - thick GaAs

wells and 20 nm - thick Al0. 3 Ga 0 . 7 As barriers calculated to present a heavy hole
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excitonic resonnance at 840 nm, an AI 0 . 3 Ga 0 . 7 As buffer and an n-doped

AI 0 . 3 Ga 0 . 7 As layer.

The expitaxied layers were transferred on a transparent substrate (a glass

slice) by sticking and complete ablation of the GaAs epitaxy substrate (H 2 0 2 : NH 4 OH

etch solution). Several samples of various sizes (up to 2 mm x 10 mm) were realized.

Gold electrodes were deposited by sputtering so that MQW's are inserted

in the intrinsic region of a MIN diode. The electric fieid is applied to the MQW's by

using a couple of MIN diodes (figure 2) ; the forward-biased diode applies the positive

potential to the underlying n-layer ; the second MIN diode is thus reverse-biased and

is the region of electroabsorption. The gold electrode serves as a reflector for the

optical beam which crosses twice the MQW's. Elementary and ID-SLM's with 30 pixels

photolithographically patterned were created as shown in figure 3. Connections were

made by thermocompression.

Results

The transmission spectrum with no applied electric field (figure 4) shows

well resolved heavy and light hole excitonic resonnances. The observed peaks are

in good agreement with those calculated. Electroabsorption were investigated with

an argon laser-pumped dye laser (LDS 821) at several wavelengths in the range

838-864 nm. Both the elementary devices and ID-SLI were tested. In the latter

case, pixels were individually addressed with an AC electric field of '4 x 104 V cm

(applied voltage V - 15 V). Modulation ratios higher or equal to 25 were observed

at 846 nm in an explored frequency range From DC to 100 KHz.

Conclusion

In this study, the interest is focused on extended areas of MQW SLM's based

cn the GaAS/GaAIAs systems. A 30 pixels - ID SLM with MIN structure working in
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a reflection configuration were made. The first characterizations are encouraging

future application of these devices for high speed data input in optical correlators.
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Summary

Neural Networks are a nontraditional method for performing
computations. Neural Network architectur,± is a fine grain,
parallel architecture with simple processors coupled at long
range to the inputs. Figure 1 shows a simple picture of a
layered neural network. Computation is performed by multiplying
each input to every processor (node) by a weighting factor and
then summing the products. The sum is then threshoided and an
output is obtained from each node. The nonlinear thresholding
operation provides the decision making mechanism.

In general neural networks execute matrix/signal processing
type operations. Neural networks recognize/reorganize by
correlating inputs with learned states. Neural Networks have
the novel ability to:

Cluster stored information
Recall information when the query is both incomplete and
erroneous
Be trained rather than programmed.

All neural networks are characterized by extensive
interconnects between processor nodes. The extent of these
interconnections is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 contrasts toe
interconnections required for a cellular automata node, which
interacts with only its nearest neighbors, to a neural network
node, which interacts with every other node. Figure 2 also
shows a regular matrix formulation of thp interconnects for four
nodes. In general there is no intermediate formulation between
simple nearest neighbor interconnects and the fully
interconnected matrix case. This means that N nodes will in
general require N2 interconnections. Since most practical
neural network problems require a minimum of 100 to 1000 nodes,
the minimum number of interconnects ranges from 104 to 106.
Most neural networks require the interconnection to have analog
values. Furthermore, in order for learning to take place, these
interconnects must be variable. The large number, the analog
values, and the variable natur? of the interconnects pose an
extreme challenge for conventional semiconductor technology.

In this paper we describe both a novel type of Spatial Light
Modulator (SLM), called the Deformable Mirror Device (DMD), and
its applicability to neural network computation. We believe
that optical technology is the breakthrough needed to make
neural network technology practical. Since the number of
interconnections of a neural network are perceived to be the
limiting factor, it is natural to advocate optical technology to
solve the interconnect problem. It is very easy to make complex
interconnection-light beams pass through each other; however, it
is very difficult to build a light switch. Light switches, or
two dimensional arrays of light switches called Spatial Light
Modulators exist and have been used by Farhatl, Psaltis 2, and
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others to build Optical Neural Networks. These systems were
either very expensive, slow, or tied to TV format. In general
these systems were quite limited by the performance of the SLM.
Several holographic techniques using film have been
demonstrated, but they suffer from the inability to vary the
interconnections.

The SLMs described here are based on an all solid state
silicon technology, called Deformable Mirror Devices 3 . The
light switch elements are small metal mirrors, approximately 15
microns by 15 microns in area. We have produced fully
functional two dimensional arrays of 64,000 mirrors. The
addressing circuitry is also included on the silicon chip
reducing the number off off-chip leads required.

Certain aspects of the DMD are ideally matched to neural
network computations:

1. The mirror deflections are both variable and
electronically controlled in an analog mode.

2. The degree of mirror deflections is equivalent to the
value of the interconnects used in neural network
computations.

3. The mirror deflections are limited, and sigmoidal in
nature, providing an ideal threshold function.

Several neural network configurations using DMDs are
described. Special consideration is given to the electrical
addressing constraints imposed on the optical operation of the
DMD arrays. System partitioning between optical and electrical
subsystems is shown to allow rapid execution of highly parallel
matrix computations, while retaining timing, synchronization,
and dynamic range consistency.

Refefences
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Two-Dimensional Neural Networks and Their Application in
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3. D.R. Collins, J.B. Sampsell, P.A. Penz, and M.T.Gately,
"Optical Neurocomputers Implementation Using Deformable
Mirror Arrays," p. 111-631, Proceedings of the IEEE First
Annual International Conference on Neural Networks, June
1987 (IEEE Catalog #87TH0191-7).
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1. Introduction

The bistable DMD is the digital version of a class of reflective, micromechancal spatial light
modulators (SLMs) known as deformable mirror devices (DMDs) In its earliest form the DMD was a
hybrid SLM consisting of a metalized polymer mirror bonded to an underlying silicon address
circuit(1,2J

From this technolog; -. veu a monolithic, analog DMD consisting of an array of aluminum
alloy cantilever beams integrated over an underlying silicon address circuit [3] The monolithic,
analog DMD is capable of being line-addressed at TV rates, and contains on-chip, all of the necessary
serial-to-parallel converters and decoders Its small analog deflections (1'-2" ) make it suitable for
correlation and other optical processing applications 14-5], as well as neurocomputing [6]

There has been a growing interest in the DMD for optical crossbar switching[7], and for
printing applications[8] using both photoreceptor and film media For these applications, precise,
large angle digital deflections (100) are required The bistable DMD described in this paper meets
these criteria. It features a large deflection angle which is precisely determined by the device
architecture and not by a balance of forces, as in the case of analog DMDs Flatness in the zero
deflection state is ensured by a torsion beam pixel design. In a printing application requiring gray
shades, pulse width modulation produces uniform, accurate shades of gray

In the following sections, the architecture and operating characteristics of the bistable DMD
will be described Because the bistable DMD is a very recent development, mcre details of device
performance in printing applications will be presented at the conference

2. Device Description

The architecture of the bistable DMD is shown in Figures 1 and 2. Each pixel consists of a
torsion beam, made from a layer of thick reflecting metal, connected to a surrounding conducting
support layer by two thin metal torsion rods at diagonal corners. A planarizing, insulating spacer
material underlying the torsion beam is removed by isotropic plasma etching to form an air gap
under each torsion beam. Underlying each torsion beam are four electrodes, two landing electrodes
and two address electrodes. The landing electrodes are electrically connected to the torsion beam.
Flatness of the torsion beam is ensured by the fact that the torsion rods are under tension

When an address electrode is energized, the electrostatic force of attraction between the
beam and address electrode causes the beam to rotate about its diagonal in the direction of the
address electrode until its tip touches the landing electrode (dotted line in Fig 2). The angle that the
fully deflected beam makes is called the landing angle, OL. The beam rotates to + OL or -OL
depending on whether the (+) or (-) address electrode is energized. Both landing electrodes are
maintained at the torsion beam potential, and function to reduce the landing torque and to provide
an electrically neutral contact to the landing surface.

In order to operate the bistable DMD, positive potentials are applied to one or the other of
the address electrodes and a negative potential called the differential bias, is applied to the beam
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and landing electrodes. The function of the differential bias is to lower the address voltage
requirement by providing a torque gain to the applied address torque. The term differential bias
reflects the fact that no torque results unless there is a potential difference between the address
electrodes, or the torsion beam is deflected. The bistable DMD may be operated in any of three
modes, monostable, tristable, or bistable, depending on the magnitude of the differential bias. This
is illustrated in the potential energy plot of Figure 3. With no differential bias, and in the absence of
an applied address voltage, the torsion beam is monostable, with only one potential energy
minimum and hence only one stable state at 0 = 0. In order to deflect the beam to the landing angles
0= ±OL, a constant address voltage must be applied. When this voltage is removed, the beam
returns to 0 = 0.

As differential bias is introduced, the potential energy at the landing angles begins to
decrease, and eventually two potential energy minima develop at 01 = ± 01 The torsion beam is now
tristable, with stable states at () =-0,0, + L In order to address the beam from its undeflected state
at 0=0, an address voltage is applied with a magnitude sufficient to momentarily lower the
potential barrier between 0 = 0 and the desired landing angle, 0 = -0, or + ()L The beam rotates to
the landing angle, and when the address voltage is removed, the beam remains in a static;lly stable
state at 0 = ± 0 L until the differential bias is removed

As the magnitude of the differential bias is increased further, the poLefitial barriers
between 0 = 0 and 0 = ± 0L disappear and the beam becomes bistable. Momentary application of the
address voltage causes the beam to rotate to the desired landing angle and to remain there until the
differential bias is removed. The lowest address voltage requirement is achieved by operating in the
bistable mode

At the end of each address cycle the deflected beams must be returned to the undeflected
state, or reset, before being readdressed To accomplish this, the differential bias is momentarily
returned to ground and a short duration reset pulse is applied to the beams and landing electrodes
via the differential bias bus. The reset pulse acts to store potential energy in the torsion rods by
deflecting the beam and torsion rods downward towards the electrodes When released, thlis
additional potential energy assures a uniform, reliable reset action of all deflected pixels to the
undeflected state

Because the reset and differential bias functions are common to every pixel, they can be
provided by a single off-chip driver, Only the address electrode signals (10 volts or less) need to be
switched by on-chip circuitry and this funciton is supported by conventional C-MOS structures.

3. Operating Characteristics

The present chip design is a linear array of 512 pixels consisting of four rows of 128 pixels,
with an effective center-to-center spacing of 19 microns Because this embodiment is meant to
demonstrate only the electrooptical characteristics of a bistable DMD, it does not include on-chip
address circuitry, but is hard-wired on-chip into 32 blocks of 16 independently addressable pixels

The beam landing angle is 8.9 degrees, determined by the torsion beam diagonal length
and spacer thickness. The electromechanical response time at atmospheric pressure is six
microseconds as measured by a photomultiplier The measured pixel deflection cycle lifetime is
greater than 12 billion cycles.

Using a conventional darkfield microscope, an image of one portion of the chip is shown in
Figure 4. Here 10 of every 16 pixels are addressed in the tristable rmode from 0=0 (dark state) to
S0=OL (bright state). Gray shades are accurately produced by using pulse width modulation Because

of the short response time of the DMD, the address pulse can be delayed after reset to control the
duty factor and therefore produce precise gray shade modulation. Table 1 is a summary of the
design and operating characteristics of the bistable DMD.
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Table 1
Bistable OMP Summary

Array Size 512 x 1 (Four rows of 128 pixels)
Effective Pixel Spacing 19 Microns at Unit Magnification
Address Configuration 32 Blocks of 16 Independently AddreSSdble Pixels
Address Voltage + 10 Volts (Tristable), + 5 Volts (Bistable)
Differential Bias -10 Volts (Tristable), -18 Volts (Bistable)
Reset Pulse + 60 Volts, 1 Microsecond Pulse Width
Angular Deflection t 8.9 Degrees
Angular Nonuniformity

Undleflected State ± 0 2 Degree
Deflected State ± 0 1 Degree

Response time (0 0 to 0) 6 Microseconds at Atmospheric Pressure
Pixel Lifetime Greatef than 1 2 x 10*0 Cycles

4 Summary

The architecture and operating characteristics of the bistable deformable mirror device
lDD have been presented The bistable DM0I is a reflective, micromechanical spatial lght

modulator, monolithically formed on silicon Large angle digital beam diefleictions ( ± 8 9 degrees)
are achievable with a very high degree of uniformity Because of its fast response timre (6
microseconds) it can be pulse width modulated to produce accurate gray shade modulation A
differential biasing technique lowers address voltage requirements to t0 volts or less so that
conventional C-MOS on-chlip drive circuits can be employed Applications currenfly under evaluat on
at Texas Instruments include printing and optical crossbar switching
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SUMMARY

The Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) is perhaps the most critical element in several

optical prucessing architectures such as the Vander Lugt Matched Filter Correlator and

the Joint Transform Correlator. The SLM is a device used to encode information onto a

laser beam so that it may be processed by a coherent optical system. Several devices

are available which perform this critical task. The optical characteristics of these

devices will determine, to a large extent, the speed, resolution, and efficiency of an

optical system since the SLM is responsible for supplying the system with new

information. The Hughes Liquid Crystal Light Valve (LCLV) is a reflection type SLM

that is both optically addressed and read. The limitations of the LCLV are its low

sensitivity to the write light, low resolution, and slow response time. The

Semetex/Litton Magneto-Optic Device (MOD) is a transmission type SLM that is

electrically addressed and optically read. The MOD is comparable in resolution to the

LCLV but the optical throughput of the device is only 3-5%. Neither device will operate

at high frame rates.
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A new device, recently developed by Texas Instruments, is electrically addressed

and optically read in a reflection mode. The Deformable Mirror Device (DMD) is

capable of megahertz pixel rates and can be addressed by either a camera or a

computer. 1 The monolithic device is a 128x128 array of pixels on a silicon substrate.

The silicon substrate also contains the necessary drive and line addressing electronics.

Figure 1 is a drawing of an individual pixel of the DMD. Each pixel of the array

consists of four tiny mirrors which are hinged on one corner. The mirrors are 12.57 IIm

square and are formed on 51 p.m centers. An air-gap capacitor is formed between each

set of mirrors and an underlying electrode. The electrodes are connected to the

sources cf an array of metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) transistors. The addressing
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0 0
0 SPACER
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FLOATING METAL GATE
SOURCE OXIDE

Figure 1. A cut-away drawing of the DMD spatial light modulator.
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electronics drive each electrode to a voltage corresponding to a given video signal.

The electric field created between the electrodes and the mirrors causes the mirrors to

deflect slightly.1 The amount of deflection in each pixel will correspond to a phase

change in the light reflected from the mirrors. In this manner, a video signal can be

encoded into the phase of a laser beam.

Several optical characteristics of the DMD have been examined. These include

reflectance, deflectioi; angle of the mirrors, active area, and high order diffraction

effects. The diffraction effects have been experimentally investigated and theoretically

modeled. The results will be used to determine the effectiveness of using a DMD as a

spatial light modulator.

The reflectance of the DMD determines, in part, how efficiently the available light

is used. A high reflectance alone, however, does not ensure efficient use of the light.

The light must be reflected at a small enough angle to ensure that vignetting does not

occur. This condition places an upper limit on the deflection angle of the mirrors. The

smallest useful deflection angle is determined by the minimum usable phase shift in the

reflected wave.

The high order diffraction effects will also play a large role in determining the

usefulness of the DMD as a spatial light modulator. Each mirror has four tiny holes to

aid in etching the wells under each pixel. These holes along with inactive areas

around the pixels will cause high order diffraction effects when viewed in the Fourier

plane. The optical Fourier transform of the DMD with no input signal is shown in Figure

2. The Fourier transform of an input scene displayed on the DMD would be convolved

with this diffraction pattern. The result of this convolution would yield the Fourier
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transform of the input scene at each element in the diffraction pattern of Figure 2. Only

one order is useful in many optical processing applications so light diffracted into the

higher orders is wasted.

The results of these investigations will be presented along with optical processing

architectures which could make use of a DMD spatial light modulator. Future research

will focus on the phase modulating properties of the device. The pixel design for the

next generation of DMD's will also be presented. This design should result in larger

active areas and greater phase modulation.

Figure 2. The far field diffraction pattern of the DMD with no input signal.
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Introduction
The spatial light modulator (SIM) considered here consists of a thin incom-
pressible viscous fluid layer and is addressed by an electron beam. As a
consequence of the deposited charge image, the fluid surface is deformed by
electrostatic stresses. For the incident light, this surface deformation
represents a phase object causing phase modulation and thus diffraction. The
conversion of this (invisible) phase modulation into a (visible) intensity
modulation is achieved by means of a schlieren-cptical imaging system. In
previous publications [1,2], the transfer characteristics of the system for
sinusoidal charge patterns, which lead to sinusoidal deformations because of
the control-layer's linear transfer function, were extensively descriLed;
here, the transfer characteristics of the same system for spatially non-peri-
odic structures are analyzed, and the resolution limits caused by the incom-
pressibility of the SIM material and by the optical filtering are determined.

Surfaoe-Charge Pattern
In order to study the non-periodic deformation behavior of the fluid SIM, an
isolated line on a dark background is considered. For writing one line, the
electron beam is scanned horizontally with the constant velocity vx; at the
same time, it is wobbled vertically with a very high frequency according to
the line modulation. The position of the beam spot on line n at time t is
thus given by tthsg b t) t and 'i(t)=nd+c-sin(2-f t), (1)

where d is the line pitch (for an extended carrier grating, d represents the
grating period), and c and fw are the wobbling amplitude and frequency, re-
spectively. Assuming a spatially invariant current-density distribution
g( ,n), the charge-density distribution on the fluid surface is found as

Cn (X,y)= ( (v- (t),-(t) 'dt. (2)

Fourier transformation of Eq. (2) leads to the charge-density spectrum:

Qn (fx' fy) =S (fx' fy) K (fyx fy) (3)

here, S(fx, f) is the Fourier transform of g(,,) and K(fx, f) is a function
which describes the effects of the beam modulation and is deined as

K(f,fy)= " exp [ j2-(fx (t)+f ( (t dt.-~ XfYep j2 xy (4)

If a current-density distribution of the form g( ,,:)=goCOsi/a)cosir,/b),
whose shape is similar to a Gaussian distribution, is assumed, and if the
spot dimensions are chosen to be a--v /f w and b=d, as required for an ideal
dark-field adjustment, the normalize spectrum of a horizontal line becomes

sin ( rf d)
d(1_f d2)Jo( 2 7fyd) (5)

Y y
where Jfis the zero-order Bessel function; this equation forms the basis for
the foloi ng analysis of non-periodic surface deformations.
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Surface Deformation of the Spatial Light Modulator
In order to find the fluid-layer surface deformation resulting from a sinu-
soidal charge pattern, the electrostatic potential has to be calculated by
means of Laplace's equation Lv=o; subsequently, the electrostatic deformation
stresses are derived from the electric field at the SLM surface. Then, the
resulting hydrodynamic deformation of the viscous fluid is determined on the
basis of the linearized Navier-Stokes equation. For a sinusoidal deformation
of arbitrary spatial frequency, the time deperdence of the amplitude is [1]:

a(t)=a. [1-exp(-t/- 1 ) ] exp(-t/T2 ) ' (6)

where the parameters a, t 1 , and T2 are functions of spatial frequency, layer
thickness, and such material properties as viscosity, capillarity constant,
conductivity, and dielectric permittivity (for details se Ref. [13).

Assuming a linear system, the spatial-frequency response for a given periodic
charge pattern was calculated for different times; the resulting band-pass
curves are shown in Fig. 1. The decrease towards low spatial frequencies is
essentially caused by the incompressibility of the SLM material, the decline
at high spatial frequencies is a consequence of the surface tension.

In general, the transfer characteristics of the STM can be represented by a
muti-dimensional linear system in which a spatially varying charge pattern
as input leads to a space- and time-dependent surface deformation as output.
Thus, the deformation at time t, caused by an arbitrary charge distribution
can be calculated according to the following general formula:

a(x,y,t )= _. H(f f ,t )Q (f ,f )exp [ j2-(f x+f y)] df df (7)

where H(f,,f,,t 0 ) is the time-dependent spatial-frequency response of the SIM
as depicted in Fig.l. When considering a single line on a dark background [4]
the integration is restricted to the variable f " Fig.2(a) shows the charge-
density distribution of a single line; the corr6sponding deformation is given
in Fig.2(b). Acording to Eq. (5), the writing of a single line on the fluid
leads to side lobes of the charge pattern and also of the deformation; it
should be noted, that, because of the STM incompressibility, the deformation
pattern contains side lobes even for charge distributions without side lobes;
thus, the image of a single line is always a triplet. Unfortunately, this
feature, which is characteristic for all incompressible SLM's, is not ade-
quately discussed in the existing literature. Furthermore, it is found that
the deformation pattern widens with time (Fig.4), since, according to Fig.1,
the components with low spatial frequencies are dominant in this range.

Schlieren-Optical Imaging System
As already mentioned in the Introduction, the surface deformation of the STM
is made visible by means of a special schlieren-optical system, a dark-field
imaging system, that acts as a high-pass filter for the deformation pattern.
The transmission of the phase object represented by the STM can be written as

t(x,y,to)= exp [j 2_7.(n-1)a(x,v,to)] , (8)

here, n and X are the refractive index of the STM material and the wavelength
of the light, respectively.
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The dark-field imaging system is sdematically shown in Fig. 3; along the
optical axis, five planes are labeled by numbers: 1-the light sources, 2-the
control layer, 3-the principal plane of the schlieren lens, 4-the diffraction
pattern, and 5-the image plane. For periodically arranged narrow light
sources as necessary for high brightness and good resolution, the filter in
plane 4 has to be a periodic arrangement of slots and of bars that block the
undiffracted light of the source images (cf. the optical system of the
General Electric light valve [3]).

The light distribution in plane 4 is proportional to the Fourier transform
T(x 4, Y4, td of the transmission t(x 2, Y2' td given by Eq. (8), and the
coordinates x 4 and Y4 of the diffraction pattern are defined as [2]

x 4=fxAQ - MxI and y4=f Q (9)

where $=z34/zj 3 is the magnification factor of the source image, and Q-Z 1 2z 3 ,/z] 2
is a scaling factor. Behind the high-pass exit filter of transmission func-
tion P(x4, y) in plane 4, the modified light distribution is proportional to

T' (x4 ,y4 ,t) = T(x 4,y 41 t0 )P(x 4
'y 4 ). (10)

Finally, the desired intensity distribution of plane 5 is obtained from a
further Fourier transformation of the light distribution given by Eq. (10).
Apart from magnification factors, the intensity distribution of a single line
whose surface-deformation pattern varies only with the y coordinate, becomes

I(y 5 ,t o ) = I o . t' (-Y5 ,to) 2, (11)

where t' (-y 5 , t ) is the Fourier transform of T' (y4 , to). Fig.4 depicts the
deformation patterns and the resulting intensity distributions at three in-
stances within the frame period T. For the calculation of the distributions,
light sources with a Gaussian shape and a broad spectrum were assumed. In
spite of the tmporally widening deformation pattern (see above), the line
image remains narrow because of the optical high-pass filter. The widths of
its exit slots are chosen so that the diffraction maxima of a single line
move in time from the centers to the inner edges of the slots and that to-
wards the end of a frame period the lower spatial frequencies are blocked by
the bars. Thus, the filter always keeps the image of a single line relative-
ly narrow. In case of an extended carrier grating, its period d should be de-
signed to be so small that the light diffracted from it passes the slots
close to their outer edges; then the largest possible part of one modulation
side band can be transmitted.
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Summary

Introduction

The TIR linear spatial light modulator, which has been discussed in a number of
previous publications,1 ' is a VLSI-driven device which utilizes phase change in
lithium niobate to achieve modulation of a line of light at a number of positions
along a line. It does this by coupling fringing fields from a set of electrodes on a
VLSI chip into the crystal and interacting with these fringing fields in a total internal
reflection mode of illumination. The device is used to phase modulate the light and
can be either directly read out or used in a Schlieren readout systemn to create
intensity modulation. In this paper we present information on design, fabrication,
and performance of a new high performance device which has 4735 elements and
operates with a 256 MPixel second data rate.

Device Structure

The basic configuration of the device is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a thin flat
plate of lithium niobate which has electrodes deposited on one surface and has two
sides polished to allow interaction with a beam of light in a TIR mode. In this case,
the electrodes are 3.5 mm long, have a spacing of 10 microns, and there are 4736
of them spaced over 47.35 mm. Individually selectable voltages are applied to
each of these electrodes by addressing them with two integrated circuits which
have complementary sets of electrodes and are pressure-contacted to the
electrodes on the crystal.

Crp tal with Eiectrodes
on Bottom Surface

Ch,p wth
eiectrodes
on sorface

C-- - -- .J ioi i

R4)0011 C.Ul Figure 1

TIR modulator assembly.
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Figure 2 shows a circuit layout for each chip. The design utilizes 16 lines of data
which are sequentially written to each successive group of 16 electrodes on the
device with a shift register addressing technique. There is a CMOS transmission
gate for each electrode so that the voltage is held on each electrode until it is to be
changed. The electrodes on the VLSI chip are .5 mm long and on 10 micron
spacings. They are patterned in a second layer of metal which is located at the
highest elevation on the chip so that when it is pressed against the crystal
electrodes good electrical contact is achieved. The chip stores up to 15 volts on
the electrodes, which is enough to achieve 50 percent diffraction efficiency into the
two first orders (i.e., 50% of the light is scattered out of the undiffracted zero order
beam). The shift register operates at an 8 MHz data rate, providing a chip
bandwidth of 128 MHz (16 lines x 8 MHz) and a modulator bandwidth with 2 chips
of 256 MPixels,'second.

A modulator of the type shown diagrammatically in Figure 1 and using two of the
chips shown in Figure 2 is illustrated in the picture of Figure 3. Each chip is
mounted on a carrier bar consisting of pieces of aluminum with an elastomer layer
mounted underneath each chip. When the carrier bar with its associated chip is
assembled to the crystal, the elastomer is compressed, forcing the chip electrodes
against the crystal electrodes with a uniformly distributed pressure on the order of
100 psi. This pressure is sufficient to break the oxide layers and provide good
electrical contact between the chip electrodes and the crystal electrodes. The
pressurizing structure of the modulator shown in Figure 3 utilizes two spring metal
plates which are curved in opposition to apply the pressure. When these metal
plates are flattened by the force exerted by the screws clamping them together, the
elastomer is fully compressed. Their complementary reverse curvature applies a
balanced pressure along the length of the modulator, thus producing a flat surface
at the chipcrystal interface. This is important in achieving a good interaction with a
line of light which is focused in the sagittal axis.

Hfl

........ . . .. .... . . . .....

*X;

Figure 2 Figure 3
VLSI circuit configuration. Photograph of the TIR modulator.
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Device Testing

In order to test th.c modula..., it is illuminated with a narrow la-cr boam and the
modulator is reimaged onto a detector plane. A slit which is the size of the image
of one modulator element is placed in the detector plane. The modulator is
translated across the beam, and the detected intensity passing through the slit is
plotted on a chart recorder. This scheme is shown in Figure 4. By using such a
testing technique, nonuniformities in the illuminating beam are, eliminated from-the
measurement, since the same part of the beam is always used for-testing. Pigfure 5
shows a typical plot of modulator output. The efficiency is between 40% and 50%
(as measured by the ratio of light measured with the stop in place and all pixels
turned on to that with the stop taken out of the system and all pixels turned off). It
can be seen that all pixels work, but there is some local nonuniformity from element
to element. Overall contrast is about 100:1, as indicated by the background trace
on the same plot.

MODULATOR UNIFORMITY TEST SET UP

AL AAI

Figure 5
Modulator uniformity and background

measured in apparatus of Figure 4
HA , L A I..

DRvL

MOTORI

Figure 4
Configuration and methodology

used to test modulator performance.

Device Application

Figure 6 shows a typical optical system in which this spatial light modulator is
incorporated in order to achieve intensity modulation in an output image plane.
This particular system is used for laser printing, but other applications are
suggested which might utilize the same basic device at different magnifications and
with different types of illumination sources. The laser light is expanded in the
tangential direction by lens Li and collimated by a combination of L2 and L3. !t is
brought to focus in the sagittal (vertical) direction by lens L3 so that it is focused
into the modulator and onto the lower surface of the crystal in the center of the
electrodes. Lenses L2 and L3 are aspheric in nature so that some of the light in
the center of the Gaussian laser beam is redirected towards the outside of the
beam to produce a tangentially uniform beam in the plane of the modulator. After
this light illuminates the modulator, it is brought to focus inside the imaging lens
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onto a stop which blocks out the zero order diffraction. The imaging lens collects
the diffracted light and images the modulator, with some magnific(ation, onto the
output image plane. For laser printing, this particular set of optics was used to
image the modulator at 300 spots per inch on a 15.7 inch format. An example of
the type of image spots produced at the output of such a system in shown in Figure
7.

Highly magnified output image of the
system shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6
Optical system using the TIR spatial light

modulator for laser printing.

Conclusion

We have shown the design, construction, and test evaluation of a TIR spatial light
modulator with 4735 individually controllable elements and a bandwidth of 256
MPixels per second. Such a device has potential application in areas of printing,
optical computing, and addressing of large optical memories.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years extensive efforts have gone into the development of spatial light modulators
SLNls) for the realization of massively parallel optical processors l ' -21. The silicon-PLZT SLNI approach is
one of the promising approaches and has the potential of combining the computational power of silicon and
the commnitcation power of optical interconnects. By using the third direction normal to the processing
plane. the Si/PLZT approach allows the optical interconnects to provide the advantages of high speed parallel
and global interconnections to simple silicon electronic circuits performing local computational operations. In
this paper, we report on the successful labrication of two-dimensional electrical matrix-addressed SLMs b\
itiegrating silicon MOSFETs and electro-optic PLZT light modulators on the same substrate tPLZT) usine a
simulltaneous laser crystallization and diffusion technique l 1. When fully developed into large arra,,s this
Si/PLZT electricallN addressed SLM iESLM) can be used efficiently as an input device to optical processors.
tranducing electrical information into optical form while being fully compatible in data format with the
optically addressed Si/PLZT SLMs presently under development at L CSD. In %hat follows \xe describe the
theory and design consideration for the Si/PLZT ESI.M. detail the experimental techniques used and discuss
the results obtained.

2. OPERA FING THEORY AND DESIGN CONSI DERATIONS

The fabricated matrix addressed ESLNI consists of a 12x 12 arrav of identical unit cells -s sho, n in the
photomicrograph in Fig.1. As all Si/PLZT SLMs, it has a ,patiallt ,cgmented formal and can be operated in
transmissive as well as in reflective mode 11.4. 5 i. A unit cell of suc'h an arra,, is shown in the photomicrograph
in Fig 2a and consists simply of a NIOSFET that connects the PLZT nodulator to the electrical modulatinc
input as sho\n in the schematic of the circuit in Fig.2b. The operation of the cell is very similar to the
operation of a single transistor dtnaniic RAM cell. When the gate of the pass MOSFET is high. the electrical
modulating input is directly connected to the PLZT modulator electrode. At this time a charge proportional
to the electrical input is deposited across the PLZT modulator capacitance. Once the gale of the pass transistor
is returned to a low state, this charge remains stored in 1lk. PLZi capacitance until the pass transistor i,,
activated again at w hich !ime the charge in the modulator capacitance is refreshed. The stored charge in the
modulator establishes a transverse ele :trical field in the PLZF modulator. wkhich then modulates a read beam
wilh a modulation depth proportional to the electrical input. Thus the Si/PLZT ESLM can %ork in both
analog as well as in bina " mode on the proper choice of the input.

Critical parameters involvd in the fabrication of large ESLM arra,,s involve the storage time and the
rtsponse time of the cell and the output dynanic range. In order to increase the storage time or the refresh
tnine, the leakage current of the NIOSFET must be minimized. Therefore. for successful operation. Si/PLZT
SLIs require good Si crystal quality with a long carrier reTomhination time. The time response ot the cell
must also be minimized b} maximiing the MOSFET tran,,conductiace, another parameter closely related to
the silicon crystal qUality. Finally, in order to achieve good modulation depth the transistors must have a
large breakdown voltage, yet another parameter related to the silicon cr stal characteristics.

The next section describes the experimental methods utili/ed in atchieving good silicon crystal on PLZT
and in the fabrication of Si/PLZT ESLN~s.

3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The fabrication of the Si/PLZT ESLNI arrays entailed several crucial issues. The samples were prepared
by depositing a 3.5.um layer of SiO, on to the front surface of the PLZT substrate by PECVD at 250-C. This
layer is used as both thermal and electrical isolation. A 0.6p m thick layer of polysilicon is then deposited on
both sides of the composite by LPCVD at 640'C. The front side polysilicon layer is later on crystallized and
used to host the silicon transistors while the backside layer is used as a masking layer protecting the PLZT
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substrate throughout the process. A PEC\'D irown SiO, livert, ir dpteonilpo\IicAd11C
as a mask for the drain and source regions ot file %IOS FEI'N to be f abricated. A pfopiii iic A i kithI

imipurity' concentration of I X 1W0Cl cm is spun onl to the f'ront surfa'ce of the \attmple tf r u'e aN a d ti ti ii

source. The thickness oi- the impurity [av er was 2000( A. These k afcrs 'irk: theni baked In if) o\S cii at 1 ( U I
1 hr to tform a thin. highly-dloped SiOl filmn.

The dopanit is iflcorporated into the fi bs, an AK er a'iJted diffusion that N arrICed M

simiultaneously \Awih the laser cry stalli/ation proxcss of the silicon 1Ira, . he \.,Ious sdraiui that 55 e[t

into the intplenientation of' this technique are detailed in Referen.c 3. Aicc tattg nar aperture is placed atct(

the laser beam to reduce the bearn wvidth in the direct ion of the can to 2 5ji i The beamn %% idth norniaI to thc
scanning direction was 70p in and thle spacing bets eert adjacent sc an lintes kas W (pitt. File Pt/i sUh~t ate
s% as held i roonm temperature during the laser scanning procedure. The laser po\Aer Asa\s kept at 7\~Pi
miasking S10- laver wkas then removed and the standard VLSI de\ ice fabrication1 procedures lollo~ked except
for the gate oxidationr step which was performed at the refatively lowv tentperature of X 5(tC in a pvrogceii
oxidation tube. This fow tmeaueoitonis necessary, ince PLZT isdmae at temtperat ures, above

000 (C. Prior to the gate oXIdat ion1 process, the sam pies are stripped of the polvs il icon Liver ott thie back ide ,I
the PLZT. In case the layer is left on, the strain induced at the interface of the PL7T.1and polx silicon~ durrir
the oxidatiort process damnages (the PLZT and degrades the electro-optic performance.

RESULTS AND) DISCUSSION

Following the laser-assisted diffusion, thle Si filnts were characteri/ed by nieasuriuc thle a'\cr~te:
resist ivitv. the a~ eragle Hall niobilits and the impurity concentrations. Thes e results are suntniadri/ed in table-

k 1. The f-V characteristics of' the NM()S transistors were then tested. Figure I showS tlte characterist eN oft
typical N.Nl(OS transistor that w.as fabricated. The breakdown voltage obtained fron tihe characteristics, i\
48XV Ahich is at least a factor of' 2 larger than previously reported thin f'ilm transistor,,. Thle trarisco01tidu tathic0
is 200pIS. Fromt the obtained characteristic. tite electron mobility %%S iscalculated to be 5Q0ciii-!%Vs. I-it,
value is wvithin 151,; of elec trort mobili ties obtained fit bulk silicon devices. This sM2ieeests that tce Wf11in iC
Of laser-assisted diffusion provides an excellent nmeatts of' fabricating MOSIFETs on PLZT.

The time response characteristics of' the devices were also mieasured. Figure 4 is a ph itooraph t i

typical response characteristic. As cain be re-ad fromt the picture. risc artd tall times is ithirt I 'h us ire 10c\ ed
for a 10"v' peak-to-peak \soltage switg. Presently, we are mteasuring the storacge tinte. leakaice current aind
optical modulation depth. 'These parantieters wvil be presented at the conference.

In summary., xe haveC demonstrated the successful fabrication (of' inteerated -I) arra\ o f a miatrix
addressed Si/PLZT SLMS. Initial nteasuirements perfornmed on the dev ice show that the perlouiniaie IN ]n tile
expected range.
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Fig. 2h. Schematic of the ESLM cicuit.
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Fiez. 3. l-'V characteristics of a typical NMIOS pass Fg4 epnetm
transiktor used in the FSLMl circuit, characteristics of ESLMf.

The upper curve is plotted
on a longer time scale.
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rise and fall times in detail
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I. Introduction

Optlically addressed spatial light modulators tOSLM) are an important component for the
implementation of massively parallel high pertormance opto-electronic computers. Such devices are
particularly useful for applications such as optical logic and memory, wavelength and coherence
transformations and 2-D filtering. The technology which combines silicon for detection and computation and
electro-optic PLZT (Pb 9,)Lao I Zr0.t Ti) 5 I...7. 0 .1 ) for optical modulation allows the realization of such
SLMs These tw,'o materials combine the computational power of silicon and the parallel communicaion
capability of optics. In this paper we report the successful fabrication of 2 x 2 OSLM arrays using
polycrystalline silicon deposited on a PLZT substrate. We detail the device design considerations, describe
the experimental techniques utili/ed and discuss the resulting OSLM performance.

Depositing polysilicon on PLZT by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is one approach for SLM
fabrication. However. silicon of good crystalline quality is necessary to obtain a high breakdown voltage and
high detection efficiency in the driving circtutry. Laser recrystallization of polycrystalline silicon is a useful
technique for the growth of large grained silicon. Crystals -100pmo by -25um have been previously
obtained. An electronic circuit including a light detector and an amplifier to drive the electro-optic light
modulator was designed. fabricated on silicon on PLZT and their optical and electronic performance
characterized.

II. Design Considerations

A schematic of the circuit fabricated for the OSLM is shown in Fig I. The circuit includes a
photolransistor. the driving circuitry and an optical modulator. On sensing the light from the input beam, the
photodetector produces an output which is then used as an input to the driving circuit. To achieve a dynamic
range of 100:1 from the modulator, the necessary output from the driver is around 25V [21 . Fig. 2 is a
photomicrograph of a 2 x 2 Si/PLZT SLM array. Each pixel of the array consists of a field and light induced
current-punch through transistor (FLIC-PTT) as the photodetector and the driver of additional PMOS and
NMOS transistors. A fraction of the photodetector output is fed back to the photodetector gate through a
CMOS inverter in order to achieve a large gain through a positive feedback.

The fabrication of such a device requires careful investigation of certain materials and device processing
issues. As mentioned before, laser recrystallization is used to obtain larger grained material. In addition, low
temperature processes for device fabrication have been developed to prevent damage to the PLZT.

III. Experimental Techniques

In the next section we describe the experimental techniques utilized to obtain the OSLM arrays. The
device fabrication was carried out using mostly the standard VLSI fabrication procedure. For the NMOS
devices, the source and drain are implanted with phosphorous doses of 3× 1013 /cm 2 at 3OKeV and
1.05 x 1014 / cm 2 at 6OKeV. For the PMOS devices the source and drain are implanted by boron with doses
of 1.14x 10 14 /cm 2 at 30KeV. and 3.5x 1013 /crn at 80KeV. An Ar+ laser was then used to crystallize
the film and activate the dopants. The output power from the laser was 16.5W. which melted a zone 60.m
wide when scanned at a speed of 22 cm/s with lOM m steps between consecutive scans.

Since PLZT is prone to damage when heated to temperatures higher than 900'C:[3 l, the following steps
were taken to limit the temperature rise in the PLZT substrate.
I. A 3.5 p. m thick plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposited (PECVD) SiO2 film was used as a thermal

buffer layer between the polysilicon film and the PLZT substrate.
2. The beam dwell time on the polysilicon film was limited to 0.1 ms to reduce heat conduction into the

substrate. This dwell time was achieved by using a combination of beam shaping and contiolled scan
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speed.
3. A I (X0nm thick gate oxide is grown by p) rogcnic oxidation at 850-C.

WV. Results and Discussion
The devices thus fabricated wvere then mndix idually tested for their INV characteristics. their respons,,,

lime arid modulator perfuirmance. Fig. 3 is a photograph of' the INV characteristics of' the photodetector
fabricated onl Sii PL-I', The breakdown voltage measured from the INV curve is - 2XV. The mobility
calculated is 442 cm- /V -s. The transconductance is I00OU pSJV. The PN10S transistors fabricated dernon~irate
characteristics shown in Table 1. To calibrate the process parameters. silicon on sapphire (SOS) samples
were included wkith the Si/PLZT samples in the device fabrication procedure. The performances of these
devices are listed in Table 1. We are in the process of' measuring the sensitivity, the modulation depth, the
timne response and the leakage Current of the optical gates. These results will be dtscussed at the conference.

V. Conclusions

Laser crystalli/ation wkas used to implement a Si/PLZT opticallN addressed spatial light modulator We
have demonstrated NNIOS transistors with electron niobilities of 442 cm-/V-s and transconduLctances of
I OOP S/V. PNIOS transistors with hole mobilities of' 40cm- /V-s. and transcond uctlances of I 0/p SNv' were
also fabricated. These devices are used as the detector and the dri\xer of the OSLNI arrav.
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Table 1. Perfomniance of PMOS Transistor

Material Mobd ity Breakdown Transconductance
(cm'jv-s) Voltage (V) [ (S/V)

Si/PLZT 40 28 9

-SOS 101 32 2 8
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Fig. 2. Photomicrograph of the fabricated 2 x 2 OSLNI array fabnicated on silicon on PLZT.
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Fig. 3. Typical INV Characteristics of SiiPLZT NNMOS transistor utilized in OSLNI array.
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A Spatially Segmented Design Appraoch to Spatial Light
Modulators

Ravindra A. Athale, BDM Corp.and Sing H. Lee, Sadik Essner,
University of California, San Diego

BACKGROUND

PUl optically addressed spatial light modulators (SLM)
contain the functionalities of detection of input light pattern
and corresponding modulation of the readout beam. These two
functions are often performed by two physically distinct parts,
although in some cases the same material or structure performs
these two functions. The isolation between these two
functionalities of an SLM is an important feature, which can be
achieved using several different approaches: (1) wavelength
seperation between read and write signals, (2) seperation along
the direction perpendicular to the device plane, (3) seperation
along a direction within the device plane.

The most familiar SLMs based on the wavelength seperation
approach are the Pockel's Readout Optical Modulator (PROM) and
its variant, PRIZ. Although simple in construction, these
devices are not cascadable thus limiting their applicability.
The isolation between the detector and readout is also less than
perfect, thus imposing limitation on the readout beam intensity.
In the second approach, the separation between detection and
modulation takes place along the direction perpendicular to the
plane and is adopted by most of the familiar SLMs (PhotoTITUS,
Hughes LCLV, Hamamatsu MSLM). These devices are readout in
reflection and sometimes contain an additional light blocking
layer between the detector and the modulator. These devices have
primiarily utilized electrooptic materials that operate in a
longitudinal geometry (electric field and light propagation
colinear). These devices are also mainly fabricated in
continuous structures, although discrete arrays of pixels can
also be achieved. In this paper we will describe the SLM design
approach that uses the third alternative of lateral separation
within the plane of the device in order to achieve the desired
isolation.

DEVICE DESIGN AND RPSULTS

The lateral separation of the detector and modulator in the
plane of an SLM necessarily implies that the device consists of a
2-D array of discrete cells and not a continuous structure. The
schematic diagram of such an SLM is shown in Figure 1(a). As
such, this devices resembles a true three terminal device with a
control terminal, an input/power terminal and an output terminal.
The single cell of this device contains a detector and a
modulator that are electrical coupled. The electrical coupling
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between the detector and modulator can be achieved using four
distinct geometries shown in Figure lb). These configurations
are created by arranging the electric field in the
detector/modulator colinear/perpendicular to the direction of
light propagation. The first two configurations (L-L and T-L)
are 12 i-.- .lar t'- . of t-,- conventi =n ,l : '_ ! _
longitudinal electrooptic effect. The planar geometry of the
electrodes associated with the detectors in the T-L configuration
makes the fabrication easier using standard semiconductor
processing techniques. The remaining two configurations (L-T and
T-T) on the other hand utilize a transverse eiectrooptic effect
and hence are unique. In the spatially segmented approach to SLM
design, the transverse electrooptic effects can be used just as
easily as longitudinal effects thus opening up a much wider
selection of materials (e.g. PLZT electrooptic ceramic) that can
be used.

Three out of these four structureis have so far been
experimentally demonstrated. The L-L and L-T gemoetries used the
twisted nematic liquid crystal as the modulator and sputter
deposited CdS thin film photoconductor as the detector. These
devices were designed and fabricated for performing logic
operations on binary images and were assembled in simple circuits
as well as with optical feedback to demonstrate cascadability I-
3. The T-T gemoetry has been fabricated with PLZT electrooptic
ceramic as the modulator and a Si phototransistor as the detector
4

SPECIAL FEATURES

In a simple photoconductor-liquid crystal SLM the electrical
impedance match between the two parts is critical to obtaining
good depth of modulation. The segmented design allows electrode
geometry manipulation for better impedance matching. For
exampl., the electrode gap in the L-T design or the transfer
electrode shape in the L-L design can be adjusted for optimum
voltage transfer to the liquid crystal as a function of the
control light intensity. This can allow the operating region to
shift over different parts of the electrooTitic response of the
modulator.

The potential role of SLMs in optical processing has evolved
considerably in the past decade. Although the original function
of incoherent-to-coherent conversion and real-time input
transduction still plays a major role, increasing attention is
being paid to SLMs as active components an optical computing
architecture. Towards this, "smart" SLMs are being developed for
performing linear and nonlinear, point and neighborhood
operations on the input images. The segmented design described
in this paper offers the flexibility needed for this role.
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The plane of the segmented SLM can be utilized for
connections between different pixels. It has been proposed to
perform summation of light intensities along a column with
detector interconnections and broadcasting along a column with
modulator interconnertinns for a cmpoct electrocpti2 neural net
architecture 5. A more complex interconnection shown in Figure 2
can implement a cyclic shift of input elements that could find
use in digital optical architectures.

One proposed optical architecture for adaptive, multilayer
neural net model requires a bidirectional SLM with different
transfer characteristics for the two directions S Such an SLM
can be easily designed with the segmented approach by coupling
two modulator cells to a single detector cell as shown in Figure
3.

SUIJMARY

A segmented approach to SLM design is shown to provide
flexibility in the selection of the electrooptic material and
electrode geometries. This flexibility, which comes at the
expense of more involved fabrication, can be exploited in
achieving a widre variety of point and neighborhood, linear and
nonlinear operations on input images.
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Fig.re 1(a): Schematic diagram of a spatially segmented SLM
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Figure 1(b): The four electrode geometries for a segmented SLM
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Figure 2- The electrode pattern implementing a 4-pixel cyc!ic shift
within the segmented SLM
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Figure 3: The schematic diagram of a single pixel of a segmented SLM
to be used in an optical Backpropagation Neural net. The
forward and backward propagating signals have seperate

modulator sections having appropriate transfer functions
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On the Progress of the Liquid Crystal Television
Spatial Light Modulator

Hua-Kuang Liu and Tien-Hsin Chao
Jet Propulsicn Laboratory

California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109

The pocket-sized liquid crystal televisions recently marketed
by several Japanese companies have been welcome gifts among
friends and found useful in applications such as the view-finders
in video cameras. Many optical processing researchers have
also begun to use these devices as a spatial light modulators
(SLM's) in a variety of ways. It has been demonstrated that
LCTV's can be used as optical input devices, logic elements,
computer generated hologram recordings, and z-D phase image
representations. The LCTV may be used for these processing
applications because it has several attractive features. For
example, it is electronically addressable through a micro-
computer, and since it is a TV by design, it is naturally
addressable by a TV camera and it can be refreshed at a speed of
30 Hz. By definition, when the LCTV is used as a SLM, it can be
controlled remotely by an emitting antenna anywhere in the world.
So one can imagine that a joint experiment on optical processing
could be performed by researchers from Asia, Europe, and the
United States through the TV transmitter and receiver linkage.
The speed of 30 frames/sec. is sufficient for the present usage
because the inputting of image signals from a computer can hardly
exceed this speed.

The purpose of this paper is to give a review of the principle of
operation of the LCTV SLM, to present the recent findings of the
spatial light modulation properties of a high-resolution research
module LCTV, and to make a comparison of this module and the
Radio Shack, and the Epson modules.

The basic structure of d twisted nematic cell is shown in Figure
1. The liquid crystal molecules are sandwiched between two layers
of transparent electrodes1 . An electric field can be applied
between these electrodes. In Figure l(a), it is shown that when
the two polarizers are in parallel, due to the rotation of the
polarization of the light through the cell, the output is dark
when the addressing voltage is off. The output is bright when the
addressing voltage is on. The opposite is true when the
polarizers are orthogonal as shown in Figure l(b). In the TV
operation, to gain speed, the rotation is much less than 90
degrees and therefore the contrast is reduced. Recently, thin
film transistors(TFT) have been built into the LC cells as shown
in Figure 2. The function of these TFT's is to hold the
addressing voltage and thus to pfevent the loss of contrast due
to the voltage relaxation effect . The Epson LCTV has TFT's in
the cells.
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Ordinary LCTV's that are commercially available have a total
number of pixels of not over 20,000 and a pixel size of not less
than 300 by 300 square micrometers. The characteristics of these
types of LCTV SLM have been reported during the past couple of
years in the literature. Recently, we have experimented with a
research-type LCTV SLM that is not yet commercially available.
Thi LCTV has a screen dimension of 21.56mm x 28.512mm having 220
x 648 total pixels. However, since it is designed for color TV,
the number of effective pixels equals one third of the total to
account for the three primary colors. For our test, the color
filters in the screen have been removed to achieve black-and-
white transmission. Under this condition, the LCTV still has a
spatial resolution that is about an order of magnitude higher
than the existing models on the market.

After proper correction of the non-uniformity of the aperture,
due to the uneven structure of the multiple-layer TV screen, we
measured the Fourier transform of the high-resolution LCTV and
recorded the result which is shown in Figure 3(a). For
comparison, a similar result ot that of a previous Radio Shack
LCTV SLM is shown in Figure 3(b).

To see the other chdracteristics of this high-resolution LCTV, we
have also measuted the angular rotation of the liquid crystal
molecules as well as the corresponding light transmission and
contrast ratios as a functicn of the bias voltage of the TV. The
contrast versus bias voltage is shown in Figure 4. As it can be
seen, when the bias voltage is 14 volts, the maximum contrast
ratio is only about 6:1. The poor contrast is probably due to
two reasons. One is that in order to maintain the 30 Hz TV frame
rate, the maximum angle of rotation of the nematic liquid
crystals must be relatively reduced to cover the increased number
of pixels. In addition, we have found that the laser beam
becomes elliptically polarized after it passes through the liquid
crystal with a biased voltage as high as 14 volts. This could
cause a reduction of the contrast.

To those who question the value of this device because of its low
cost, we would respond as follows: If we counted all the
development cost that the display community has invested in this
device, the cost of each unit of the LCTV would probably be much
higher than any of the other existing SLM's on the market today.
An example is the research module under test in our laboratory;
it was extremely expensive to develop. Furthermore, a significant
improvement can be made on this device with regard to both
contrast and speed. An LCTV with contrast ratio of over 100,
operating at TV frame rate and of high resolution is being
developed in Japan. However, if we hope that the LCTV's will
serve as SLM's operating according to optical processing
specifications, intensive research work in this area should be
encouraged. For example, the following additional specifications
are desired: light throughput of more than 25%; operating
wavelength of 0.6 to 1.3 micrometers; and an overall flatness of
withfn 0.1 wavelength over the aperture and writing speed of 100
sec-. These goals seem within reach if reasonable development
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efforts can be devoted to them.

To present an overview of the latest progress on the £CTV SLM's,
we have summarized the characteristics of the Radio Shack, the
Epson, and the high-resolution module LCIV SLM and listed the
data in a Table of Comparison. This Table will be presented in
the meeting.

The authors would like to thank Shigeru Morokawa for providing
JPL with the experimental LCTV modules and for many helpful
discussions. The research reported in this paper was performed at
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institu of
Technology, as part of its Innovative Space Technology Center,
which is sponsored by the Strategic Defense Initiative
Organization/Innovative Science and Technology through an
agreement with the National Aeronautics and Spnce Administration
(NASA). The work described was also co-sponsored by NASA OAST
and the Physics Division of the Army Research Office.
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EVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED LIQUID CRYSTAL SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATORS

N. Collings, W. A. Crossland

STC Technology Ltd, London Road, Harlow, Essex, CM17 9NA

and

D. G. Vass

Dept. of Physics, Edinburgh University, Mayfield Road, Edinburgh,

Scotland, EH9 3JZ

INTRODUCTION

One of the future goals for computing will be the ability to transform data

arrays at high speed. Where the transformation is regular across the array,

such as symbolic substitution, or can be realized with simple optical

components, such as the Fourier transform, then it is a natural solution to

spatially multiplex the data across a coherent light beam. This entails the

need for developing SLM's of high space--bandwidth product. In order to reduce

thermal dissipation an ideal electro-optic effect should operate at low

applied voltages and use a material of low dielectric constant. Liquid

crystal devices fulfil some of these requirements. Here we describe the

properties of multiplexed ferroelectric liquid crystal (FLC) spatial light

modulators that run at faster than video frame rates. We suggest that for

reasons of addressing speed, compactness, and integrability with silicon

circuitry, then silicon active backplane FLC SLMs offer significant

advantages. The design and potential performance of such devices is briefly

discussed, as is the possible impact of a more recent fast, analogue

electro-optic effect in chiral smectic liquid crystals.

FERROELECTRIC LIQUID CRYSTALS

In order to demonstrate the applicability of ferroelectric liquid crystals (1)

to SLM technology, we have developed a 64 x 64 display device which operates

at video line address times (2), and have proven its applicability to the

optical correlator system (3).
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The characteristics of this SLM were: size of pixellated area 1 sq. in;

contrast ratio of 35:1 (pixel) and 20:1 (character); and transmission of 50%.

The power required to drive this device is 4mW. A photo of the packaged

experimental device is shown as Fig. I.

These devices operate in a multiplexed manner, and very large arrays of pixels

can in principle be addressed due to the electro-optic bistability.

Multiplexed in this context refers to the address mode; the data is loaded

into the display a row at a time and the pixel voltages on each row are

submitted to error voltages when subsequent rows are being addressed. The

bistability of the electro-optic effect is sufficiently strong, so that the

state of the liquid crystal is not altered by these error voltages. However,

the contrast ratio is poorer than it would be at a pixel which is not subject

to these error voltages, since the optical condition of the pixel is modulated

by them, though without inducing them to change to the other bistable state.

Under conditions of continual electronic refresh (such as might be used in a

visual display device), then these devic~s achieve a contrast ratio of >20:1.

Methods of increasing this value in SLMs by modifying the electronic

addressing mode, or by changes on the construction of the device will be

discussed. (Values of >1000:1 are achieved in directly addressed pixels.)

With advances in materials, we have been able to reduce the frame speed at

room temperature to 2.5 msec. Currently, we are developing a 128 x 128

version (4).

ACTIVE BACK PLANE SLMs

The active back plane approach incorporates one or more transistors at each

pixel (5, 6). The transistor allows the pixel voltage to be established and

then isolated at a speed determined by the transistor circuitry, and

independent of the response time of the liquid crystal. Therefore, this

approach has considerable advantages over the multiplexed mode of operation.

In terms of speed, a number of rows can be addressed within the liquid crystal

response time, rather than one in the multiplexed cAse. In terms of contrast,

the drive voltage can be sustained at the pixel and error voltages will not

appear; consequently, higher contrast can be expected. In terms of size, the

ability to fabricate transistor circuitry around the periphery of the array

allows a more compact design than one in which every row and column electrode
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must be separately connected to external wiring. In addition, if single

crystal silicon is processed to produce the active back plane then it is not

difficult to conceive of a more intimate connection between the SLM and memory

blocks on the same wafer, which would allow faster access times. The

disadvantages of this approach are lower yield; undesirable surface topography

on the processed silicon; and smaller pixel real estate as a proportion of the

repeat spacing of the pixels. Devices using single crystal silicon as the

active backplane must also operation in reflection.

A device using a static RAM active backplane design with nine transistors per

pixel, and a 16 x 16 pixel array has been developed at Edinburgh University

(6). At present it employs a nematic liquid crystal, which is much slower

than can be achieved with ferroelectric materials. It is also low resolutio",

but it represents an important step in the evolution of single crystal silicon

active backplanes. Present collaborative work between STC Technology and

Edinburgh centres on fast dynamic RAM single crystal SLMs with large arrays of

pixels and using ferroelectric liquid crystals. Trade offs between matrix

size, semiconductor technology and minimum feature size, drive voltage and

speed will be briefly discussed. Meanwhile, development of static RAM devices

of higher complexity continues.

FUTURE GENERATIONS OF LIQUID CRYSTAL SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATORS

A successful active back plane technology can be brought together with other

fast liquid crystal effects. Although the switch time of the present

ferroelectric materials can be fast, their settling time is much longer and

limits the frame speed of the device. We will be exploring the use of

ferroelectrics with higher spontaneous polarization than those used in display

devices, and materials specifically designed for active matrix addressing.

Response times of 350 nanosecs have recently been observed using the

electroclinic effect in chiral smectic A systems (7, 8). This appears to be

faster than comparable measurements on ferroelectric liquid crystal devices.

In addition, the electro-optic response is accurately linear. Problems

requiring critical evaluation include the available contrast range,

requirements in terms of temperature stability, and electronic addressing

methods. Recent measurements on single pixel test devices of this kind, based

on novel materials, are presented and their applications to SLMs discussed.
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To utilise the wide grey scale response available from the electroclinic

effect requires the generation of analogue voltages at each pixel. In

electrically addressed active matrix devices this is conceivable, but

necessitates more complex circuitry. However, this would also find

applications for the fine tuning of the phase modulation at each pixel of the

SLM, which would allow more sophisticated application of these devices.
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Ferroelectric Liquid Crystal Spatial Light Modulator:
Materials and Addressing

L.A. Pagano-Stauffer M.A. Handschy N.,A. ('lark

Displaytech, Inc.
2200 Central Ave., Suite A

Boulder, Colorado 80.301

1 Introduction
Ferroelcctric liquid crystal (F,C) technology is ideally suited for the making f spatial light mdn(uilt-rrs
(SLMs) because of its fast, low-voltage, low-power electrooptic effect. Its hitahilty and sharp dynamic
threshold f make multiplexed addressing szheme attractive, promising SLM,; with a large nunilr
of elements yet with an economical number of electronic drivers. We report here results of several
implementations of the most. common multiplexing scheme, "matrix addressing," and point out several
properties of the FLC materials that are likely to influence the performance of mdtrix-addreesed S! MgA.

2 Electrical Matrix-Addressing
The matrix-addressed ferroelectric liquid crystal SLM is made by filling the gap between closely spaced
transparent electrode plates with FLC. The electrode layer on one plate is patterned into rows, on the
other it is patterned into columns. A pixel is defined by every overlap of a row and column electrode. One
can then switch a selected pixel by applying voltages to its row and coiumn electrodes: this inevitably
puts voltages on the unselected pixels in the same row and column. The challenge of matrix addrr-ssing
is then to develop voltage waveforms that produce the minimum optical response in the unselected pixels
while producing the maximum response in the selected ones.

FLC electrooptics. A plying- a moderate voltage to a simple FL device prduts a state with its
optic axis nearly uniform along the direction perpendicular to the electr,,Ie plate-. In this ,,ltag,-
preferred" state the optic axis is n~early parallel to the plates. Applying the opposite sign of voltage
rotates the optic axis aroung the "tilt cone" of angle /,, switching the device to another similar state,
with the optic still nearly uniform and parallel to the plates, but now at an angle 2 ' to the first
voltage-preferred state. Between crossed polarizetr these voltage-preferred states have maximum nptical
contrast. The states obtained after removing the voltage from the voItage-preferred states, while not
necessarily of maximum contrast, are optically distinct-that is the FLC device is bistable. Furthermore,
switching from one voltage-preferred state to the other in a given amount of time requires the applied
voltage magnitude be above a certain sharply-defined threshold vaije. These characteristics of the FLC
device's optical response are important advantages for matrix-addressing. They imply that a waveform
whose average over long times is zero and whose average over short times is small enough will have
negligible optical effect. The fact that the FIC is average responding rather than r.m.s. responding
allows matrix addressing waveforms to be equally effective on a device of any number of lines.

Bistability. In practice, tw,, effects are responsible for the ahove-mentioned bistabilityu surfaco inter-
actions and dielpctric anistrpy. A surface is formed in the center of the de ice by a kink in the mti,
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layers that is produced by their shrinkage accompaning the transition from the orthogonal, paraelectric
smectic A* phase to the ferroelectric, tilted smectic C* phase.[l,2] When the layer tilt , is less than the
molecular tilt V) two molecular orientations (those having the optic axis parallel to the electrode plates)
have zero strain across the center kink surface. The surface stress of states intermediate to these two
states destabilizes them, producing bistability with an energy barrier of about 0.1 erg/cm between the
two stable states. Both the ferroelectric torques and surface torques favor states with the optic axis
p)aralel to the plates, with the surface torques favoring the two states equally, producing bistability, andthe ferroelectric torques favoring one state over the other, producing switching between the states when
they are strong enough. However, another electrostatic torque, arising from the dielectric anisotropy
of the material can be helpful. When the dielectric anisotropy A( is negative, another torque equally
favoring the two states parallel to the plates is produced. Since the dielectric torque is quadratic in the
applied field (F = (Ac/4r,)E 2 sin 2 €'), while the ferroelectric torque is linear (F = PE), these dielectric
torques will significantly enhance bistability when the applied field E is comparable to 4)rP/(At sin 2 v').
producing "dielectric stabilization."

We have investigated several matrix-addressing schemes for use with FLC arrays. In a matrix-
addressed SLM the voltage across a pixel is the difference between the intersecting rtw and column
potentials. Driving waveforms are organized to allow switching of only the element defined by the
intersection of the selected row and column electrodes. Several different addressing schemes using row
(or line)-at-a-time addressing have been successfully demonstrated with different FLC compounds (see
ref. 13,4,5,6,71). These matrix-addressing schemes rely on the bistability and threshold of the FLC
material. The critical threshold value is seen in the pulse height (V), pulse width (r) product, creating
a critical (V . r) area. Thus, if the peak voltage V is just sufficient to switch from one state to the
other if applied for a time r, then a 8ubthre8hold pulse of height V/3 will not cause switching when
applied for the same time r. The same is true for a pulse of peak height V applied for a time of r/2.
The select waveform sequence, usually consisting of 2-8 pulses, is the amount of time used to switch an
individual row. Since the addressing is done a row-at-a-time, thne rows which are not being addressed
receive non-select waveform s. t.-,es consisting of die,,b pulses. The critical (V - r) product of E.n
FLC device varies gratly with the material, temperature, surface conditions, and cell thickness.

A recently developed matrix-addressing scheme uses varying pulse widths for the pixel select and
pixel non-select waveforms.18 Generation of these waveforms for different pixels is shown in Figure 1.
During the selpct waveform sequence, the select pulse is applied and has a peak vltage V and a pulse
width r. This pulse switches the FLC element into its desired state. During the successive non-select
waveform soquences, the disturb pulses vary in amplitude between 0, V/3, and 2V/3 while the puls'p
width is reduced to r/2. By shifting the nonswitching parts of the waveform to higher frequences, this
scheme exploits the dielectric stabilization described above.

3 SLM Device Development and Results
The prototype FLC SLM which we are using is a 4 x 4 array with each pixel approximately 1.8 mm on
a side with 0.6 mm spacing between pixels. Custom driver electronics have been designPd and built to
provide maximum flexibility in generating various waveforms. The user can select up to 16 pulses per
select sequence and up to eight different voltage levels for each pulse. The pulse width is independently
controlled by a timer circuit and can be adjusted from I As to 100 ms.

We have investigated several different commercially available FLC compounds, surface alignment
treatments, and matrix-addressing waveforms to develop a fast, low-power, high contrast FLC SLM.
Material studies include SCE3 and SCE4 from British Drug House, and ZLI-3654 from E. Merck. The
surface alignment material used is polyvinylalcohol (PVA).

Characteristic parameters including rise time, fall time, delay time, and contrast ratio of each device
were measured with the device in direct-drive and ±12 volts applied to each pixel. The compound prove,
most desirable for matrix-addressing was the ZLI-3654 material. The measured rise time (4 the material
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is 22 ps and the contrast is -105:1 using HeNe (633 nm) laser light in direct-drive operation.
We used the dielectric stabilization matrix-addressing scheme shown in [ igure I with a select pulse

width of 22 ps and a peak voltage of 27 volts. Averaging the optical response over time, a contrast ratio
of 8.5 : 1 was obtained for an individula pel switching between its bright and dark state when placed
between crossed polarizers. A contrast ratio of -7:1 was obtained for two adjacent pixels in opposite
states.

This matrix-addressing scheme requires six pulses for a select waveform sequence. With a pulse width
of 22 As, the entire 4 x 4 array is addressed in 528 gs. Using the same material and the same addressing
scheme, it is possible to address an array of nearly 230 x 230 at a frame update rate of 30 ms.

4 Future Work
With the advancement of taster compounds, successfully addressing a 1000 x 10) array is quite realistic.
For example. a material having a switchino time of ii'qt 5 js (obtainable tday at 6(1*C with V < 30

volts), could have a multiplexing ratio greater than 1000:1 for a frame update time ,f 30 ms, yielding
an optical processing rate of 33 Mbits/sec. Molecular engineering of FLC comupounds optimized for high
selection in matrix-addressed devices is possible, but would benefit from a more detailed understanding of
the mechanisms controlling the ratio of layer tilt to molecular tilt, whi('. in turn controls the bistability.
Detailed models of the switching dynamics of FLC devices would allow effective waveforms to be designed

rather than developed by trial and error.
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Development of a spatial light modulator - a randomly addressed

liquid-crystal-over-nMOS array.

D.J. McKnight, D.G. Vass and R.M. Sillitto

Department uf Physics, University of Edinburgh,

Mayfield Road, Edinburgh. EH9 3JZ. U.K.

Introduction

Following the successful fabrication of a prototype liquid crystal
over silicon spatial light modulator 1'?), a more advanced version having a
larger number of pixels with smaller dimensions is being developed. To
provide an indication of tne progress beiog made towards th e realisation of
higher performance devices, details relating to the prototype are included
in parentheses in the description of the new active silicon backplane. As
described below the prototype has also been used as a test-bed for
optimising the performance of the light modulating layer for the new
device.

The ,MOS active backplane

An nMOS array having 5') x x I '-- pixels has been designed using
the VLSI packages 3vailable on compite-s at Edinburgh University and at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. Test wafers hiave been processed using the
1.5 [6.0] wm nMOS process heing Iev lp-' at the Edinburgh Microfabrication
Facility. A photograph of a fully processo.1 silicon backplane is shown in

2figure 1. Every pixel conta ns a -"dta' pad 45 X 7'1O x 1107 um formed
by evaporating an AZ-alloy on to the optically fit surface of the wafer to
form a good quality mirror. The metal pad also arts as an electrode for
transmittiig the signals from the output of the pixel circuitry to the
element of the overlying liquid crystal Layer immediately above it.
Adjacent rows and columns of the array are spaced 74 [200] Om apart.

Figure 1

A photograph of the
nMOS array covering an

area of 3.7 x 3.7 mm
2

on the silicon chip.

[The prototype array

has an active area of

3.2 x 3.2 mm
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The circuitry associated with each pixel incorporates a static memory
cell whose output signal controls through a XNOR arrangement the phase of
the voltage drive signal applied to the mirror electrode, as illustrated in
figure 2. A universal clock signal CK of nominal amplitude 5V peak-to-peak
is broadcast to all pixels. Also the complement CK of the clock signal is
applied to the common counter electrode of the liquid crystal cell formed
over the surface of the array. As indicated by the truth table, the
voltage difference between the counter electrode and the mirror electrode
of an individual pixel is negligible when the memory cell output has a
logic value 101, but oscillates at the clock frequency with a RMS value of
5V when the memory cell output has the logic value '1'. In this way the
modulation of the reflected light passing through the liquid crystal is
controlled by the stored logic value; indeed by adjusting the precise
value of the voltage supply to the chip and the amplitude of the clock
signal, the drive voltage across the liquid crystal layer may be tuned
within the range 4-7 V to optimise the optical performance of the device.

CI

C__COUNTER ELECTRODE Input Liquid crystal

DATA LC CELL A CK B C State

ROW A B PIXEL MIRROR
INPUT 0 0 1 1 OFF

0 1 0 0 OFF
MEMORY 1 0 0 1 ON

R. H. CK 1 1 1 0 ON
J J

READ HOLD

Figure 2. Functional diagram and truth table for pixel operation.

The circuit diagram of the 9 transistor cell is presented in figure
3(a) with in 3(b) a micrograph of the corresponding section on a processed
wafer showing the physical layout of the circuitry around a pixel mirror.

A B

DATA

R.

CK

H.

Figure 3.
(a) Diagram of pixel circuit. (b) Micrograph of pixel (74 X 74 rM2).
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To store a pattern within the memory array, a 50-bit binary word is
loaded serially into a shift register to appear in parallel at the inputs
to the rows. Simultaneously another 50-bit word is loaded into a "column
enable" shift register to select the column(s) being addressed; this
allows the READ and HOLD lines of the column(s) to be controlled
externally. The former 5U-bit word is then transferred into the memory
cells of the jth column by addressing in the correct sequence the READ and
HOLD lines, Rj and Hi. respectively, figures 2 and 3. The same word may be
loaded at the same time into the other selected columns, if any.

Sample structures have been fabricated on wafers to investigate and
characterise the performance of single transistors, single pixels, sections
of shift registers etc. for the 1.5 pm process. Electrical tests have
shown that these components function correctly and assessment of the array
itself is continuing. It is expected that the !'ull 50 x 50 array will
operate with frame frequencies up to 1 KHz and universal olock frequencies
up to at least 100 KHz.

The light modulating layer

Several reflecting liquid crystal cells have been constructed to
simulate the behaviour of the pixels of a SLM, using an aluminised silicon
wafer as the reflecting back electrode and an ITO coated glass plate as thP
transparent front electrode. Using a ncmatic liquid c-,tal, BDH type
and PVA alignment layers on the electrodes, the celis were assimbled t
create a conventional 14 twisted nema,i a-'angemenr.

The reflentivities of sample cels, 5 x 5 mm , ;ere measured. A\ beam
of coherent light from a "le-Ne laser was polarised ind shone no-nally -on a
ceii, witn the polarisation vector parallel tn the 4irector of the liq-ii
crystal at the front surface. The reflected light was steered by a beam
splitter through an analyser and ther focussed bv a l's onto a Photodice,
Centronie OSI5. The liquid crystal cell was dr:ver, by a ' KHz suuare wave
voltage signal and the intensity of the light t-ansmitted through the
system was measured as a function of the amplitude of the lri ye signal.

With cr-ossed polaroids, typical variations in intensity for a 12 um m hirk
cell are shown in figure 4.

1.0

0.8 /

-0 0.6

0.4 7
' 0.2

1-

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0
Variation of reflected light
intensity from test cell. VOLTAGE (RMS V)
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The switching characteristics of the cells were also investigated. It was
found that the optical switch-ON and switch-OFF processes were completed
withiN 100 m9 of the electrical signals being applied.

Optical performance of a prototype SLM

Finally a SLM was assembled using the prototype array and a 450
liquid-crystal configuration, but with obliquely evaporated magnesium
fluoride instead of rubbed PVA as the alignment layers. Photographs of the
SLM imaged in coherent He Ne laser light are shown in figure 5.

Figure 5. Patterns displayed on the SLM imaged in coherent light.
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Nonlinear Optics of Liquid Crystals for Image Processing, Professor lam

Choon Khoo, Department of Electrical Engineering, The Pennsylvania State

University, University Park, PA 16802

Summary

Current research and development in optical imaging, computing,

communication and signal processing and switching have focused con',derable

efforts on highly efficient nonlinear optical and electro-optical materials.

In combination with novel nonlinear optical processes and cw or pulsed

lasers covering a wide spectral range, several useful practical devices

have been developed. In particular, optical switching elements and logic

gates1 ,2 , infrared-to-visible image converter, real time image correators,

image or beam amplifiers 3 , nonlinear guided wave structures, ctisa! memory

devices (e.g., associative memory by phase conjugation 4 ) and various beam

steering and beam combinirg cevices 5 have been proposel and cemonstrated.

Concomitant to these device cevelopments, optimizatio poceoures and

system reouirement con sterat-c-s have narrowed *he -ceal ' -Crl -ear

optical materials to a few cla:ses, sucn as sem-conductor., otore-ract've

crystals and organic materials 6. Several of these mater a's are s , " 4n

the research hase, altnouih the) nave been son ss many cesa:'ae

characteristics ,such as hith soeec arc low eneac :

Tne other components : an a]-otica! mult cesscr a'-cr

for example, 'he spatia7 'rt -cjuatc--s, beam tCfr; n -ras,

cevices aso emptor a varietv c :emconducto-s, phoCear"ve

electrr-ootical :rystals.

7n this paper, we wil7 locus on the unicue :-aace-> zs rematic

liquid crystals, and newly developedobservea nonlinear processes, for

applications in some of these optical switching and beam amplificat-on

devices. in particular, liquid c-ystals possess very broad bancwidth

response (visible through infrarec), can operate fairly last (to nanosecond

response times) with low energy requirement (estimated to be on the order

of <nanojoule for bistable elements), possess hich damage threshold (>500
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Megawatt/cm 2), well known low-cost fabrication techniques and stability,

integrated circuit compatibility (eg. thin film configuration) and

room-temperature operation capability 7 .

In the last few years various nonlinear optical processes have been

demonstrated, including optical bistability, AND and NOR type logic gates,

transistor action, wavefront conjugation, beam applications and image

reconstruction, etc., but they are based on the much slower, though

extremely large reorientational nonlinearities. Recently, the much faster

response of thermal nonlinearity is recognized in several studies which

point to the possibility of many of the aforementioned devices.

Furthermore, the thermal nonlinearity can also be utilized for beam

amplifications, image reconstruction, correlation, and conversion devices,

operating from the visible through the infrared regime8. Correspondingly,

we have developed theories (with successful preliminary experimental

demonstrations) regarding these new aspects of nonlinear optical wave

mixing processes (for a general Kerr medium9 , and for thermal

nonlinearity 8). Equally significant are the recent demonstration of

optical image conversion I0 , optical wavefront conjugation with gain by our

group and the French Thomson CSF group, and image correlation 12 , using the

faster thermal nonlinearity. We have also formulated a detailed theory of

transverse optical bistability switchingl 3a--the basic mechanism,

conditions for switching, switching intensities and

characteristics--following our first successful experimental

demonstrationsl3b. The theory explicitly outlines +.he conditions for

switching for both positive and negative nonlinearities (both natura"'.

exist in nematic liquid crystal films) in conjunction with the laseT Deam
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curvature and distances between optical elements. Transverse diffusion,

saturation and their roles in the optical bistability switching

characteristics and intensity are also theoretically investigatedl 3a.

Using the newly developed two and four-wave couplings, we have also

pursued experimental studies of the various predicted opticmal

configurations for amplification of laser beams, or image or

message-bearing beam, and the related self- and ring-oscillation adaptive

optics devices. Ultimately, these wave-mixing effects, which ha\e led to

successful demonstration of phase conjugation with gain and

self-oscillation, may also be confioured, in conjunction with holog'apk-c

elements, for associative image reconstruction and two-dimensional beam

deflection and steering operations 1 4. n view of the transparency of

liquid crystal throughout the visible--infrared region, various inaie

conversions (visible to infrared, near to far infrared, etc.) can obviously

be achieved using the Bragg-type diffraction geomet 'y used i- a nrevijs

preliminary study'0.
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An Optical Intensity and Polarization Coded Ternary Number System

Shing-Ilong Lin

Physical Optics Corporation
2545 W. 237th St.

Torrance, CA 90505

1. INTRODUCTION

The lack of practical multiple-valued logic devices has in the past discouraged extensi,.c
investieation into multiple-valued logic. Recently, however, a number of optical processors have
hecnl presented to perform either multiple-valued logic functions[!,21, modfied signed-dioi,
arithmnetic[31, or residue arithmetic[4]. Most of these implementations utilize position coding lor
the representation of residue numbers or multiple-valued numbers. For example, 9 pixels are
needed to represent the combinations of tvo ternary inputs, and only one of the pixels will be
turned ON at a time. As a result, the spatial utilization of input SLM (spatial light modulator) plane
i , uLite low. In this paper, a new ternary number representation, which make use of both intensity
and polarization codings. is proposed to perform both ternary logic operations and modified
siened-digit arithmetic. The advantages of this system are that only one pixel is used to cam 1 -bit
information, and the conventional optical logic arrav[51 and SLMs. which are designed for binar,

\ ,tem implementation. can be used in the proposed ternary system.

2. TERNARY NUMBER REPRESENTATION

The ternary number representation utilized in this paper is a fixed radix 2 and a digital set [1, 0, 11.
\w here 1 denotes -1. An n-digit ternary integer Y = v -. (vi " {1. 0. 1 } has the value

y, "2

l:)r example, [01011, [0111 11. and I11 1111 ill represent '5". In optical implementatioa. It
reqluires three different states to represent the three possible values of a ternary digit. Thus, the 1
can be represented by a horizontally polarized light with inten,itv 1, 1 by a vertically pokuized liht
with intensity 1, and 0 by a light , ith intensity 0. The representation based on the inten sity and
polarization codings is shovwn in Figure 1.

The input stage of an optical ternary system can be simply realized by cascading a binary-intensity
SLM (which represents 0 and I intensityv46j . ith a polarizing SLM (which represents vertical and
horizontal polarization171. If .we add two ternary inputs opticilv. 6 possible states, i.e., 100 },
{011), {0l I 11 . I11}, and {l 1 . can occur. These states are shown in a phasor diagram in
Figure 2, Various ternary logic operations and temary arithmetic are, hence, realized by separating
the six input states into three output states (i.e.. 1, 0. 1 ). Examples will be provided for ternar,
combinatorial logic functions in the next section the realization can be generalized to ternary
arithmetic.

1 i
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3. OPTICAL TERNARY COMBINATORIAL LOGIC

The availability of MAX, MIN, and appropriate unary operators enable any multiple-valued
combinatorial function to be synthesized in a sum-of-products form as shown in Figure 3 [8). As
their name implies, the MAX and MIN operators give outputs that take the value of the maximum
or the minimum of the input signals, respectively (as indicated in Figure 4 for the ternary system).
As shown in Figure 5, the optical implementation of MAX and MIN operators is to separate the
phasor diagram into 3 output regions, each of which corresponds to an output value (i.e., 1, 0, or
1). If PH and PV represent the polarization directions of a polarizer in the horizontal and vertical
axes, respectively, then the optical implementations of MAX and MIN operators are shown in
Figure 6. For example, in MAX realization, a Pv polarizer will discriminate ((00), (01), (11)),
{(01), (01)) and ((..[), by 0-, 1-, and 2- intensity values, respectively; an LCLV (liquid crystal
light valve), which acts as an AND array, will separate { (00), (01), (11), (1l), (01) and {(_1 . )
into 0 and 1 output intensity value, respectively; finally, an output polarizer with vertical
polarization will turn all the 1-intensity pixels from the AND array into vertical polarization which
represents 1 in the ternary system. Similarly, ((01), (11), (11)) can be discriminated from others
by a PH polarizer and an OR array for ternary output 1 (i.e., horizontally polarized light). Since
the input set I(00). (01)) corresponds to the output value of 0, the discrimination of 1(00), (01)}
from others is not necessary. Therefore, the realization of MAX only requires two parallel stage as
shown in Figure 6. For providing functional completeness, the unary operator can be simply
implemented in the polarizing SLM[7].

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have introduced a new representation for ternary logic and arithmetical operations
that are more powerful than our familiar binary operations. The new representation is based on
intensity and polarization coding, and has very simple optical implementation with the aid of
several polarizers and conventional optical logical arrays (designed for binary systems), the
architectural realization of a complete ternary combinatorial function has been demonstrated and the
extension to the ternary arithmetical operations is straightforward.
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Active-Matrix-Addressed Viscoelastic Spatial Light Modulator

R.Gerhard-Multhaupt, R.Tepe, W.Brinker, and W.-D.Molzow

Heinrich-Hertz-Institut Berlin GmbH, Einsteinufer 37,
D-1000 Berlin 10, Federal Republic of Germany

Introduction
Thin metaiiized viscoelastic layers with active-matrix addressing are proposed
as spatial light modulators (SLM's) for eventual use in a reflective Schlieren
light valve or in other electro-optical devices. A periodic deformation of the
mirror electrode covering the viscoelastic layer leads to diffraction of the
incoming light; the relative light intensities in the diffraction orders are
determined by the deformation amplitude and can thus be controlled by means of
the applied voltages. In order to obtain an almost linear deformation response
with relatively small video signals Vs, a constant bias voltage Vo is applied
between the top (mirror) electrode and the interdigital-electrode grid.
Further details of the suggested viscoelastic SLM and a theoretical analysis
of its deformation behavior are found in previous articles [1,21.

Fig.1. Schematic drawing of the proposed active matrix w;th two metal-oxide-
semiconductor (MOS) silicon transistors and two electrode pairs per picture
element; the insert shows the circuitry of a unit cell one picturt element!.

Active-Matrix Design
The proposed active matrix consists of a two-dimensional array of MOS ilicun
transistors which allow for an independent addressing of all picture elements
as schematically depicted in Fig.l. Each picture element carries one pair of
interdigital signal electrodes as shown in the enlarged insert of Fig.l. These
electrodes define two periods of the potential distritution effecting the
required sinusoidal surface deformation of the viscoelastic SLM. At the
periphery of the chip, the incoming serial video signals are paralleled by
means of two column multiplexers and applied to the drain lines Dl. and Dr,
(metal column electrodes). After completion of the actual image line, the next
gate line (poly-silicon) is selected by the line (or row) multiplexer. The
floating source contacts of all MOS transistors in this line and thus also the
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directly connected diffraction-electrode pairs are charged to the same
voltages as the respective drains. Subsequently, the gate line is switched
off. Now, the following line of video information is transferred to the drain
lines, the appropriate gate line is selected, and the sequence is repeated.

Apart from providing for some redundancy, the two transistors found in each
picture element can be employed to shift the deformation grating periodically
by half a period in order to avoid irreversible long-term deformations of the
SLM. Two switches operating at the video-frame rate lead to the required
alternation of the drain voltages. However, sinme the transistors operate with
one polarity only, a constant offset voltage equal to the maximum video signal
(typically about 1OV) has to be added to the two symmetric video signals.

Theoretical Analysis of the Deformation Behavior
Since a sinusoidal deformation of the mirror electrode is desired for optimal
diffraction properties, the electric potential at the interface between active
matrix and viscoelastic layer is assumed as V(x)=Vo+Vzcos(2rf x) , where V0 and
Vs are the bias and signal voltages, respectively, f, is the spatial frequency
of the periodically varying potential, and x is the spatial coordinate
perpendicular to the length direction of the picture-Jlement electrodes. With
respect to the available transistor voltages and the required linearity, the
signal voltages should be much smaller than the bias voltage: V-;/Vo<<l. Using
these assumptions together with the proper boundary conditions, the elictlic
field in the viscoelastic layer can be analytically determined from Laplace's
equation for the potential AV=O (for details see Refs. [1] and [2]).

In order to calculate the deformation of the viscoelastic layer under the
influence of the electric field, the theory of linear viscoelasticity [3] is
employed: The layer is modelled with an elastic tlement ("spring")
characterized by the shear modulus G and a dissipative element ("dashpot")
representing the dynamic viscosity 7. According to the so-called iat model.
whose electrical analogue is the Maxwell model, the two elements ,re connected
in parallel. Consequently, since the viscoelastic layer is isotropic and
incompressible, its mechanical behavior is governed by LaDlace's equation for
the pressure dp=O together with suitable boundary conditions (no deformation
at the interface to the active matrix) [2].

In addition to the viscoelastic properties of the layer itself, the mechanical
behavior of the mirror electrode has to be taken into account. Here, the
theory of plates [4] is used to determine the bending resistance of the thin
metal layer as a function of its thickness 5, Young's modulus E, and the
bending radikis depending on the respectixe deformation. Altogether, the time
behavior as well as the spatial-frequency response of the SLY deformation were
calculated for realistic sets of the parameters mentioned above [5].

An example is given in Fig.2 which shows the theoretical spatial-frequency
responses of three metallized viscoelastic layers with different thicknesses.
Different bias voltages were assumed in agreement with experimental values
(see below). The responses exhibit a band-pass characteristic whose low-
frequency part is caused by the incompressibility of the layers, whereas the
steep high-frequency decrease is determined by the thickness of the SLM and
the bending resistance of the mirror electrode. Because only final deformation
amplitudes are depicted in Fig.2, the results do not depend on the viscosity
of the viscoelastic material.
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VSLM SPRTIRL-FREOUENCY RESPONSE
10 01 • I I I V I I I .

Signal voltage:13V Mirror thickness:100nm
E "-Shear modulus :l0kPa Young's modulus :7BGPac

* VSLM thickness Bias voltage
4um 60V
7um 168V

10 - 15um 210V

E
0.

5 5
2

52 5 10 20 5 1

Spatial frequency (Lp/mm)

Fig.2. Theoretical spatial-frequency responses of metallized viscoelastic
spatial light modulators (VSLM's) with different thicknesses; the assumed
values of the relevant parameters are given in the Figure.

Deformation Measurements
For the experimental investigation of the deformation behavior, incerdigital-
electrode patterns with several different grating periods were emrloyed
instead of the active matrix which will be available only later. The temporal
performance of the viscoelastic layers was determined by means of diffraction
measurements; some results are given elsewhere [I]. An example of measured
spatial-frequency responses is presented in Fig.3 where the same layer
thicknesses (4, 7, and 15um) and bias voltages (60, 160, and 210V) as in the
theoretical result of Fig.2 were used.

Fig.3 contains values of the quasi-steady-stdte deformation amplitudes which
were obtained by manually evaluating interference images taken with a Zeiss
photomicroscope equipped with a Mirau interference attachment [L]. Especially
for small deformations, large error bars have to be taken into account because
of the uncertainties of the visual evaluation. At lower spatial frequencies,
the electrode stripes generate deformations which are not sinusoidal, sinct
the approximately trapezoidal potential distribution in the electrode plane
contains prominent higher spatial harmonics [2]. Therefore, values in this
range represent only estimates; computer evaluation of the Mirau
interferograms is planned in order to remedy the problem. However, in view of
these difficulties and the fact that the viscoelastic and mechanical
parameters of the experimental SLM devices are not known, the qualitative
agreement between the analytical results of Fig.2 and the experimental values
of Fig.3 is quite satisfactory, at least for the higher spatial frequencies.
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VSLM SPHTIAL-FREOUENCY RESPONSE

1 0 ,- I ... . I I I I
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* I5um 210V 13V o
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2
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Fig.3. Experimental spatial-frequency responses of viscoelastic spatial light
modulators (VSLM's); details are given in the Figure and in the text.

Conclusions
From our analytical and experimental results, the time behavior and the
spatial-frequency response of viscoelastic SLM's seem to be sufficient for
full modulation of high-resolution images at video frame rates. Open questions
concern the long-term stabilities of mirror electrode and viscotlastic layer,
the avoidance of detects in these layers and in the transistor array, and the
optimization of the necessary reflective Schlieren-optical system. Work on
these problems is under way.
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the crocessina and the real time target identification that is so

attr Ia tive for military applications. The input SLM acts as a ninarv

transparency of the imaae "hen illuminated by linearly ooarized plane

.'aves firom a laser (such waves are alreaj IULIeLiV generated in the

optics iaborator. utilizing a nieNe laser, spatial filter and lens

doublet collimator).

The second olane is the Fourier plane in which the light

amplitude distribution is the Fourier transform of the input image due

to the transforming Properties of the Lens. LI. By inserti-ng a filter

or 'nuoil masK-c with an amplitude transmittance Drooortional to the

-oniuQate of the image transform. an Opticoal matoned filter is

imolemented "nic.n maximizes the sianal-to-noise ratio. This is also

equivalent to --orrelat:nQ tne ;nout sional with the . oint resoonse
Ot 'he rilter. The second lens. L2. aaain transforms the output

sionai )t '.-he -ilter and tnie resuitino correl~ation 1s Orolectea To the
hird d'ane.

The third Dwape -onsists ot -raster scanned television camera to
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BACKGROUND:

The tundamental theory of optical spatial filtering was done in

tne mio-1950's by Cheatham, tohlenbera. and O'Neill. Since that time,

sionifizant 2xtension and croaress has ceen maoe in optical data

processing and snatial filterino. Author Vanoer Lugt 1I0. in 1Y64.

presented a method for a 'ractical" realization ot a general complex

optical filter. Up to this point in time. only photograohic film had

been Ised successtuli, as a correlatino "filter for the optical

processino. Furthermore. '.ander LuQt'S work showed that his filter

could ne implemented by binary values in two dimensions using a
'phase" principle and conerent iont. Since a spherical lens can take

the Fourier transform of a complex distribution of liaht. one can

construct an optical system bv arrangino a sequence of lenses which

fjrms a succession of Fourier transform planes. An image at the

inputs plane can be effected by placing a lens behind plane P2 as
shown in the figure below. A positive spherical lens always

introduces a oositive ernel in the transform relationship.

Vander Lupt assumed that the system has unity magnification and

sui-ficie-t "bandwidth" to oass the highest spatial frequency of the

input runction This concept requires that a very high quality

matched' set of Fourier transform lenses be used in the correlator

such as the SORL 15/5F used in this research). When a filter" is
placeo at P2, the output of the system essentially represents the

Probabilitv that a correlated sional has occurred. A bright spot at

the outout pane. P3, indicates a high degree of correlation and

Zow-lioht level indicates a low degreo- of correlation. However. the
system Is sensitive to the 'orientation' of the input signal but a
rotation of the tilter at P2 relative to the input provides a

sequential search of all orientations (To accomplish this task in
real-time a hioh speed computer is required to generate a sequence of
images that represents various filter orientations/.

Ten .'ears latcr i974',. coherent optical orocessina had been
-efined to the extent tat major attention was beino tocused on

I3atial ilter technoloov and mucn research Was -evoted to the
-abriEcation of arbitrary phase and amplitude filters. Much interest
.as spent :n identifvino materials tnat could -hange the angle of

polarized coherent light. Maanetooptic effects in materials such as
'nBi. NiFe. and others were quite attractive for realization. Other

techniQues, such as liouid crystal, thermoolastics, acoustoootics,

also received considerable interest. In 1979. -ee developeo the
method-'Dav to generate cinarv holograms. In i977. Litton Data
Systems of 'an Nuys. Califcrnia. under the direction of Dr. William
Ross. invented the LIGHT MOD Litton Iron Garnet H-Magnetically

Triggered Magneto Optic evice) in conjunction with SEMETEX and
Airtron. SEMETEX is currently manufacturing several "array' type of

devi ces.

The original SEMETEX 48 1 48 array was called the SIGHT MOD

kSEMETEX being substituted for LITTON) 48. Much of the research up to

1985 was done with a 48 I 48 sized array at the input and Fourier
planes. Currently the SIGHT MOD arrays produce kor have the potential
to oroduce) the hiqhest I-ame rate ot any spatial lioht modulator,

5LM. The liquid crvstal orm of spatial light modulator is quite

-opular ecause o+ :t- 5i7 biiitv and low cost. but suffers in irame

•ate r-, ' ac-,or r o, t Q'. It was .niv in about 1982 when Ross.



Psaitis ano tnderson presented the results ot the current -aprication
techniques. )uic.i v. Horner. Yu, Psaltis. -lannerv. Davis. Mills. and
manv other researchers depan setting up Vander Lugt correlators with
48 x 48 array SIGHT-MOD's used as the generator of binary filters and
as an input imaoe aenerator. Both Devices are controlipd by an IBM-AT
class of computer and can operate at commercial television raster
rates. The switching time for "frame" rates is currently very lot
owing to the fact of using "serial data transmission" to the SIGHT MOD
units. It .s anticipated that 10,000 frames per secono could be
obtained if frame rate switching was done "in parallel" rather than
serial as it tvoicailv is being done now. Just oevelopino a "dr1~er
for the SIGHT-NOD to s"itch at high-speeds would justify a small
research project. Dr. Charles Higgins (Ph D. May i987, New Mexico
State University at Las Cruces) , has provided an insight to this
problem.

'urrentiv, the researchers mentioned above are ;ust -eceivino
the newer 128 1i28 SIGHT MOD's to continue their researcn efforts.
SEMETEX predicts that '56 256 SIGHT-MOD's will be available durino
the tirst quarter of 1988 but the cost will be in excess of $40,000
per unit.

EARLY EXPERIMENTS:

As of this date. the research team has obtained all of the
hardware necessary to beain a series of correlation experiments.
Software to drive the SEMETEX SLM's and the ability to produce a SPOF
mask is missing. Currently, a series of eApe,-iments is beino
performed to determine the "optimal' input target size within the
image scene to produce a reasonably larpe transform pattern. Several
schemes of observing data at all planes are beino emploved. The
SEMETFX device is beino studied to determine the "best' aoproach to
increase the write" speed. By the time of the conference
presentation, qe expect to have preliminary data on transform
,erification. correlated soot" imaoe Dre-orocessing aioorthms. ino
input imade ennancement. Several craduate students nave already
indicated a serious interest in this emerQino and exciting area of
optical/image Processing.

SUMMARY:

The Optics and image Processing Laboratory at Louisiana Tech
University is currently involved in the development ot applications
for optical Processing using the Vander Luat correlator and real-time
image processing techniques. This research is in progress and
presently employs only a single SEMETEX SIGHT MOD olaced at the
Fourier Plane. Plans are being made to acquire a second SIGHT MOD at
the time of this presentation. The research team is oevelopino
expertise in:

i. Correiator input Imaae Enhancement

2. Generation of BPOF Masks
Correlator Output Image Enhancement

4. Target Acquisition and Trackino
5. Real-Time Image Processing Aloorithms
o. High-speed SIGHT MOD display rates

System Software
S. Signal Measurement Techniques
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General Thin-Lens Action on Spatial Intensity Distribution

Behaves as Non-Integer Powers of Fourier Transform

Lester F. Ludwig

Bell Communications Research
331 Newman Springs Road, IA-821

Red Bank, New Jersey 07701
201- 758-4018

plhls per shows that the classical equations for the action of a thin-leIn. on thei,,
iiiensitv distribution of light [3i behave generally as non-integer powers of tMe Vor,,r

tra nsform 1.2 for separation distances within the lens-law boundary.

'Ti, ery general result includes traditional Fourier Transforming and Lens-Lao proprtio,
,jecial cases (corresponding to the Fourier Transform raised to ;,owers of I and 2. resp1ect ix vl]
llet ween these special classes of separation distances, the lens action on the spatial iiti,.n>It
,istribution of light behaves a-- the FCourier transform raised to powers bet evn 0 and 2 (fj
exaitllt~ 1.3, etc ), varfing a a coltiilous function of the >eparatioll distances. TI.
ltgeur powers of the Fourier trallsform form an algebraic group of umitary operators whirll All

diogionalized ty the liermite functions i1]. making the representation potentially , il
,'i §-.I rii e g oappilcat ioiis.

X / 7/
INCIDENT OBSERVATION

WAVEFRONT PLANE
PLANE LENS

Figure 1. A thn-lens and definition of associated geometrzc quantities.

L vi ,gives the equation for the action of a Ihii-lens with focal length f as (il teii - -, f t!,,.
<,'olnaetr- aibl defriition-s of F gore 1 ):

tJ J €" f ! f~lllI
]

4Ill

Y 1, Y

11 {h - ;. ,,. : c ~ -t" ,11,' t: .l .i , r non1-ml~eger p m % ,-z- ,f .'}Iw } ,,!irwr itr -f, lri .,r.,
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1,:l 4lt qI ;,: t}J ,},, I:, !' IJ l(I 't]'l+lf(f < ']11 ~ lt V + ,l ''" ,
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where p, a, s, and s. are functions of only a, b , aiid V\ Special cases are briefly considered,

and additional related results are categoricaflv listed.

I. NON-INTEGER POWERS OF THlE FOURIER TRZANSFORM

This paper will used the normalized definitions of the Fourier traiisforni (denoted -F") and its

inverse (denoted 'F-"), i.e.:

F'f (x )'( y) f f( .r) -19,~ix,

F f(y),(r) f f (y), *-"3dy.

for the one-dimensional case. B~y change of variables argo in' is the Fourier transform is seen to

be a unitary operator that is of period 4 in its exponent. ixt., obeying the composition rule as

shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. C'omposition brhavior of the Ioiirier transform showing integer
po ne i- fire peiindier in the(2 exfl en I iii 7)erio d 4

it i: possib-le to generalize this behavior to no-ttutrvltw> ()f ble exponent by constructing

an algebi cgroup of operators; cub-diing il;t Jow-wr tratisfoct :tld its integer power-s ,

henceforth this constructed operator will be called Hit. F -at naourier Transform' .o'-'

12 , with the assistance of Voni Neu luau u, triul Ihi i 50 v;is ag,,o by solving int egral equations

but was only able to obtain a partial res ult . T'.o author I li.Lr produceed a complete

construction using eigcnfunctiorn. hich5 br'iflvy outh;- 11'.1e.

Wienier showed that, t It( Vou-r I rarusforinii.V diagowdail -I I,, Ih 11 Irwiit 4 fiiict ions ii, which

act as ortlionormal eig'iifimicl h oll h% it .- It vtd I ivl.--" A4

Thlus, it, t pe of functions closed mindvr t ite Vomirir trall1 foi-lii (sin-li1 a-s ULi . it Is possible to

represent functions in termis of their I ltruini fu nction ixpa 'uuoui
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an~d heince representl her 1'ouier t awsfori as

S4ince the {hn al-V ou:inoi n ii~teger k po%%cr 1 t i i - iir t i~fiiifo in iiiai 1

lei-vup r I td a-

r, Qh

The ifiliiite ~eiscali lie ,umiied iii clos ed form, reilitiuig li

I''%r) (y) fuW~) e

:I wfOi'fi 111:11 hie "hIiiii to he \&'ry, mtvret in g alg'I' ' grouip ,I Illilir t- op-ralor11'1s1"

'F)40 A ze , ir i fu i'ri fb'Im fik i-lc l i ' nj II h tN .' dilv i~" i.f he for o, >ij.:,i

ff-fJo. :II' m' 1:11 1) fil ' 7 -'
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a5 \\ fbf atb / -

f-af

where

3. SPEICIAIL CASES

Tihe general results above ar-e conieitatit with special cases of classical optics:

Llens-1tln (se 1,-o o-- 2, gi,-ag rthe spatial lxsolt of the image. and

1) /,s i ,aI\ II l c 1 :git I f a lol aw~.

2 I-vrter Tranuf ci ( a ise a I b- f I. Here o -- 1. gix ing the spatiail Fourier tranisforni of
the ilitagt, ald q/.S I, giving i te frecjtteicv scaling IvY X after oliattge of' variable> to
the. ttett-tctiolil/t 'l tir, -tat itt of rthe Foetir iranfernt.

lii c:t. of (I - 1, mid ":I- xxi 're Itier a -- f er 1, - f ikehav into-resrtilt, ;inipli1cati tttw

ait ait Xs n lfuitk if ( C. litireit'v forsis~i-4'j i Jlicit iill

. I I'iIKINCI-S

I lustr P. L Itig. ti-itt-rr P, a ers e4 f/ic Y-i ' % <c-t )eiar flcr

hiter blliiicat itt (iii- crviit for pitildi ri-leuse),

2 F, . Condonlci, ''littti'iiit tif' l iru 'l'r1tttsfiT TFISI illt a U(mjitititic (;I-0ttp tof

()jerators.- Prote-iO. Actd. %o (,. c 28. 1937, pp 1S-61

3 Levi, AppliedI 0 1 e's. Vo 11. rsit cit 19 2

-I \\iui-t, Thie Fci~ 10(r l t d (cin itt 'trtit tif Its 1- 4riioi. je, vr, 91l1S.

I/
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Experimental Investigation of Photoernitter r~enbrane

Spatial Light Modulator Perfornanco - Limit

Peter B. Rolsma and John N. Le,:
Optical Sciences Division, Naval Re-search Lahl-ratory

Washington, D.C. 20375-5000

Tae-Kwan Oh
Sachs, Freeman AssociatLis, Inc.

1401 MacCormi ck Drive, Landover, M 2 C7t

A phoricoitter mem0brane i(ht oL7lli>.n;c
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damage the MCP properties. The cesium in particular is very reactive
and has a low vapor pressure that allows the possibility of it
contaminating the PEMLM. The second complication is, to achieve a
long-term ultrahigh vacuum, a high temperature bake is required.
This requires the PEMLM to survive the elevated temperature.

An ultrahigh vacuum transfer system was built with two separate
regions. It has the glass substrate mounted on a thrust tube at the
top of the system. The thrust tube can be pushed down transfering the
substrate to the bottom of the system. The top and bottom regions are
separated by a gate valve. The valve is closed during any
evaporation. The evaporation sources are attached to a bellows that
moves perpendicular to the axis of the trust tube. This allows the
sources to be moved between the glass substrate and gate vave for the
evaporations. After the evaporations are completed the sources are
retracted, the valve is opened, and the thrust tube moves the
photocathode down against the MCP input face. The substrate has a
lip, that seats against an indium gasket, when it contacts the MCP.
The gasket seals the lower region from the top of the transfer system.
The photocathode and PEMD4 can then be demounted from the larger
part of the system. Figure 2 shows the spatial responsivity of a
photocathode fabricatei in the transfer system.

The properties of the membrane must withstand the high temperature

bake and be tailored to optimize the speed of the device. It is commom
to bake the system above 250 'C to remove any possible source of
phrocathode poisoning. We have found reasonable results with a
longer bake at 150 "C. This lower temperature is still too high for the
traditionally used nitrocellulose membrane. Nitrocellulose has been
used because the process of making the film on water, produced a
membrane with a preset tension. This tension plays a central role in
the membrane dynamics[3] . The behavior of the membrane can be modeled
by the differntial equation,

a z - azz
M4 + M' - T - _ + - = P(t) (1)

where, Z is the membrane deflection. M is the mass density, ,' is the
damping coefficient, P(t) is the spatially uniform pressure on the
membrane, and T is the preset membrane tension. For a parabolic shape
membrane of radius R, equation (1) reduces to

z (z P(t)
- + - + (2)at2 at M

with 0= (4T/MR 2) i 2. This is the equation for a damped oscillator.
Both the membrane's deflection amplitude and resonant frequency, 0,
are functions of T. The constants, w0 and 5', can be determined
experimentally by plotinq driving frequency vs the membrane's
amplitude (Fig.4) . The curve peaks at O and the full width at half
the maximum is 5'. When an image is impressed on the device the output
is valid when the membrane has settled to a new equilibrium. For this

---- a- .a -- -I -



system equil ibrium is reached in about 20 / o" This is one speed
constraint. The second is the rate of electron deposition on the
membrane. The charge in an electric field produces the force P(t)

The time tt takes a MCP with a current dens ity J to de for the membrane
a quarter wave i'

where v'.,,d i tht u'tx,-r: h .. fell a t ther .:-ane, -v,:wst :;i. .
.?T
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AN APPLICATION OF OPTICAL LOGIC ON FERROELECTRIC LIQUID CRYSTAL

SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATORS TO NEURAL NETWORK PROCESSING

Mark A. A. Neil and fan H. White,

Cambridge University Engineering Department.

Trumpington Street, Cambridge CB2 IPZ, England.

Abstract

We discuss the use of ferroelectric liquid crystal spatial light modulators as

optical polarisation rotating logic elements in a direct storage

implementation ot the Hopfield model.

n--tr ndur t ion

The development ot spatial light modulators as inputs to parallel optical

array processing systems has reached a stage where many forms of device are

available. In particular ferroelortric liquid crystal spatial light

modulators (FLCSLMs) have been shown to have the advantage that they are

adiabatic devices which allows good tanout and cascadabilitv [11. We describe

a combinatorial logic scheme based on optical polarisation rotation and show

how it may be used in a direct storage implementation of the Hopfield model

[21 to overcome problems of encoding bipolar entities on spatial ligit

modulators.

Logical encoding on FLCSLMs

FI.CSLMs based on the surface stabilised electro-optic effect may be considered

as an array ot half wave plates whose axes can be switched electrically

between two stable orientations separated by an angle e (ideally 7T/4). A

logic scheme can be envisaged where logical TRUE and FALSE values are encoded

as light signals of orthogonal linear polatisation. Figure 1 shows the effect

of the two pixel states on each of these logic states.

It has been shown that by appropriate positioning of polarisation

filters, various logical combinations can be realised [1]. In particular the

placing of a horizontal polarisation blocking filter after the device allows

the detection of the function (A AND B) OR (X AND F) = A XNOR B. Moreover

without the filter both TRUE E A XNOR B and FALSE S A -NOR B outputs are

present and so may be cascaded into further devices. The XNOR function is
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equivalent to multiplication within the number set {+1,-11, hence the

applicability to the Hopfield model which relies on such a process.

A ' 

AN

AND B

OPTIC \ ANDFigure A N digaBhwn h feto h w ie ttso

FLCSLM on orthogonal linearly polarised light inputs.

Direct storage scheme and logical representation

The Hoptield model is usually described by a sum of outer products of the

stored vectors to give a multivalued synaptic weights matrix, T... Memory

retrieval then occurs by thresholding the product of this matrix and an input

test vector, to give a better approximation to the nearest stored vector.

The mathematically equivalent direct storage method t3] involves

bypassing the synaptic matrix setup and performing all calculations directly

on the stored vectors. This can be expressed mathematically by the equation;

v .' (mo) = sgn M v .(mO) vm)v W (1)

%=1 j j i J

where v ' (mo) is a better approximation of v , the input test vector,

to its nearest stored vector v. m °) and sgn[x] is the sign (+I or -1) of x
i

(i.e. the threshold function). Vector elements are encoded with bipolar

values of +1 or -1 for maximum accuracy. Multiplication under such a number

set, as mentioned above, is however equivalent to the logical function XNOR

and so equation (1) can be modified to give;

V!,(m O ) = sgn [ N % [ v( m o) XNOR v W XNOR v - MxN/2 (2)

= 1 I 

i 
i 

I

The synaptic matrix, T i, and its multivalued elements no longer appear
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Effective T..

plane mask Polaroid
and
photodiode

detectors

SLM A, v ( m ° )  .

SLM B, v~ m

J

Figure 2 A schematic diagram of the optical vector processor. Lenses
are omitted for clarity

We have described the application of a logic scheme on ferroelectrik liquid

crystal SLMs to a neural network algorithm. We hope to present, at the

conference results of a working optoelectronic neural processor.
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Rotatioanlly Invariant Joint Transform Correlation

F.T.S.Yu, S.Jutamulia, X.Li and E.Tani

Department of Electrical Engineering, The Pennsylvania State Universit),

University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

Don.A.Gregory

U.S.Army Missile Command, Research, Development and Engineering Center,

Research Directorate, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama 35898-S248

1. Introduction

Many problems in pattern recognition require the identification of an object that

has an unknown rotational orientation, and many rotationally invariant correlation tech-

niques have been proposed.' This paper describes two rotational-invariant methods uti-

lizing a joint transform correlator that can be implemented with liquid crystal televisions

(LCTVs). 2

2. Information Reduction Joint Transform Correlator

The basic idea of this method is to apply multiple references in a single joint trans-

form corelator. In principle, the tolerance of a correlator can be adjusted by limiting

the correlated spatial frequency bandwidth. To gain larger tolerances, the low frequency

components must become dominant. Ideally, the zero frequency component will have the

largest tolerance, i.e., rotational invariance. However, different objects cannot be distin-

guished because all images have a common zero frequency component.

If a reference has a rotational tolerance of 30', then only 12 references are needed

to achieve 360c rotational-invariance. It must be considered that only a limited space-

bandwidth product (SBP) is available and that a large number of references will saturate

the reference space. Therefore, to implement multiple references in the same plane, the

information content of each reference image must be reduced. This reduction is done by

usiag only the edge information in the reference image. In general, an edge-enhanced im-

age provides the accuracy of detection, thus reducing the ambiguity of the spatial content.

Figure la shows the edge enhanced multiple references of the letter "R". Individual ref-

erences are equally distributed in a circle with an angular spacing of 30'. The total SBP
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(number of pixels) in the circle of reference is approximately 4665, while 1612 pixels are

occupied by the references themselves. Obviously if the solid letter "R"s are used, the cir-

cle of reference will be saturated. A computer simulation was performed to generate the

corre!ation peak and SNR of the reference with the rotated letters "R" and "X" as shown

in Fig. lb. Figures 2 and 3 show that the tolerance is about 15', thus 24 references will

cover the entire 360' rotational space.

Figure la. Reference used in the computer Figure lb. The edge-enhanced letters "R"

simulation. and "X"

1 .50- 40!

j25 .2

1 00

0.75+ 20,I

0.50- ....

000.1 : I _____ ______•___ _____ _____ _____

0 .0 20 30 40 50 60 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

DErRE[ OF NOTATIO OF CIARACTEA DEZG!£ 07 ROF ATIOI Of CIARACTER

Figure 2. The peak value (arbitrary units) of the Figure 3. The SNR of the correlation sj ot as a
correlation spot as a function of the degree of function of the degree of rotation of th.- letter
rotation of the letter "R" (solid line) and the "R" (solid line) and the letter "X" (dotted
letter "X" (dotted line), line).
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3. Circular Harm'onic Phase Only Joint Transform Correlator

It is possible that circular harmonic filters 3 may be implemented in a joint transform

correlator. A reference image expressed in polar coordiante f(r, 0) can be decomposed into

circular harmonics :
+00

f(r,O) Z fM(r)e'M 6 , (1)
M= -00

where 1 02ff

fM(r) 21r f(r, )e - M 'dO. (2)

If we select only a single harmonic reference

fr (r, O ) Me (3)

rotational-invariant correlation can be obtained. The binarized phase factor of Eq. (3)

may be constructed as a binary phase only filter using a LCTV.

4. Concluding Remarks

We have proposed two rotationally invariant joint transform correlation techniques in

this paper. We note that the joint transform correlator has advantages such as : simplicity

in reference generation and lower resolution requirements, which are very suitable for

electronically-addressed low resolution spatial light modulators such as LCTNVs.
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DYNAMIC INTERCONNECTIONS WITH A LENSLET ARRAY AND AN SLM

I. Glaser and A. A. Sawchuk

Signal and Image Processing Institute
University of Southern California
University Park. Mail code 0272

Los Angeles, CA 9009q-0272

INTRODUCTION

A digital circuit can be implemented with a global linear transformation and a point non-linearit%.
Several suggestions, and 4 few experimental demonstrations, have shown that, by using optics to imple-
ment the global transformation part. hybrid opto-electronic digital processors can be built (1,21. Though
such hybrid systems are still limited by the switching time of the electro-optical or electronic point-non-
linear part of the system, t! "ir overall throughput can benefit from the inherent parallelism of lightwave
communication, particulaniy when a free-space, three dimentional. optical configuration is being used:
unlike conventional electronic gate-arrays, these hybrid opto-electronic ones have no "design rules" that
linmit the complexity and generality of their interconnections.

Another type of system that can be described in terms of a linear-transform/point-non-linearity cas-
cade (or several such staees) is an artificial neural network (3). Again, all-electronic implementations of
neural networks have been demonstrated: however as the number of the "neurons" increases it becomes
more and more difficult to use electronic communications: an optical (or an opto-electronic hybrid) neural
network becomes the prefered solution.

For both the eate array systenm and ta single state ofi an artificial neural network, the reltuon
between the inputs , and outputs f, of the s ster is given by

where P{ ... is a point-non-linearity and K(j.k: 1.m is a linear transformation kernel (0I,3.

For gate arrays, P{...j can be a simple step function. For example, to implement an array of NOR
gates, Pt aI = I if a < 0.5 and equals 0 otherw, ise. Here, the kernel K is a list of interconnections:
Kj.k: 1,m is set to one if the output of the (/,k -th gate is to be connected to the input of the (,rm)-th gate:
all non-connected terms of K are set to zero.

For a neural network, Pf ... } is the neuron threshold function, and the terms of K(j.: I,m) are the net-
work interconnection weights.

It is clear from the form of the kernel A' in Eq. (I) that any general optical implementation that has
2-D input and output arrays must provide a four-dimentional transform kernel. Since real space is limited
to three dimensions, this kernel must be implemented by some form of multiplexing (4). Multiplexing can
be done by holography; one nay use, for example, multi-facet holograms or volume holograms. How-
ever, changing and re-writing complex holgrams dynamically is very difficult. In this work we discuss an
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MIRROR SPATIAL
IMAGING LENS LIGHT

MI RROR

- i " BEAM LENSLET

"A - SPLITER ARRAY

SPtITIER

NON LINEAR DEVICE

Fiiure 2: A lenslet array based processor with a reflective SLM mask

k

linear deicc. After going through a point-non-linear transformation, light reenters the optical system.
The system input and output can be done optically throgh the beam splitters. For the non-linear device we
may use any device that provides the desired point non-linearity, such as a second SLM or an array of
LEDs on one side, photo-diodes on the other and drive (and usually invert) circuits in between.

Performance considerations

The potential performance of lenslet array processors have been discussed at length elsewhere (6,7).
Limiting factors include optical aberrations and diffraction, mechanical error in the mask/lenslel-array
alignment and errors in the mask. Only the last item is affected by the use of an SLM as the mask. As
seen in Figure 2, if we allow interconnection of each gate to any other (or the same) gate. each lenslet
must image the entire array. Thus, if our array (the non-linear device and the lenslet array) is of size NXX,

the SLM mask must resolve at least NxA" points. This poses rather severe demands on the spatial resolu-
tion fs,, of the SLM

>
q

where N is the number of lenslets in the array in each dimension and q is the pitch of the lenslet array,.

Also, the linear space bandwidth product must be higher than N.2

Another problem, is that of undesired light in the system. If an "off" pixel at the SLM is /r times as
bright as an "on" pixel, it is possible that enough light will be accumulated from r "off' pixels to confuse
the system to "think" that there are one or more extra "on" pixels, resulting in an erronous output. The

number of SLM pixels that each lenslet sees, which equals the number of gates in the system. N., This
number must be lower than r, hence
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N < \ r(3)

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We saw how the combination of a spatial light modulater and a lenslet airay can produce a dvnami
cally reconfigurable. hence programmable. optical processor that can be used as a logic gate ar-ray or an
artificial neural netwvork. No alterniative optical system offers similar ease in convening flew specifica-
tions for interconnections Into physical interconnections in real time. Thouoh the demnands on the SLM in
this system are rather hieb. and can be satisfied with available SL~ls only for a modest number of gates
or neurons, wve expect that wkith the coming new. generation of' SL.\s. larger space bandwidth product and
better eXtinction ratio (dynamnic raneet) v\ould allowk lar[!e reconfiiurable lenslet ar-ra processors wAhich
would become valuable as optical processing tools.
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Real-time Object Recognition and Classification by Code Division
Multiplexed Phase-only Encoded Filters, B. Javidi and S. F. Odeh, Michigan
State University, Department of Electrical Engineering, East Lansing,
Michigan, 48824

Abstract.

A multiobject shift invariant pattern recognition system that uses Code division

multiplexed binary phase-only filters is presented. The system computes the binary

correlation between an input pattern with a generalized set of pattern functions. This

technique uses a filter which consists of a set of binary phase-only code division multiplexed

reference pattern functions. The functions in the reference set may correspond to either

different objects or different variations of the object under study. In the proposed

architecture, the position of the output binary correlation peaks represent the locations of the

objects in the input plane. This is different from phase coded pattern recognition systems in

which the location of the output peak determines the class of .he input )bject'. Here, the

system is shift invariant and multiple objects can be present at the input plane. The pattern

recognition is performed without increasing the space-bandwidth product requirements of the

system. Computer simulations of the architecture are also used to study the performance of

the pattern recognition architecture. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and the peak to the

maximum correlation sidelobe ratio (P/SL) are evaluated as the criteria for the system

performance.

Here, we intend to store a number of binary phase-only filters by using multiplexing

techniques. Each binary phase-only filter is multiplexed by a corresponding m-sequence

binary code. The matched filter is the superposition of the m-sequence code multiplexed

submatched filters. This is similar to code division multiplexing in multiple-access spread

spectrum communications systems where a number of different signals are supposed to use

the same bandwidth simultaneously. These systems usually employ quasi-orthogonal

functions such as m-sequence binary codes for multiplexing. For example, if two codes,

which are assigned to two different channels, are added and sent over the same bandwidth,

the receiver can accept one code and reject the other by correlation techniques.

+ J.R. Leger and S.H. Lee, Applied Optics, Vol. 21, 274 (1982).
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The pattern recognition system employing multiplexed binary phase-only filters is

shown in Fig. 1. The system L is an optical processor where the inputs to the system are the

objects under investigation fi(x,y) and the outputs of the system are the convolution between

the input signals fi(x,y) and the m-sequence codes mi(x,y) assigned to the ith input signal.

The output signals are Fourier transformed which yield the Fourier transform of the input

signal modulated by the Fourier transform of the corresponding m-sequence code.

Mathematically, this can be written as:

fi(x,y) * mi(x,y) FT.(o,) Mi(c.,P) '

where (ct,) are the spatial frequency coordinates, * denotes convolution, and

Fi(c,3) and M1(cx, ) correspond to the Fourier transforms of fi(x,y) and mi(x,y), respectively.

The code modulated Fourier transform of the input signal is applied to a code division

multiplexed binary phase-only filter located at plane P2. This filter is synthesized by

evaluating the binary phase-only filter for the reference objects when modulated by the

corresponding spread spectrum code. The process is repeated for each input signal and the

submatched filters are added linearly to produce the filter. This can be expressed

mathematically for the input signals as:

N
+I if ReX Hi(a,p) ! 0

HBPOF(CL') -1 otherwise, (2)

where Hi(Oxp) is the submatched filter for each multiplexed reference signal defined as:

Hi(oxp) = Fi*(ax,3) Mi*(0c,p). (3)

The operation of the proposed system can be understood by applying an input signal

convolved with the corresponding code to the above filter. The resultant light field leaving

the filter plane is given by:

T(a,[3) = Fi(Qx,p) M,(0t,1) HBPOF(0XP), (4)

where T(x,[3) represents the light field leaving the filter plane. The output correlation

distribution at plane P3 is the inverse Fourier transform of T(x,13) taken by lens L2.
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Computer simulations of the multiple image correlator described above are presented.

The simulations are carried out using a 128x128 point 2-D fast Fourier transform (FFT), and

the results are plotted by a 3-D plotting subroutine. The correlation tests are performed for

the letters A, F, J, N, Z, 03, y, X, 7r, and W as reference objects. The code division

multiplexed binary phase-only filter is synthesized to detect the above reference objects

using a set of ten quasi-orthogonal spread spectrum codes. The results of the computer

simulations are shown in Table I. Figure 2 shows the output correlation intensity for

128x128 bit code division multiplexed binary phase-only filter when the input signal 3 is

used.

TABLEI*. Results of Computer Simulations.

Code Division Code Division Code Division
Multiplexed Classical Multiplexed Phase- Multiplexed Binary

Matched Filter only Filter Phase-only Filter

Input SNR P/SL SNR P/SL SNR P/SL

A 5.35 2.90 19.43 17.79 17.96 23.23
F 7.87 4.65 17.70 19.62 16.40 14.39
J 6.72 3.34 15.74 12.47 14.95 11.06
N 7.16 3.92 17.53 13.93 17.44 19.17
Z 4.81 2.12 18.74 13.73 17.03 25.85
P 4.07 2.16 21.77 34.43 21.37 29.58
Y 5.15 2.12 21.85 29.27 21.81 30.44

6.52 4.53 22.14 23.58 21.68 25.88
5.30 2.47 23.08 32.94 21.75 2C.78
7.13 4.34 22.88 34.55 23.78 31.82

* SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio. P/SL is the ratio of the correlation peak

intensity to the maximum correlation sidelobe intensity.
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Figure I. Multiple Image Optical Correlator.

Figure 2. The output correlation intensity for l28x128 bit code divi-sionl multiplexed binar phase-only filter when the inputsignal 13 is used. Ten multiplexed reference signals wereused to synthesize the filter.
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SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATORS
IN MULTIMODE FIBERS

Mahmoud A. EI-Sherif
Air Defence Col lege,
Alexandria, Egypt.

ABSTRACT
An external field applied to a modified multimode fiber induces

modal power redistribution. This technique is examined for spatial light
modulators , and promising results are obtained.

INTRODUCTION
There has been a growing interest in fiber optic devices fabricated on or

arround the fiber. Such devices involve removal of cladding over a small
length of the fiber and replacing it with a sensitive medium like
electrooptic, m3gnetooptic, or dye material. 1- 3  In this paper, an
electrooptic material is used as an active cladding, and the device is
employed as spatial light modulator. The principle of this device, shown in
fig.l, is explained elsewhere.3 - 5 In short, when a field is applied, to the
modified cladding, the index of refraction increases, leading to modal
coupling, and results in modal power redistribution. This modal coupling has
been investigated theoretically and experimentally. The analysis results in a
matrix formula which gives the complex amplitudes of the modal fields in
terms of the perturbation in the active region. For experimental
investigation, the modal power redistribution, i e. the spatial modulation, is
examined by a very fine scanning of the far-field pattern at the output end of
the fiber.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this analysis, the wave theory approach and the continuity equations

are used at the input and output of the active region (at z=-d and z=O) for the
evaluation of the modal fields, shown in Fig.2, and the results are,
at z---d

N

I Ibne*JdCne-Jnd en
n- I

S

I I fs(&n) e+ I's(,hnd - gscn) e-j Ds(Anld I Es(An) (1)
s- I
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N S

2 a, en 2 1 fs(An)- gs(An) I Es(An) (2)
n-I s-

where bn and cn are the complex amplitudes of the n-th forward and
backward modes, respectively, and N is the total number of modes in region I.
On is the elgenvalue of the n-th mode and e. and hn are the orthonormal

eigenfunctions representing the various modes in Region I. Furthermore, S Is
the total number of propagating modes in the active region, fs(An) and gs(An)
are the complex amplitudes of the S-th forward and backward modes,
respectively, and are a function of the electrooptic effect, i.e. &n, of the
active material Es(An) and Hs(An) are the transverse fields of the S-th mode

for a complete set of orthonormal functions. 'S(An) is the complex
propagation constant of the S-th mode. This propagation constant is a
function of the electrooptic effect in the acttive region. an is the complex
amplitude of the n-th mode in region Ill. The expressions for the magnetic
fields are similar to equations I and 2. A complete analysis concerning the
complex propagation constants for guided and radiative modes is discussed
in a different paper.6  Using these field equations, the output modal
amplitude an is derived in terms of the input modal amplitudes and the
electrooptic effect of the active material, this results in a general matrix
form, as

aJlnx I = [B(A&n,d)]nn fb]nx 1 + [C(An,d)]nn [c]nx1  (3)

where, n=1,2,...,N, [aInx1 are the output modal amplitudes in region III at z=O,
and [bjnxI and [c~nx I are the input modal amplitudes for the incident and
reflected waves at z=-d, respectively. [B(&n, d)]nn and [C(An,d)]nn are the
coupling coefficients of the input forward and backward modal amplitudes to
the output modal amplitudes, respectively. These coeffiolents are functions
of the perturbation of refractive Index. The theoretical analysts shows the
redistribution of the output modal fields, i.e. the spatial modulation of
interference pattern at the end of the fiber. This spatial modulation will
depend on the external applied field.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
A He-Ne laser is used to fill a limited number of modes of a multimode

fiber. The nominal indices of this fiber are nco=l.6 and nci=1.48. A nematic
liquid crystal (NLC), having no=1.4962 and ne=l.617, is used as a modified
cladding. To scan and display the far-field radiation pattern, a computer-
controlled, three-dimensional micro-positioner is used, as shown in Fig.3.
The detected far-field pattern in the absence and presence of an external dc
field Is shown in Fig.4. The applied field redistributes the modal power,
causing a significant coupled-mode-power. Consequently, the shape of the
interference pattern in the far-field is changed.

The results are qualitatively in agreement with the theoretical analysis.
In addition, because the electrooptic effect of the NLC is the result of the
anisotropic polarizability of its molecules, the polarization sensitivity of
the device Is being investigated. Further more, the experiment was repeated
several times and the consistency of the stability of the far-field pattern
was verified. Therefore, this technique can be employed for sensitive
applications. For real time informations, the interference pattern can he
detected by using a CCD (video) camera, or two dimensiona! arrdy of sensors.

CONCLUSION
A new technique that turns part of a multimode fiber into a spatail

light modulator is presented. Additional work is needed to optimize the
results and investigation for possible future uses.
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Optical Pattern Recognition using an Optically Addressed

Spatial Light Modulator.

Janine M. Vaerewyck

Department of Physics
University uf Alabama in Huntsville

H. John Caulfield

Center for Applied Optics
University of Alabama in Huntsville

Huntsville, AL 35899

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the first results

of a continuing study on the use of a Spatial Light Modulator in

a pattern recognition system. The specific SLM that is being

studied was built by Lnckheed Missiles and Space Company Inc. of

Palo Alto Ca.' and is on loan to the University of Alabama in

Huntsville. This SLM, an optically addressed device, is being
used as a spatial filter in a pattern recognition system. The

results of a computer study into the most advantageous use of

the SLM will be presented as well as the experimental test plan

that has been devised from these results.

Theory

The experimental system is shown in Figure 1. Parallel

light will enter the system from the right. LI will focus this

light at the SLM. An object transparency will be placed between

LI and the SLM to enable the size of the fourier transform to be
easily controlled. The SLM will be optically addressed from the

opposite side using a page oriented hologram on which the

fourier transforms of the input objects will be stored. In this

configuration all phase information will be lost and the SLM

will act as an addressable spatial filter. After reflecting off

the SLM, the input beam will retrace its path to a beam

splitter. The beam will then pass through L2 and be
reconstructed in the output plane. One should note that this

system is much like a basic spatial filter system such as that

discussed by Goodman2 .

If an object is input to this system and the fourier

transform of that object is used to optically address the SLM,

an unaltered image of the object will be seen in the output

plane. If the same object is input to the system and a
different fourier transform is used to address the SLM, a

distorted image of the input object will be observed in the

output plane. In this way this system can be used as a pattern

recognition system.
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Figure 1.

The concern of this study is to determine the best use of
the SLM in this system. Three main areas are being explored.
First the positioning of the input fourier transform on the SLM.
There is expected to be a best orientation of the input
transform. This orientation depends not only on the SLM but on
the inpLJt object itself. Second the size of the input transform
is being considered. Once again both the SLM and the image are
taken into account. As stated above, the variation of the size
of the transform is simply performed in this system. Lastly.
the feasibility of inputting more than one transform of the same
object to the system is being explored. This can be
accomplished using a grating placed between the input object
transparency. This grating will have to be designed for each
input object and each SLM.

In order to study this system more efficiently a computer
study is being conducted. The SLM is being modeled as a binary
phase only filter using the techniques described by Psaltis et
all. A Fast Fourier Transform program is being used to perform
the required transformations. The effect of having a SLM that
is not continuous has been studied to allow comparison of
continuous and noncontinuous SLMs. As expected noncontinuous
modeled SLMs give much more distorted results than continuous
modeled SLMs. Arsenault and Bergeron4 described a method of
recording the complex phase and amplitude of the fourier
transforms in computer generated holograms. Using superpixels,
consisting of many individual pixels, a computer generated
hologram can be written that they report has improved quality
and has phase accuracy of better thanl/4. This technique may be
used to construct the page oriented hologram that will be used
to optically address the SLM.
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Conclusions

From the results of this study a test plan will be devised
that will thoroughly explore the capabilities of the SLM in the
system. The results of this study will also be used to begin
the initial design of the page oriented hologram that will be
used to address the SLM. Initial lab experiments will be
conducted using a much simpler version of this device.
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Optical Matrix-Vector Multiplication Using a Spatial Light Modulator and a Phase Conjugator
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SUMMARY

A variety of optical matrix processing schemes 11, 21 use two-dimensional spatial

modulation of optical intensity to represent a matrix to exploit the inherent parallel nature of

optics. Such an approach typically requires the projection of a spatial pattern to match another

pattern to perform the element-by-element multiplication. The basic incoherent matrix-vector

multiplication scheme [31, for example, requires the use of anamorphic optics to project a linear

array of sources (or a one dimensional spatial light modulator) to precisely match a two

dimensional matrix masks. In the matrix-vector multiplication scheme using four-wave mixing

in nonlinear media 111, simultaneous alignment of all the pixels of the matrix and vector is a

major task, particularly for a large number of pixels. Misalignment of the pixels may lead to

severe errors. For a given size of matrix mask, the density of elements increases as the

dimension (N) of the matrix increases. As a result, the requirement on alignment becomes

more and more stringent. In practice, the critical alignment required is likely to impose a

practical limit -,. :",e optimum dimension of the matrix (N) to be of the order of one hundred or

less depending on the specific architecture.

In this paper, we report a new scheme for optical matrix-vector multiplication that uses a

phase conjugator (with a finite storage time) in conjunction with a spatial light modulator

(SLM) to eliminate the pixel-by-pixel alignment requirement at the cost of some reduction in

parallelism (N 2/2 instead of N 2 ). Phase aberration due to imperfection in optics is also

self-corrected by the phase conjugation process. The optical system involved is relatively
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simple compared with the other approaches. Without any modification, such a scheme can also

perform matrix-matrix multiplication with N2/2 parallelism.

LASER BEAM

SLM

* 0

LENS b MM Ma

0

PHOTOREFRACTIVE SPUTER L N D R C

PHASE CONJUGATOR

M
a

Fig.1 A schematic diagram illustrating the basic concept of optical matrix-vector

multiplication using a photorefractive phase conjugator in conjunction with a

spatial light modulator.

Referring to Fig.l, we use a SLM to impress the matrix and vector information in

sequence to an input laser beam. This beam is directed toward a phase conjugator which has a

finite storage time (a photorefractive barium itanate, for example). A cylindrical lens is inserted

in the phase conjugate output beam path to perform the summation.

The principle of operation is as follow. the SLM first impresses the matrix information

onto the input laser beam. This beam is then incident into a phase conjugator which stores thle

matrix informnation after a finite grating formation time. When the matrix information i,,

removed from the SLM, say by turning all the pixels into maximum transmission condition, the

phase conjugate beam which contains the reconstruction of the matrix information exists for it

finite duration. This finite storage time depends on the strength of the input (read) beati.
During this time, if the next frame of the SLMI carries the vector information, parallel

multiplication is performed as the phase conjugate beam propagates back through the SLM.
Here the vector is represented as a two-dimensional array of N identical column vectors, where

N is the dimension of the vector. A cylindrical lens in the output port is used to perform the
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summation. The dark storage time during which the matrix information can be retrieved is

determined by the photorefractive material and the pumping configuration. It ranges from

seconds to microseconds.

The system can also perform matrix-matrix multiplication by time multiplexing. In this

case, each column vector Vi (i= I to N) which constitutes the second matrix M 2 is sequentially
impressed onto the beam to multiply with the first matrix Mt according to the matrix-vector

multiplication scheme described above. To avoid the degradation of the information of M,
stored in the photorefractive hologram during the readout, it is necessary to refresh the
holographic memory with M, to restore its diffraction efficiency. This can be done by
re-impressing M1 onto the beam after each readout cycle. Consequently, a total of 2N clock

cycles, consisting of N cycles of write and N cycles of read, will be required to carry out the

multiplication of two NxN matrices.

Using a photorefractive barium titanate crystal as a phase conjugator in conjunction with
a 48x48 magneto-optic spatial light modulator (SIGHT-MOD SMD48I from Semetex Corp.),
we have demonstrated the basic principle described above. Preliminary experimental results
will be discussed. Some advantages and disadvantages of this approach will be compared with

those of the others.

This work is partially supported by DARPA/AFOSR contract No.F49620-87-C-0015.
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Optical Associative Memory for Word-break Recognition, Eung Gi Paek and A.

Von Lehmen, Bell Communications Research, 331 Newman Springs Road, Red

Bank, New Jersey 07701

In this paper, we describe a novel associative memory based on a coherent optical corrclator

which is able to identify individual words in a continuous string of letterc The output is

readable text : a series of words with spaces inserted between them. The system is shift invanant

and has error correction capability.

rhe following sentence shows an example of a concatenated word stream, illustrating the

word-break problem raised by Tank and ttopfieldl I].

TEXTREEDINGWII HAUTWORDBRECKSMAYBEKAMEDIFFICOLT

Withoi,, spaces between words, it is difficult to decipher the text. The task becomes even more

difficult if the continuous word stream contains errors. The system which can decipher the

word stream must be able to recognize words, correct errors in them and insert spaces between

them.

Obviously, word-break recognition requires shift invariant pattern recognition. To achieve

shift invanant pattern recognition in recent neural network models, all shifted versions must be

stored separately. However, coherent optical correlators can perform this task simultaneously

and in a parallel fashion due to the shift invariant property of the Fourier spectrum which can

be easily obtained by a simple lens.

The principle of optical word-break and error correction system is schematically shown in

Figure 1. The system is a modified version of the holographic associative memory originally

developed at (TALTECIi[2]. The memory words are stored in a conventional Fourier

translbrm hologram. All of the memories to be stored are arranged in a column spatially

separated along the y direction ( perpendicular to the word direction ). The Fourier spectrum

of all the memories interferes with a single tilted plane wave to simultaneously mke a multiple

hologram at the focal plane of the lens I. 1.

For the word-break recognition, the input word stream is presented at the plane I', of an

optical VanderLugt correlator. The correlation peaks appear at the coresponding positilo . of
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the correlation plane P3 . These correlation peaks are detected after threshold and are

anamorphically imaged so that the separation between the peaks is magnified along the x

direction( word direction ) only. This can be achieved either by the anamorphic lens system

which consists of the two cylindrical lenses or by electronically adjusting the horizontal scale of

the video monitor. These bright spots are reflected back to illuminate the hologram again.

Light emerging from the hologram reconstructs all memory words at the output plane P4 which

is situated at the symmetric position of the input plane with respect to the beamsplitter. The

reconstruction due to light from each bright spot is the entire word memory shifted by the

position of the pinhole. At the origin of plane P4 , a window is placed to select only the desired

central portion of the reconstructed images, which is the corrected version of the original input

with spaces between words.

Figure 2 shows the experimental results. The four words used as the memories in this

experiment are shown in Figure 2(a). The correlation output for the concatenated input with

errors as in (b) are shown in (c). The sharp autocorrelation peaks appear at the corresponding

positions of the filter along the y direction and are shifted according to the positions of the

input along the x direction. Also, the sidelobes appear over the whole correlation plane. Figure

2(d) shows the thresholded version of the correlation output shown in 2(c) after peak detection

with the spaces between peaks magnified along the x direction. The final output from the

system is shown in Fig. 2(e). Compared with the initial input in (b), spaces are inserted

between words and all the errors in the input are corrected.

In summary we have described an optical word-break recognition system with error

correction capability which outputs readable text. An analytical description of the system

discussed has been done, and will be presented along with expcrimcntal results. The authors

acknowledge E.M. Kirschner for technical assistance in preparing tc transparencies.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. I Holographic word-break recognition system.

Fig. 2 (a) The four patterns stored in the holographic memory (b) The input to be read

(c) correlation output ; (d) the thresholded version of the correlation output which is

anamorphically magnified along the x (word) direction ; and (e) the associative

recalled output with spaces between words and error corrections.
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ADAPTIVE FRAUNHOFER DIFFRACT'ION PARTICLE SIZING
INSTRUMENT USING A SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATOR

E. Dan Hirleman and Paul A. Dellenback*

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department
Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 85287

(602) 965-3895

*Mechanical Engineering Department, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, TX

SUMMARY

Introduction

Electro-optical sensors can measure a variety of properties important in manufacturing
and industrial processes such as temperature, species concentrations, particle sizes, flow
velocities and rates, surface characteristics and velocities, and part geometry. The performance
improvements available from next-generation electro-optical sensors will be due in part to the
integration of some forms of artificial intelligence into the system. For example, we are
interested in sensors which might autonomously adapt themselves to optimal or near-optimal
configurations as dictated by the instantaneous measurement context Many schemes for
adaptive controt of sensor systems can utilize spatial light modulator technology whereby the
spatial distribution of an optical field can be controlled. We are investigating laser diffraction
particle sizing systems where the angular distribution of scattered light is collected at multiple
angles for use in an inverse scattering calculation. Spatial light modulators (SLM) can be used
to create programmable detector geometries which can be optimized depending on the particular
particle size distribution under analysis. In this paper we the discuss the integration of Faraday-
effect magneto-optic spatial light modulators into adaptive laser diffraction particle sizing
instruments.

Fraunhofer Diffraction Particle Sizing

Fraunhofer diffraction has achieved widespread acceptance as an optical diagnostic for
sizing ensembles of particles large compared to the wavelength. There is extensive literature on
the topic reviewed by Hirleman [19871, and several commercial instruments for sizing particles
based on the method are available. The conventional Fraunhofer diffraction instrument
configuration is given in Fig. 1, where the light diffracted by particles along the line-of-sight of
the probe laser beam is collected by a lens and sensed in the back focal (Fourier transform)
plane. Each particle size produces a distinctive diffraction pattern signature which is mixed with
diffraction patterns from the other sizes at the detector plane. The essence of t'fe particle sizing
problem is to unravel these signatures by clever sanpling of the diffraction pattern and
determine the particle size spectrum. In the context of adap 'ive cootroi of the system the
objective is to extract the maximum amount of useful information rt :he size distribution with a
minimum possible number of measurements. The maxinm infoanition obtainable is
dependent on the noise levels in the measurements, the sampling or detection scheme, the
stability or robustness of the inversion method, the actual size distrlution, and the allowable
level of uncertainty. Ideally, then, a laser diffraction system Aould have variable detector
geometry and size resolution which could both be adjusted at run time depending on the
conditions encountered.
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One serious challenge is the fact that the scattering intensity across the region of interest
in the detector plane covers 3 or 4 orders of magnitude which approaches the capability of most
detectors. Researchers have used a number of schemes to compress the dynamic range of the
signals by using multiple detectors and increasing the area of the detectors in those regions (large
scattering angles) where the intensity is low. A very common method is to use a monolithic
photodiode detector array with elements which increase in size with distance from the detector
center such as the annular ring-shaped elements shown in Fig. 1. It appears that most if not all
Fraunhofer diffraction instruments using ring detectors utilize a geometry very similar to that of
Recognition Systems Inc. which is neither designed nor optimized for this application.
Unfortunately then, most inverse Fraunhofer schemes in use today have been dictated by the
geometry of an existing detector.

The basic equation of Fraunhofer diffraction particle sizing is a Fredholm integral
equation of first order and first kind, and following Hirleman 119881 we formulate the problem:

00

i(0)02 =Iin, X2/41r2 J12(a ) a2 n(a) do (1)
0

where: (x = nd/d is the particle size parameter; n(ca) is the unknown particle size distribution; and
i(O) the scattering intensity which can be measured at various scattering angles. Hirleman [1988]
has derived an optimal scaling law for the problem, and annular detectors with areas proportional
to 02 as in Fig. I are optimal. Most workers discretize Eq. (1) and solve the resulting linear
system for a discrete particle size distribution. However, for a fixed detector geometry as shown
in Fig. 1, the the linear system and its inversion properties then become quite dependent on the
size distribution and scattering signature. Further, the amount of information concerning n(ox)
which can ultimately be extracted via Eq. (1) using measured i(0) clearly must depend on the
level of noise in the measurements. In fact, the maximum amount of information describing
n(ct) which can be obtained through an inversion of Eq. (1) is dependent on: the noise levels in
the measurements; the sampling or detection scheme; the stability or robustness of the inversion
method; the actual size distribution; and the allowable level of uncertainty. Ideally, then, a laser
diffraction system would have variable detector geometry, inversion scheme, and size resolution
which could all be adjusted in real time depending on the conditions encountered. It is toward
this end that the integration of an SLM into the optical system is proposed.

Adaptive Fraunhofer Instrument Using SLM

By adaptive instruments we mean those which have either hardware or software degrees
of freedom which can be adjusted on-line depending on the instantaneous context of the
measurement. For the present application, we first assume that only a finite number of scattering
angles at which measurements can be made are available in any practical instrument. It is also
clear that the optimal positions of the detectors (i.e. positions which would provide the maximum
amount of information about the particle size distribution) in a laser diffraction instrument
depend on the size distribution. This is a dilemma since the size distribution is obviously not
known before the measurement is made, and instrument designers must place fixed detectors at
locations which will be adequate over a large range of particle sizes. However an intelligent,
adaptive instrument would ideally configure the optimal detector placements in real time. This
might be accomplished by first obtaining a low resolution estimaie of the size distribution, then
configuring the detectors to focus on the particle size region of immediate interest. This process
could be repeated to obtain higher and higher resolution estimates of the size distribution until
the signal/noise considerations do not permit further information to be extracted from the
scattering inversion.
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The optical system we have developed to introduce adaptive control into the laser
diffraction method is shown in Fig. 2. Instead of placing a detector array at the back focal plane
of the transform lens, we insert a Faraday-effect SLM discussed by Ross et al 11983] and
marketed by Semetex. A large area detector is then placed behind the SLM which is operated in
a binary transmit/absorb mode. Pixels are opened in groups which form rings concentric about
the optical axis as also shown in Fig. 2. The optimal number and positions of the detectors is
determined by condition number or eigenfunction analysis of the inverse scattering problem
reported elsewhere by Hirleman [19881. To summarize briefly that approach, the second
moment of the size distribution n(xc)ot2 is expanded in terms of the eigenfunctions of the kernel
J 1

2(ct0) of the integral equation Eq. (1). The eigenfunctions retain their identity even after
passing through the integral operator, but are scaled by a constant which is the associated
eigenvalue. Now in general the eigenfunction expansion has an infinite number of terms, but a
real measurement can only extract a finite amount of information about n(cao 2 : i.e. only the
c--)efficients from a finite number of terms in the n(c)ct 2 expansion can be determined. The error
in neglecting higher order terms in the expansion can be minimized by locating the detectors (i.e.
the angles 0 at which the i(0)02 are measured) at the zeros of the eigenfunction term just beyond
the highest order eigenfunction which is retained. The number of terms which should be kept
depends on the measurement context, and one approach we are investigating involves keeping
only those terms for which the eigenvalue is greater than the noise-to-signal ratio in the
measurements (the eigenvalues monotonically decrease with increasing order). The number of
ring aperture detectors configured in the SLM of Fig. 2 is then equal to the number of terms kept
in the eigenfunction expansior., and the detectors are placed at the zeros of the first eigenfunction
dropped from the expansion. As the particle sample changes, the system autonomously monitors
the stability of the scattering inversion and adjusts the rings accordingly.

The selection of a particular SLM for this application involved several criteria. Typical
maximum frequencies of interest are in the 10 kHz range, and spatial frequency dynamic ranges
of the order of 100 and greater are required. The magneto-optic device used here is based on the
Faraday effect which selectively alters the polarization vector of incident light transmitted
through the modulator material. One ramification of adopting a birefringence approach for the
SLM is that the original optical field to be modulated must be linearly polarized. Therefore in
some applications it is necessary to place a polarizing filter in the optical beam in front of the
SLM in Figure 2 such that linearly polarized light is incident on the modulator. In the present
application, near forward scattering by particles, the energy is already polarized.
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Figure 1. Schematic of a conventional laser diffraction particle sizing instrument. An annular
ring detector array is shown.
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Figure 2. Schematic of laser diffraction particle sizing instrument where a spatial light
modulator has been included to provide for on-line, adaptive configuration of the detector
collection apertures. Annular ring openings are created in the SLM at the transform plane by
setting the pixels to transmit or block the incident polarized light. The field detector collects all
light passing through the SLM, and the system is sequenced through a set of rings.
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We~ have conducted hundreds of experiniental-theoret ical comparisons using our real-timne MOSLM
lII'0 I' correlat or and a computer model of the correlat or 14,5,111. The correlator uses two 48.hy-48
MIS Is. one for binary pattern input and thie other to itmplemrent BPOFs. The comparison study
aiddressed issties of machine vision, character recogiti oni, anid several simrple types of composite filters.
Qiian tit ative agreemnt withI theory was typically withlin 2 d113 or b~et-ter over liundreds of cases 1111

4. BPOF SMART FILTER.S

A "snirt filter" is herein defined as onle which significantly improves the futndamtental trade-off bet-weeii
i iti orlil v at-ialit responuse anld non1- t arget reject ion inl Iine an- space-i uvari a it correlIat-ion. A num ber of

smch forimilat ions have been dlefinied and tested (primarily iii simulations), all designed t~o be encoded inl full[
'tmilii tis coiiplex-valnred filt ers 1t12-151. The 13P0 F (and thle PU F) are fund anentally differeit because

their enicodintg involves a nori-littear operation to generate a (binary) phase-only function.
Initil aptproachtes to creating fHPtF smuart filters involved sinmply converting anl exist-itig coniins-

v;thtrt-l lilt er frurict ion (e.g., Sl)F filter) to I3POF form by conversiotn using the approp~riate ioidinear op-
eaiii - 'l'li is Ad Hoc aipproachi yielded good results [ 16,171. More recently, SD F forrun lations specifically

I iil~itd for lPOF and BPOF encoding have beeni reported and perform well inl simulations 111.19,19J. As
muentioned we hiave demtonstrat ed good experimniital performaince of simple SDF-type BPOFS (iinvolvinig
ouilv t litree t ra--ining ima-ges) 11 11.

Tliste availabilitvy of effective smnart filters for- BPOF imnplemnietat ion seeris assured. Development
,I iriiptoveth smlart filter for'mulat ioiis for- bh discrete level and cont ininous level encoding coiitiiiues, aiic
"zivniiiciirlii hire irnproverieitts are likely.

5. TERNARY P-HASE-AMPLITUDE FILTERS

"Vrle ilvvstigar iig ai discrete-level smart filter a pproach based on three enicoded modulationl stat-es, -1,
).Id 1 1,t %hcl may be viewed as a coirbiriationr of binary phase and binary amtplituice tmocdulationi. The

it 'lifii mo ivat ionl for thIis is sirmple: The zero iiltrlat iou state can bie uised to block sp~at ial frecuncies
bih ii-, leo folund, or are v-ery weak, iii thIe dlesired t arget pat tern. Thins shiould have little (leletei ions

on1- .t Hiv desired i(orr-ilatiott. bunt any srrbstait ial inpuit etnergy at these spatial frequticies miust arise
ft ttlil-i;tretsand blocking thenm should improve thle signal-to-noise ill the correlation pattern.

'[lt ( )LMdevices are prime caincdidates for- itmplemientinig thle terniary pliase-ainplitiulde filteir (TPA F)
:they arev reportedo Ill to possess a thIirdl state of miixed magnetizat ioui, int-ermnediate t~o the two fily

iii;nitrn~t izeil states tiormrally used, aid( easily accessed by thre proper drive sequeiice. We believe this state,
%%]Ill plritiel op~tical s 'ysteil design, will furisih zero-rrodrlat-iori.

()m init al sirridtatiotrs have exploted a strat egy for clroositig TP' elemnrtt.s t-o be blocked (set t~o zero)
one (i the ratio of spatial piower sp~ectra of desired (tat-get) arid untdesired (iori-t a-iget) pat-ternis; we call

it thIe "tr-risforrnl-r-atio" muethrod. Figitre 1 shows the binary tar-get ard rrioti-target, patterns used inl thIese

l' 1:r Tariiget (a1) amd lioru itg (I) binaryl p;titt-ri-.

siti~latios.performned wit-i 64'-by-64 elemrenrt tesolurtior i sing 1,F1T algoritlinus. Rmaitlomn backgi-orit nloise
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ill varying aioulits (not shown inl Figure 1) was added to somec input scenes and was conisidered as anl
additional huh1-target (with anl assumed "white' spatial freqieiicv, spectiuni) inl forniilat jug filters. Trii
Fins( seies of simiulat ions add~ressed only nioise and tion-target reject ionl but nlot t he handling of target

Fi'tter forttidiation involved conipitiig the ( ositte-BP()F ill)! for tife t ar ;ct patt-r: and t hen zel-oillg
somie elemenlts based onl tilie t ransforrn-ratio conicept At each spatial frequency bi thle target ttaiisfo-i
eiiergv was cioilparedl to hothi tic lioll-target t iaitisboili etlergy aniltlC lOOise s1,ectial energy for anl assumied
leveloi4 anck gronio itd oise. If tlie target e ncr gy dlid ntot cxc eel both Ii efere i ces by a ( ertaam r1t jo, the elemiett
Was zeroed. This ratio and the assumied noise-blocking level coilptise two design parami(ters of thfe filter.

rThe 4lisirlimiiilt ion atid sigiial-to-tioise perforniance of these filters is plotted inl Figure 2 as a funit ion
Of ii pitt ito is e leve'l. I iiia ry b ac kgroind o iIse was addedC~ by ot0ti1paring t(lie out ptt of a pstie d -r andour

1oise e ve L noise lev%,el

F I t er n 's e -
blInc -i n g IQ'o I -4-- 1-4--..9

1Figure 2: Plots o~f ITA F filter performiance

foitlbet gere at r algot Iml w it hi an1 adjulst able thIreshold all'1 Setting iliptilt salels Whfe?] t1e t liresild
was exceeded". 'l'lie lnoise level inihiates t lie fr actional area of noise elemen'rts.

All tIre- dat I iii Fikfire 2 corresponid to onie tratisformt ratio, 1.21, which was dletermrined to vic hI good
dlisciiiiiiiat ion iil t lie absence (of noise. Families ate plot tedl for (lifl.'retit choices of te ie oise-blocking
tilter paralet ci-. Discritiiiat ion amic signal-to-noise t atios aret based oil intenisities of thIe properly located
coPrrelation peak anrid thle highest peak located elsewhevre, eit her ott ft(i non-target object (discrirnitiat iou)
of ill thle backgrond region (signial-to-nioise) The absohlte values of dliscritiitation atid) signial-to-nioise alc
iiot, so ittpoitntit, as, t hey at-e sttbject to arbit raly choices of iniputs anid resoluition. The trends defiiiitely
ind~icate tilit, Stiperiot per fortirance of Properly dlesignied TPAIF filters. Filters tusinig a stifficietitly large nitose-
blocking pararuete- perfortt bet ter withI large alloitt of nloise Iresolnt iii the itiut Asai itnport ant pointf
of ri'feieirce, tile ('osirie-IOF for the t atget object provided 1.14 IR B iscriiirat oh arid .()8 dR S3ignial-
to-itoise wit It ant iiput ntoise level of OAI, signiincaiit N. irifeir to, t I- best TPA ,X F

These sittiilat jolts indiicate' t li' piotenitial for Sliperior plorma~llctic f oh ttaiarvstatlite-s \ alrc
extetlitiig oti 'lesigits to 'rrcoinp~ass t ai-gr' distort tois anid plant to imiioioti Ili filt r e\oljtr'itll

optic SIMs tall serve as thle basis for powerful real-titie cortt'lato-' ahpllitahble to treatl tet-ini civilianl ald
imilit ary pattetil r-ecogniitioni probleis fisrrete level smiallt filter foiiiiiatiotis will einhanice their applica-
hi lit y.
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MOSLMs have many advanitages for optical processing applications. They are commercially avail-
able with Iiseful resolution and speed parameters and have demonstrated good performance inipleinent-
iiug I3PtJs. They have intrinsic ritory capability and a well-coit rolled modulating element response.
MOSLMs are also a prime candidate to implement ternary filters with improved smuart filtet performiance.
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Real-Time Programmable Joint Transform Correlator with
a Threshold Hard-Clipping Microchannel Spatial Light Modulator

F.T.S. Yu, Q.W. Song
Electrical Engineering Department

The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802
Y. Suzuki, M. Wu

Hamamatsa Photonics KK. Hamamatsu city, Japan

Abstract
A programmable real-time optical joint transform correlator that generates sharper

autocorrelation peaks is presented. In the system, a microchannel spatial light mod-
ulator (MSLM) is utilized as the threshold hard-clipping square-law device. A liquid
crystal television (LCTV) is used, with a microcomputer, to display input target and
reference image at the input plane. By using the feed-back loop, in principle, the system
would offer adaptive processing capability. A preliminary experimeni~ai result is given.

I. Introduction
Because of the high processing speed and structrural simplicity, various schemes of
optical joint transform correlators have been proposed [I1 for the application to pat-
tern recognition. Nevertheless, all of the existing techniques have a common drawback,
namely, that the correlation peak intensity is only a very small fraction of the illumi-
nation intensity. Whenever SNK is low, signal detection becomes increasingly difficult.
Using a phase only filter [21 can improve the correlation peak. However, a phase only
filter is difficult to realize in practice, with the current state-of-the-art electro-optic
devices. In this paper, we will introduce a real-time programmable joint transform
correlator utilizing the threshold hard-clipping property of a microchannel spatial light
modulator (MSI,M) [3]. We will show that, this technique is capable of producing
sharper and higher autocorrelation peaks than the conventional optical correlator. By
combining the advantages of the state-of-the-art electro-optic devices and flexibility of
a mricrocomputer, the system can be built as an adaptive, self-learning correlator.

II. Background
A. Nicrochannel spatial light modulator

The MSLM is a reflective type electro-optic spatial light modulator. One unique
feature of the MSLM is that when the bias voltages are properly controlled, the device
can perform quite a number of optical operations in its internal mode processing.
Several applications of MSLM to optical information processing and computing have
been reported.
H. Joint transform correlator

The principle of the classical joint transform correlator (JTC) is well known. To
compare it with the proposed MSLM based system, we shall briefly discuss its operation
in a specific example. For simplicity, we suppose both the target and the reference
image at the input plane are binary type with square apertures of width w. The main
separation between them is assumed 1. The amplitude transrnit~ance function of these
input objects can be expressed as

f (xty) Irect( -- 2 ) + rect( {t )Irect( Y.(1
w i1 U,

Illuminating the input objects by a collimated coherent light, the power spectrum can
be recorded, at the back focal plane of a transform lens, on a square-law convertor.
In linear approximation, we would use a linear piecewise model to represent the T-E
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(transmittance versus exposure) curve, as shown in Fig.2 (on the next page). Thus the
recorded amplitude transmittance can be approximated by

t =1 -- - tn- 7uv zn(7rwu) COS (7rlU)12. (2)

Trhe corresponding autocorrelation functions at the output plane would be

I _ i1 x4-1 Y
fPi,Y) - -A A(T ) -t- (x -J( ) 34w ~ ~ 2, IIV w

where A is the illumination amplitude, and A denotes a triangular function defined as

X() = - jI iflxr - UT;
U, 1 0. otherwise.

In view of Eq.(3), the intensity of the correlation peaks is about A'/160 4 ). We
shall, in the following, discribe a programmable Lbreshold hard-clipping JTC using a
microchannel spatial light modulator (MSILM) to improve correlation peaks.

111. Basic principle
The schematic diagramn of the miicrocomnputer based JTC is shown in Fig.!.

LCTV L1  L 3 L3 PBS L4  1% (CD Camera

TV (lamer.

Fig.lI The schemnat Ic of a programmable opt icalI joint transform correlator.

The liquid crystal plate of a LCTV is used to display a real-time target arid a reference
image, at the input plane of an optical processor. The working principle of the LCTV
as an optical clemnent is described elsewhere i4j. The major advantage of using L('TV
mnust he that it can be add resqed by a Microcomiput er, for the generation of v arious
reference imiges. W~e shiall use tHie NI S LN as a threshiold hiard-c Iip~ping rlov jco Thec
outpuit light field is dletectedi by a (Cl) (anrera. This detected electrical signal c'arl be
s ent to a TV mionit or for observation, or fed back to the inic rocomiputfer for furil wr
instruct ion. Thus anl adaptive hybrid elect ro-opt ic corre lato or mia ' be (01151nc ted.

Let 's assu mle thlat the target and reference itmage be iden tcal Thev igirt tnt eri-i lY
distribuition at, the in put win dow of the \I S IN wonl~ Id b

[(vp I (7t nv) sin (it np) (41)
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Notice that, the grid structure of the LCTV, which is beyond the resolution limit
of the MSLM, is omitted. To obtain a binarized power spectral distribution for joint
transform correlation, the bias voltages of the MSLM are adjusted such that those
values above the threshold level will be responded. This hard-clipping property of the
MSLM converts the input irradiance I(v,p) into a series of binary phase distribution,
between the X and the Y components of the read-out light, as depicted by Fig. 3.

r r

/Original T-E curve ._ ui vz
[ linear approximation E

Exposure E

Fig.2 Linear approximation for T-E curve Fig.3 Threshold hard-clipping (from
intensity to phase output.)

By binarizing the central lobe of Eq.(4) using the half power criterion, the output phase
function can be obtained with first order approximation, as given by

F --O7rrect(O-- )rect(--)> rect(K) 6(v - "). (5)
1 1  ___!l/U 41 1

where 9 denotes the convolution operation. After passing through the polarizing beam
splitter (PBS), and transformed by lens 4, the output autocorrelation functions can
shown as

A A in1z7r(x -1)/w sinf7r(x 4 l)/w] sin(7ry/w)!E -- - - - + - - -- _ (6 )
7r 7 (r 7r .(: -+ 1) 7rY

From this equation, we see that the correlation peak intensity of the proposed system
is A 2 i7r2 w 4

, which is about 1.62 times higher than the conventional one. Moreover, if
the bias voltages can be controlled, such that the threshold hard-clipping takes place
at a lower intensity level to include the whole main lobe of Eq.(4), as shown in Fig.3,
the corresponding output correlation functions can be rewritten as

E A ,sinI27r(X - I)/wJ sin[27r(x 4 1)/w}, sin(21,,U') i7)
7r 7r (x-17rw(x 7

The peak intensity of this function is 16/ir 2w 4 (i.e., 26 times high,'r tntan tOf, cr-nven-
tional classical JTC). In addition, the width of the correlation iitenI.-ty (i.P.. firsi zero
crossing) is reduced to about one half of that of the conventional JTC. For demonstra-
tion, the curves 1,2,3 in Fig.4 show computed normalized correlation intensity distribu-
tions for both the conventional and the proposed hard-clipping JTC, as applied to half
of the main lobe, the whole main lobe of Eq.(4), respectively. These plots illustrate
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ideal hard-clipping offers better correlation peak than the conventional JTC, under the
same coherent read-out and noisele ss condition.

IV. Experimental demonstration
Filgure 5(a) shows a input target and a reference imiage displaed onl the LCTV.

The enlarged output irradiance obtained with this technique is shown in Fig.5(b).

0.k 
25

,3 0.10 -
I (a) Input and reference images

-I (on LCTV).

0.00

Z 2

0 Simul-A 0-
-2 0 -2 0 2 (b Autocorrelation (enlarged).

FigiSmuae correlation peaks (normalized). Fig.5 Experiment Demonstration

From the result. two distinct autocorrelation peaks can readily be seenl. The glohel
zero-order diffraction is mainly due to the unevenness of the E-0 crystal plate within
the MISLNI. The ratio of the output correlation intensity to illumination intensitv.
I peak! I-, is about 1, 11. This result corresponds to threshold hard-dippinig at the half
power level of the mnain lobe of 1,-q.(t6). Th is experi nent al resuilt has 11ot achieved the
optimnu n condition. w hichI is prinia ri (hidu to the threshold hia rd-c Iippin rg property
and the noise behavior of the %lSIl.I H owever, the denionst rat ion shows that the
technique has certain mierit as comipare withI a conventional .JTC. namnelly shaper aiid
nigher correlation peaks.

IV. Concluding Remarks
WAe have presented a joint t ransforni correlation sYstern ut ilizinug the thIireshold

ha rd-c 11 ppinrg piroperty oft hfe M SI. .Tliis .1T( canl produlce sha rper anid higher co rre
lat ion peaks than the corivet jonal techniqutes. B 'y coinbining the flexibiiy of thle in i.-i-o-
computer arid the hiigh speed operation of thle optical processor, the s 'yst em would1( offer
thle advantages of real-time prograinmable processing capability, for which anl adaptive
smiart correlator can be dleveloped.

We acknow liedge 1 le suipport of The I'S Air Force. R ollie Air lDeveloprnen t ( erier.
flanscromi Air Force Rase. Mass.. tinder conitract F1 9628 S87 C 1)088
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Bipolar Joint Transform Image Correlator, B. Javidi, C. J. Kuo, and S. F.
Odeh, Michigan State University, Department of Electrical Engineering,

East Lansing, Michigan 48824

ABSTRACT

Recently, we have introduced a bipo.ar joint transform image correlator + with substan-

tially superior performance compared to the classical optical correlator. The bipolar image

correlator uses nonlinearity at the Fourier plane to binarize the Fourier transforms' interfer-

ence intensity to only two values, I and -1. The performance of the bipolar optical correlator

has been compared to the classical optical correlator in the areas of light efficiency, correla-

tion peak to sidelobe ratio, autocorrelation bandwidth, and cross-correlation sensitivity. The

correlation signals obtained by the conventional technique suffer from low light efficiency,

large correlation sidelobes, large autocorrelation bandwidth, and low discrimination ability. It

was shown that compared to the classical correlator, the bipolar joint transform correlator pro-

vides significantly higher peak intensity, larger peak to sidelobe ratio, narrower autocorrelation

bandwidth, and better cross-correlation sensitivity. The bipolar joint transform correlator pro-

duces delta function-like autocorrelation signals, and much narrower and smaller zero order

term on the optical axis. Since the autocorrelation functions have delta function features,

larger reference images can be used and the restrictions on the locations of the images and

their autocorrelation bandwidth, which exists for the classical joint Fourier transform correla-

tor. is eliminated.

In this paper, we present a theoretical investigation of the bipolar joint transform image

correlator. Analytical expressions for the output correlation signals of the bipolar joint

transform image correlator will be developed. Computer simulations will be used to test the

developed analytical expressions of the bipolar correlator. We shall also investigate the per-

formance of the bipolar joint transform correlator when multiple reference objects are stored

at the input plane and multiple targets are present at the input scene. Computer simulation of

the bipolar correlator is used to study the performance of the systen and the results will be

compared to the classical joint transform image correlator. We show that the performance of

the bipolar correlator is substantially superior to the classical correlator when single or multi-

ple objects are present at the input scene. The bipolar correlator can provide a much higher

+ B. Javidi and C.J. Kuo, Appl. Opt. Vol.27, No. 4, Feb. 15 (1988).
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autocorrelation peak intensity, smaller autocorrelation sidelobes, better discrimination sensi

tivity, and narrower DC term. On the other hand, the classical joint transform correlator pro-

duces low intensity correlation signals with large sidelobes, wide bandwidth and large DC

term.

The bipolar joint transform image correlator using an electrically addressed binary SLM

at the Fourier plane is shown in Fig. 1. Plane P1 is the input plane that contains the multiple

reference signals and the multiple input signals displayed on SLM 1. The incoherent images

enter the input SLM and are convened to coherent images. Either optically addressed SLM's

or electrically addressed SLM's can be used at the input plane. The images are then Fourier

transformed by lens FTLI and the interfence between the Fourier transforms is produced at

plane P2. The intensity of the Fourier transforms' interference is obtained by a CCD array

located at plane P2 and is binarized using a thresholding network. An electrically addressed

SLM operating in the binary mode is located at plane P3 to read-out the binarized intensity of

the Fourier transforms' interference provided by the thresholdi g network. The correlation

functions can be produced at plane P4 by taking the inverse Fourier transform of the thres-

holded interference intensity distribution at plane P3.

A numerical analysis of the bipolar optical correlator is provided to study the perfor-

mance of the system when multiple reference signals and multiple input signals are present at

the input plane. The correlation tests are performed for four different orientations of the capi-

tal letter F used as reference signals. The input scene will contain one or more of these char-

acters. The correlation tests are performed for two cases: the classical joint transform image

correlator and thc bipolar joint transform correlator. The correlation signals when the input

character F with 30' orientation is used are shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2(a) shows the input sig-

nal and the reference signals, Fig. 2(b) shows the correlation result for the classical joint

transform correlator when the Fourier transforms' interference intensity is not binarized, and

Fig. 2(c) shows the correlation result for the bipolar optical correlator when the interference

intensity is binarized. It is evident from this figure that the correlation signals c,.... ,.,,nding

to the thresholded interference intensity are substantially superior.
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Figure 2. Correlation results when the character F with orientation of 300 is used as the input signal.

(a) The input signal and the reference signals.

(b) Correlation results obtained by the classical joint transform correlator.

(c) Correlation results obtained by the bipolar joint transform correlator.
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GENERATING TANDEM COMPONENT CORRELATION FILTERS
FOR PROGRAMMABLE SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATORS

Stanley E. Monroe, Jr.
Lockheed/EMSCO
2400 NASA Road 1

Houston, Texas 77058

INTRODUCTION

Bartelt and Horner [1,2,31 have described an iterative procedure fot

constructing Tandem Component (TC) filters, which are a series of phase-only,
passive elements distributed through an optical system. Of the several
applications considered, the one of interest to this author is that of

optical correlators. Since the elements do not affect the amplitude of the

optical beam (ie, there is no absorption), the optical efficiency of these
systems is higher than systems using conventional matched filters. By using
more than one element, more than one degree of freedom can be influenced and

an iterative technique can be used to force a desired response in the

correlation plane for a given input.

Consider the architecture of the basic 4-f cotrelator shown in figure 1. An
input signal incident from the left is filtered by the first element of the
TC filter, Fl, before it is transformed by the lens, LI. The second element
of this TC pair, F2, lies in the Fourier plane. The filtered signal is then

A I L I

Fl Li F2 L2 D

Figure 1. Placement of the elements of a simple tandem component filter in a
4-f correlator., after Bartelt Ill.

retransformed by the second lens, L2, and the correlator output is detected
by a CCD imager, 0.

The basic algorithm to generate the elements of this implementation of the TC

filters is summarized below:

1) Start with an arbitrary filter Fl.

2) Calculate the Fourier transform of the product of the first filter

element, Fl, and the reference input image, I, F(Fl. iij .
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3) The expression calculated in step 2) is the signal which will be incident

on F2. rhe desired functional form of the product of filter F2 and the

signal is a plane wave (ie, the function which will 1 roduc- a 6-function in

the correlation plane). Thus, the function F2 can be calculated from

(l+0j)
F2 =

4) A further constraint is that the function F2 should be the matched filter

of the input product F11,

F2 IF(FI'I)i

or, solving for Fl,

-lI
F fF2}

F1

5) Calculate the correlation resulting from this pair of filters and repeat
from step 2) as required.

PHASE INPUT, PHASE-ONLY FILTER

The TC filters discussed by Bartelt and Horner were constructed for input

images which were amplitude modulated and then processed with two phase-only
filtering elements. Consider a system in which the input image is phase
rather than amplitude modulated: the product of the image and the first
filter can now be realized by simply adding the filter to the imagc, pixel by
pixel, before the input phase modulation.

Figure 2. 2a) is the original input image and b) is the shifted image.

A TC filter was calculated for the input image shown in figure 2a, which is a
frame-grabbed video image of a model spacecraft. Table 1 contains the

computer simulated correlation results obtained from TC filters constructed

with one to four iterations of the above algorithm. The units of the
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correlation intensity are relative to an input intensity of 1 at each input
pixel. The correlation peak is seen to rise rapidly for the first two
filters, and more slowly for the rest. The next column shows the value of
the second highest peak in the correlation plane, which decreases with filter
iteration.

NUMBER I CORRELATION OUTPUT
OF F

ITERAT.11 IMAGE INPUT NULL INPUT DYNAMIC
USED I I I _r _ I RANGE
IN 11 FIRST ISECONDII FIRST SECONDII

FILTER 11 MAX MAX MAX MAX 11 (Db)

1 II 6478 25.0 2069 25.2 5.0
2 11 14365 1.9 9876 25.6! 1.6
3 15532 0.6 11054 21.2 1.5
4 H 15855 0.4 11423 18.8 1.4

____ IL______ _ L 112 188 .

Table 1. Correlator results of tandem component filters
calculated for the input image shown in figure 2a.

BecaLlse the total light intensity in the input image is always the same for
phase-encoded input systems, large background offsets are usually predicted
in the correlation plane. For this reason, null images (complex input image
pixel values all equal to 11,01) were input to the correlator as a check of
the system's dynamic range (lOlogf[max response]/[null image response])).
The correlation results (columns 4 & 5) and the dynamic range (column 6) are
shown in table 1.

The correlation intensity output of the second tandem component filter is a
little over an order of magnitude greater than a continuous phase-only
tilter. The gains in intensity of further iterations would not secm to be
iustified by the corresponding loss of dynamic range. Thus, the second TC
filtez pair was used in the correlation simulations below.

TRANSLATION INVARIANCE

Since part of the filter is incorporated into the input image, the TC filter
is space-variant. If, however, the input plane filter is moved with an
ohiect, translation invariance should be maintained. The use of electrically
addressable SLM easily accommodates the shifting of the first filter before
it is combined with the input image.

To illustrate this point, the input image was shifted (using the computer) lb
pixels to the right (figure 2b) and the correlation was calculated using the
I ' filtets constructed from the original image. The peak value in the
1riielation plane dropped to 8885, or 2.1 dB (Note that the correlation
iie;.i!tv for the offset image is less than that for the null input image).
Thc tirst filter element. Fl, was then shifted to the right one pixel at a
tis?, and the correlation recalculated. Of course, the second filter
:urnponent, F2, was not shifted. The results are shown in figure 3. As
expected, when F1 is shifted 16 pixels to the right, a value close to the
original correlation is again obtained.
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CC

F-I -1

i -

Figure t. Calculated oLLelation out ptt for shifted positions of Fl.

CONCLUSIONS

The highcr optical output intensi tv provided hy the tandem component fiIter
a.'ay he app icah e to a phase-encoded, phase t i I ter(d Cot ,el-t ion ysteml. Ilk(

lack of '-pat ial in,.ai ance can be overcome hy usiitg a simple shift of the
first of thle til IU pait.
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OPTICAL CORRELATION WITH

A CROSS-COUPLED SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATOR

Richard D. Juday
NASA Johnson Space Center

Tracking and Communications Division
Houston, Texas 77089

ABSTRACT

In correlation filtering a spatial light modulator (SLM) is
usually modeled as affecting only the phase or only the amplitude
of light. Usually it is a one-parameter combination of phase and
amplitude that correctly describes the action. We develop an
integral equation as a necessary condition that includes the
phase and amplitude cross-coupling while optimizing a correlation
filter. The phase-only filter is shown as a special case. A
technique for solving the integral equation is outlined for a
phase-mostly SLM.

INTRODUCTION

There are programmable continuously variable spatial light
modulators (SLMs) that are driven by a single parameter (voltage
or charge in electrically addressed SLMs, intensity in light-
addressed SLMs). Hughes' liquid crystal light valve (LCLV) is an
example of the light-ac'dressed variety, Texas Instruments'
deformable mirror device (DMD) is an electrically-addressed SLM.
An SLM affects both phase and amplitude to varying degree. The
cross-coupling between phase and amplitude may be adjusted during
the manufacture of the device, or in the details of how it is
inserted into the stream of the correlation. But given that the
SLM is controlled through a single parameter, one cannot achieve
any arbitrary combination of phase and amplitude. Once an SLM is
installed in a correlator, the cross-coupling is not usually
adjustable, and there is never pixel-by-pixel independence of the
cross-coupling. Most previous work in simulating correlations
has not included an SLM's cross-coupling between phase and
amplitude, and none known to this author has explicitly included
the cross-coupling while optimizing the filter. In this paper we
develop the formulation for explicit inclusion of the (presumed
known) cross-coupling while creating an optimum correlation
filter. The results are dependent on the cross-coupling, whose
modeling can be varied to seek an optimum combination of cross-
coupling and filter signal for the cases in which the cross-
coupling can be adjusted.
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FORMULATION OF THE SOLUTION

Suppose we wish to filter a signal to recognize the presence
of a reference pattern x(t) whose transform is X(w)

x(t) -- > X(w) = A(w) e j O( w )

by using a SLM constrained to the values

H(w) = f[s(w)] ejg[s(w)]

in which s(w) is the control value for the filter at frequency
w , and f(s) and g(s) are respectively the modulator's
resulting amplitude and phase. The problem is to determine the
scalar function s(w) for the filtering, if given A(w) , O(w)
and the functionals f(.) and g(.) . The filtered signal
presents the field Es at the correlation plane.

E 5 (t) = { ejwt A(w) ej O(w) f[s(w)] ejg[s(w)] dw

Signal E s  is intensity-detected. Among many other
possibilities, we take the criterion for choice of s(w) that it
shall maximize the central intensity, I

We can develop necessary conditions for s(w) by variational
calculus. A necessary condition for maximum central intensity is
that the variation in Is be zero. Since the correlation plane
detection is insensitive to phase, we can permit Es to vary in
phase.

For any value of the SLM control value s , there is a real
value of the expression

g(s) + Arg { [ f( + j f(s) 5 _sfl } a(s)
& s a s

which we shall call the ancillary phase of the SLM. The
ancillary phase is the analogue of the phase produced in a phase-
only SLM, including additionally the amplitude variation of the
cross-coupled SLM as it affects the correlation process. As
earlier, a practical SLM will have an invertible ancillary phase
(within modulo 2n). We denote the inverse of a(-) by p(.)

For a stationary value of Es , then, a necessary condition

is that

q(w) + a[s(w)] = e

and the constant, e , is converted to the control signal by

s(w) = p Ne - (w) I
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Further, though, the constant must satisfy the integral equation
now shown with its full frequency dependence:

SA(w) e j [ O( w ) + g ( p [ ()- O( w ) ] ) ] f~p[O-O(w)]} dw 1 D eje

J3

where the only condition on D is that it be real. This is the
integral equation to be solved for the constant 8 to produce
the optimum correlation with the pattern whose transform is
A (w) exp [ j 0 (w) ] .

RELATIONSHIP TO THE PHASE-ONLY FILTER

We can easily particularize this result for the POF by
letting f = 1.

Arg ( [Sf) + J f(s) 2gs ] } =

inasmuch as f(-) and g(.) are real. Continuing,

0 + g(s) + fr/2 = e

g(s) = e7- /2

= E A ejO ei(e - - r/2) dw
Es

= 1 ei A dw

and we identify D with the integral of the amplitude, a real
quantity as required. The integral equation is satisfied by any
value of 8 , a well-known result. The POF cancels the phase of
the transformed reference image if that image occurs, centered,
in the input plane. Any value for a will d), since adding a
constant phase at the filtering plane has no effect on the
intensity-detected correlation. Note also that the amplitude of
the reference image's spectrum dues not enter the formulation for
the POF, consistent with the POF's inability to alter amplitude.
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A distinction between the optimum filter realized in a
coupled SLM and in a phase-only SLM is apparent in the integral
equation for the coupled SLM. In the coupled SLM the amplitude
spectrum of the reference image's transform enters explicitly.
If the phase of the coupled filter is changed by a uniform
amount, the correlation strength can be affected. Such is not
the case for the phase-only filter.

DISCUSSION

Though not carried through to completion here, the
optimization of the constrained filter in the presence of noise
would be done by considering the relative spectral dependences of
noise and signal, with the solution of s chosen to give a large
value of f[s(w)] where signal amplitude is relatively large
compared with noise, and conversely. In further work we will
carry noise considerations further.

We explicitly assumed knowledge of the amplitude response
f(s) and the phase response g(s) as functions of the control
signal s . We require those functions' derivatives as well.
(As a result this method does not readily extend to binary SLMs.)
Knowing a function to high accuracy, though, does not guarantee
knowledge of its derivative to equivalent accuracy. Direct
measurement of the derivatives, as opposed to inference from the
form of the functions themselves, is a difficult task. No SLM is
known to the author to have been so completely characterized. If
an optimum control value can be determined for a set of arbitrary
reference signals, it may be possible to infer the derivatives by
beginning with the direct measurements of f(s) and g(s) .
Thus this method could become a tool in the characterization of
SLMs.

CONCLUSIONS

We have developed the necessary condition for one criterion
of optimizing an optical correlation filter realized with a one-
parameter coupled phase and amplitude SLM filter. The optimum
filter explicitly involves the amplitude spectrum of the pattern
to be recognized. Details of the solution vary strongly with the
form of the coupling. The phase-only filter is a special case.
We have outlined an iterative solution for the filter, and we
have indicated areas for further research on coupled filters
optimized for signal-to-noise performance.
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IMAGE CORRELATION USING A DEFORMABLE MIRROR DEVICE
AS A PROGRAMMABLE FOURIER PLANE FILTER

James M. Florence
Texas Instruments Incorporated
Central Research Laboratories

Dallas, Texas 75265

SUMMARY

The deformable mirror device (DMD) light modulator is a
monolithic silicon integrated device that operates by the
electro-static deflection of miniature mirror elements.1  There

are a variety of different mirror element structures and array
sizes currently under development for different light modulating
applications. For optical image processing applications, a
pixel structure capable of phase modulation is of particular
interest. A phase modulator can be used in the Fourier plane of
a coherent optical system to implement phase-flattening filters
for image correlation or other operations where manipulation of

Fourier transform phase is required.

An example of a phase modulating DMD structure is the
inverted cloverleaf mirror element shown in Fig. 1. The active
portion of this element consists of four cantilever hinged
leaflets that lie above an electrically addressable electrode
integrated into the silicon substrate. Spacer material below
the leaflets is removed leaving an airgap between the mirror
leaflets and the electrode. When charge is placed on the
electrode, the mirror leaflets deflect downward imparting a
phase change to reflected light due to increased optical path
length. This type of DMD element is currently being built in a
128 by 128 array that is addressable at frame rates as high as
180 Hz. The center to center mirror element spacing in this
array is 50.8 pm making the entire array 6.5 mm square.

If the DMD array is placed in the Fourier plane of an
optical processing system, the output will consist of a large
number of output images, one for each diffraction order of the
device. Assuming that the appropriate space-bandwidth-product
constraints are imposed on the input to this optical processor,
the (M,N)th output image will correspond to the input convolved
with the effective impulse response for the (M,N)th diffraction
order. In order to determine this effective impulse response,
one must first determine the amplitude and phase response for a
single DMD element as a function of the leaflet deflection in
that diffraction order.

The DMD element response for a large number of different
diffraction orders has been analyzed and verified
experimentally.2 It was found that phase modulation is found in
all of the diffraction orders. However, the range of modulation
is limited in the on-axis or 0,0 order due to the large
percentage of non-active background associated with each DMD
element. The effect of the background diminishes rapidly in the
off-axis orders resulting in phase modulation over a full 2n
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radians with easily attainable deflections of the mirror
leaflets. The phase changes imparted by the leaflet deflections
are, in all orders, coupled with amplitude changes. But,
certain orders were found to exhibit strong phase changes in
deflection ranges where amplitude changes were essentially flat.
An example of these quasi-phase-only operating characteristics
is the pixel response for the 7,4 diffraction order shown in
Fig. 2. This figure shows the amplitude anc phase responses as
functions of the deflection at the innermost tips of the mirror
leaflets. Note that in the deflection range between 0.4 and 1.0
wavelengths the phase changes by almost a full 2n radians while
the amplitude varies by less than ±15%.

The existence of a quasi-phase-only operating mode of the
device indicated the potential for implementation of image
correlations with the DMD used as a programmable phase-only
filter. To demonstrate this capability a correlator system was
implemented with the DMD in the Fourier plane. The input to
this system was a photographic transparency consisting of
typewritten text. The DMD was operated in a binary mode between
two deflection points with the same amplitude response but a
phase difference of 2 radians. Deflection patterns were
generated to produce binary phase-only correlation filters
matched to characters in the input text transparency. The
photographs shown in Fig. 3 show the impulse response of the DMD
phase-only filter matched to the lower case letter "t" and a
computer simulation of this type of filter. The close match
between these impulse responses demonstrates very good agreement
between the theoretical and experimental operation of the
device. Image correlations were implemented with the DMD filter
on a portion of the input transparency containing the words "to
the". The optical correlation and a computer simulation of this
operation are shown in Fig. 4. Again, the excellent agreement
between these two images indicate the close match between theory
and practice with the DMD filters.

The DMD light modulator has been own to be very well
suited for the implementation of phase modulating image
correlation filters. The high frame rate capabilities and the
simplicity of the electronic addressing indicate that this
device can serve as the basis for an extremely powerful pattern
recognition system.

REFERENCES

1. W.R. Wu, R.O. Gale, L.J. Hornbeck, and J.B. Sampsell,
"Electro-Optical Performance of an Improved Deformable
Mirror Device," Proc. SPIE, 825, 24 (1987).

2. J.M. Florence, M.K. Giles, and J.Z. Smith, "Operation of a
Deformable Mirror Device as a Fourier Plane Phase Modulating
Filter", in Digital and Optical Shape Representation and
Pattern Recognition, Proc. SPIE, 938, April 1988.
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a) DMD Filter b) Computer Simulation

Fig. 3. Comparison of DMD filter impulse reponse with a computer simulation

a) Optical Correlation b) Computer Simulation

Fig. 4. Comparison of opti(,i mage correlation using DMD filter with a computer
simulaton
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OPTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF ASSOCIATION AND LEARNING
BASED ON PRIMO/LIGHT VALVE DEVICES

U. Efron and Y. Owechko
Hughes Research Laboratories

3011 Malibu Canyon Road
Malibu, California 90265

Abstract

An ou er-product associative memory system is proposed which optically implements

the learning of the association weights as well as the execution of the association

operation. The simplest implementation is based on the concept of the correlation matrix

associative memory. The system is based on the use of two 1-D PRIMO SLM layers as the
input modulator, coupled with a liquid crystal light valve which represents the Tii matrix. The

system can learn the relative importance of the input vectors by self-adjusting the weights of

the Tii elements. The learning as well as the association with a given input are performed

optically.

Introduction

The effort proposed here is aimed at demonstrating the use of existing optical and

electrooptical components in implementing adaptive neural network systems. Specifically,

we propose a system which implements the outer product model( 1 ,2 ) of auto- or hetero-

association. Both learning and association operation can be executed using this system

which is based on the use of 1-D striped-electrode fast input modulators (based on the
PRIMO technology(3 )) coupled with .- time inoiegr4ting photoactivated liquid crystal light

valve.

The purpose of this concept is (1) to demonstrate the potential of adaptive optical

systems for use as efficient parallel-addressed neural net systems, and (2) to study their
capabilities and evaluate the ultimate performance expected in these implementations.
The system is essentially based on three electrooptic components (Figure 1): (a) two 1 -D

PLZT modulators, (b) a liquid crystal light valve, and (c) a 1-D imaging detector. Linear

array detectors are basically available as off-the-shelf items. As for the 1-D PLZT
modulators, such devices have been under development for an optical computing PRIMO

system.(3 ) Operation of a 64-element modulator at -1 4.Sec response time was recently
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demonstrated. For the integrating, photoactivated liquid crystal light valve either the CdS(4)

or the silicon-based devices( 5) can be used.

Structure and Operation of the PRIMO/LCLV Based Neural Net System

The main approach is shown in Figure 1. The system consists of two 1 -D
modulators (MOD1, MOD2) which will be based at this point on PLZT technology. These
two layers will be used to construct the interconnect matrix, Tij. Each of the 1 -D modulators
consists of striped-electrode patterns on PLZT. The two layers are oriented so that their

U(i)

electrodes are crossed. Thus by modulating one with a set of m vectors U and the other

with a set of m vectors V( supplied by the microprocessor, one optically forms the Tij

ii

- matrix as an outer-product(6 3 ) where:

(in) =(i)

The vector elements are assumed to be ±1. The vectors U and V will be

supplied at a relatively fast rate (-10 tSec/vector) by the PLZT modulators. Since the
LCLV has a response time of =1 0 msec, one will be able to integrate up to a few hundred
outer products or vectors in this LCLV-based Tii matrix. Bipolar analog Tij values can be
represented in PRIMO using temporal or spatial multiplexing.(3) Having completed the
learning phase, the liquid crystal will be modulated with the Ti information for a duration of

"a msec. During this period one can proceed with the interrogation or the association
(0)

operation. A third 1-D PLZT layer (MOD3) will then input the vector V1 to be associated.

This 1-D vector, whose components are spread in the vertical dimension, will be optically
multiplied by the Tij (LCLV) matrix by illuminating the MOD3 modulator using the polarizing
beam splitter as shown. Thus in each line, i, of the Tii matrix the columns (running j) are

multiplied by the (same) V information. By using a cylindrical lens at the output of the

beam splitter, as shown, we effectively sum:

A

for each i-line. Thus each of the i-pixels formed will correspond to the desired ith
A

component V of the matrix-vector product to be compared against a threshold level

according to the outer-product model. This operation will be carried out by detecting the
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A
resultant vector V. using the linear detector and an electronic thresholder controlled by the

A

microprocessor. To complete the association, the thresholded V. is fed back into MOD3
A(n)

and the matrix vector multiplication operation is repeated. The resultant sequence of V,
(1) V(2) . V(n)

(V1, V ... V ) will be tested for convergence which, once reached, will yield the closest

A (0)

association with the interrogating input vector, V . One type of learning that this system

can perform is a statistical learning as suggested by Anderson.(') He showed that for a

neuron system coupled in an auto association scheme the multiplication of the weight
A (0)

matrix Wij by the interrogating vector V will result in the output vector being one of the

stable state, with a weight which is proportional to the frequency in which this vector

appeared during the learning phase.

The system can therefore learn to enhance common features which appear in

different patterns during the teaching (learning) phase. Thus when a vector appearing

during the interrogation phase has a feature which had appeared as a vector with a high

frequency of repetition during the learning phase, the output of the system will tend to be

that particular feature. The statistical learning capability is strictly true only for orthonormal

state vectors. We do expect, however, that the enhancement of the Tij weights associated

with this effect will also occur to some extent for non-orthonormal vectors. It should be

emphasized, however, that even without this interesting feature, the proposed system offers

adaptive learning in the sense of learning the weights corresponding to the association of

vectors Ui,Vi -- in other words, a modifiable-weight Tij matrix.

Another interesting subject to be studied under this program is the possibility of using
A

the vectors V obtained during the association (interrogation) phase as inputs for a new,

mooefied Tij. This opens up the possibility of demonstrating a system that would adapt itself

to new state vectors (environment). this can be implemented if the interrogating vectors

(which are input to MOD3 of Figure 1) are made to represent external vectors supplied by

the environment which we wish to learn and recognize.

Finally, we wish to point out that an electro-optical implementation of the Hopfield-

Anderson model was previously demonstrated.( 7) The use of acoustooptic cells in

conjunction with a 2-D spatial light modulator for similar implementation was recently

suggested.(8 )
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MULTIPLE QUANTUM WELL SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATORS:
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

T. Y. Hsu, U. Efron, W. Y. Wu, and J. NI Schulman

Hughes Research Laboratories
3011 Malibu Canyon Road

Malibu, California 90265

ABSTRACT

The optimization of an MQW modulator for both phase and amplitude modulation is
reportedalong with preliminary structural design for a photoactivated MQW spatial
light modulator.

Optimization of the MQW Modulator

The use of the multiple quantum well for spatial light modulators has rapidly
progressed during the past few years.(1- 4 ) The main advantage of this modulator is its
fast response and high electrooptic coefficient. However, the MQW modulator is a
narrow band device as its operation is based mainly on the excitonic effect resulting
from the sharp and narrow exciton absorption peaks. It is nevertheless possible to
design a MOW modulator to operate at almost any desired preselected wavelength by
the suitable selection of the semiconductor material systems and the thickness of
individual MQW layers, especially the well thickness. The strength of the exciton
absorption peak in a narrow well is larger and less sensitive to electric fields than that
of a wide-well structure. However, the shift of the absorption peak in the narrow well is
also less sensitive to the applied field than that of the wide well. For an efficient
modulator, a low applied voltage and high transmission are desirable. Thus, in view of
the trade-off between the strength of absorption and the field sensitivity, we expect to
have an optimum well thickness which will provide a compromise between these two
factors. Shown in Table I are the results of experimental and theoretical calculation
on MOW amplitude modulators of various well thicknesses; an on/off ratio of 100:1 is
assumed. The results show that they all give acceptable performance, while the well
thickness of _= 70 A shows the best overall performance.

The utilization of electrorefraction in MOW phase modulation is a more complicated
matter. The electrorefraction is related to the electroabsorption by the Kramers-
Kronig analysis. The maximum refractive index modulation occurs at the energy level
just below the zero applied field exciton absorption peak. As the applied field
increases the exciton absorption is broadened, and the peak is reduced in height and
shifted toward longer wavelengths. Therefore, if the probing laser wavelength is
selected at the maximum refraction index modulation, the associated amplitude
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Table I. Theoretical and Experimental Results on Amplitude Modulation of the MOW
SLM.

WELLIBARRIER 50/50 60/60 70/70 80/80 90/90 94/94
WIDTH

(A)
THEORY EXPRMT

°

PARAMETER _____________

E(10 5 V/cm) 1 1 1 1 0.5 1 0.5 0.5

t (4im) 2.9 3.7 4.6 7.1 6.82 10.8 9.2 11.2

V (volts) 29 37 46 71 34.1 108 46 56

T(%) 17.6 29.5 52.5 58.7 15.3 58.3 6.3 3.5

OXmin(cm 1) 6000 3300 1400 750 2750 500 3000 3000

Aa (cm - 1) 16000 12500 1 10000 6500 6750 4250 5000 4100"

Assumptions: (1) Contrast ratio = 100:1, (2) FWHM of exciton peak = 5.2 meV

* Extrapolated from data of 4 ptm sample (Ref. 4).
Possibly due to layer thickness nonuniformity and nonuniform applied field.

modulation and high absorption are unavoidable. The utilization of pure
electrorefraction for a 2-D SLM may therefore become unrealistic due to the long
optical path required in order to obtain a significant phase modulation. However, in
applications where the low optical transmission is tolerable, a binary phase
modulation can be achieved in a MOW modulator with a negligible amplitude
modulation while maintaining a maximum refractive index modulation. As shown in
Figure 1, a refractive index change, An 0.05, may be obtained from a MOW

modulator with 94 A well thickness at . = 0.853 4im as the applied electric field
varies between 0 and 0.5 x 105 V/cm-1 . A half wavelength phase modulation may be
obtained in an optical path of = 8 j.rm (4) (4 .im for reflective mode), which is feasible
with MBE technology. The transmission of this modulator is < 0.2%. A larger
refractive modulation may be obtained using an MOW structure with a narrow well. As
shown in Figure 2, at a well thickness of 50 A a refractive index change of An = 0.14

is obtained, with a negligible absorption loss chang at X_= 0.821 .m, if the applied electric
field is switched between 0 and 1 x 105 V/cm- 1. A half wavelength phase
modulation may be obtained at the optical path of = 3 4im, however, the optical
transmission of this modulator is still very low (= 2%).

Photoactivated SLM Design

We have developed preliminary concepts for MOW-based spatial Ight modulators.
These are based on both hybrid and monolithic approaches for the coupling of the
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driver to the MQW modulator. The hybrid approach shown in Figure 3 is based on a
GaAs substrate which is depleted by means of a metallic array of Schottky islands (e.g.
tungsten) deposited and etched on its output side. Coupling to the MQW modulator is
achieved via indium bumps contacting the corresponding metal pads on the modulator
input side. Assuming a full depletion of the GaAs structure by back-biasing of the
Schottky diode array, the photoconversion of the input image into a current pattern
results in a proportional spatial voltage drop across the MQW modulator and
consequently to a spatial modulation of the readout beam via electroabsorption. The
monolithic approach to a photoactivated SLM is shown in Figure 4. The metallic
mirror is replaced by the growth of a submicron wire grid structure over which the
MQW modulator structure can be epitaxially grown. This solution allows monolithic
integration of the GaAs driver to the MQW structure without the need for fabricating two
separate structures. Epitaxial growth of GaAs over a submicron tungsten wire grid has
been demonstrated by a group at MIT/Lincoln Laboratories.(6) The submicron wire grid
structure (which is routinely produced in the Research Laboratories in periods of
d = 0.25 ijm( 7 )) serves both as the Schottky contact and as a mirror reflecting a
polarized light oriented parallel to the grid lines.
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Figure 1. Experimental and theoretical results for electroabsorption and
electrorefraction for a 200-period MQW str, cture with 100 A / 100 A
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Figure 2. Theoretical results of (a) absorption spectra, and (b) refractive index
spectra of 50-A GaAs/5O-A GaAIAs MOW with applied field F = 0 (solid
line), 0.5 x 105 V/cm (dashed-dotted line), and 1 x 105 V/cm (dashed
line). A 5.2 meV full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the exciton
absorption peak is assumed (after Ref. 5).
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Figure 3. The photoactivated MQW-SLM: hybrid configuration, longitudinal field
operation.
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Figure 4. MOW SLM: monolithic approach using a submicrometer wire-grid
interface.
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